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From the desk of the 
executive director

Leadership is an indispensable skill for any orga-
nization. It is particularly critical for institutions, 
like the Church, that attend to the deepest de-

sires and longings of the human family for ultimate 
meaning and purpose. This component is identified in 
the Program for Priestly Formation (fifth edition) as one 
of the central dimensions or pillars of priestly training.

The Seminary Journal has been blessed with such 
a wealth of articles on this theme that we are devoting 
two issues of the journal to the topic.   

In this issue, Mark Fischer, who has written 
extensively on the role of parish councils, shares his 
insights based upon his long career of teaching at St. 
John’s Seminary, Camarillo, California. I was pleased 
to serve with Mark as a colleague on St. John’s fac-
ulty, and I think his essay highlights important ways 
in which the seminary curriculum and the overall 
program of seminary formation can enhance leader-
ship capacities in the seminarians. Rather than adding 
a course to an already heavily laden curriculum, Dr. 
Fischer suggests creative insights to help students inte-
grate classroom learning with the spiritual, human and 
pastoral goals of the Program for Priestly Formation. 

Kevin O’Neil, CSsR, long-time professor of moral 
theology at the Washington Theological Union in 
Washington, DC, provides a very perceptive and timely 
essay on the nature of professional preparation for 
ministry. Kevin brings to this reflection the perspective 
of a wise theological educator. Readers may also be at-
tracted to the excellent volume he co-edited with Sr. 
Katarina Schuth, OSF, and Dr. Victor Klimoski, Edu-
cating Leaders for Ministry, Issues and Responses (Liturgi-
cal Press, 2005).

George Schultze, SJ, spiritual director and profes-
sor of moral theology with a specialization in social 
justice at St. Patrick’s Seminary, Menlo Park, Califor-
nia, shares the benefits of the experience of community 
organizing for the preparation of future priests. Not 
only does this training equip priests for leadership in 

social justice ministry, but it also equips them for the 
day-to-day work of parish ministry. 

Anne Garrido, director of field education at Aqui-
nas Institute, St. Louis, Missouri, contributes a savvy 
assessment of supervised field education with a particu-
lar focus on the official ecclesial documents related to 
ministry formation. Readers will find her observations 
especially useful for helping students to become effec-
tive leaders and for growing more deeply in their spiri-
tual formation. 

Analyses of long-term trends in the U.S. Catho-
lic Church, including studies produced by CARA and 
the Pew Charitable Trust, document the sea-change in 
demographics that is underway. Allan Deck, SJ, who 
has joined the faculty at Loyola Marymount Univer-
sity in Los Angeles after distinguished service as a staff 
member at the U.S. Conference of Catholic Bishops, 
examines the demographic data and pastoral need for 
culturally competent ministers. He reflects on how 
seminaries might integrate into the curriculum the in-
tercultural guidelines issued by the USCCB. 

Brett Hoover, now a visiting professor at Loyola 
Marymount University, helps us understand that task-
orientation and ministerial isolation are powerful cul-
tural influences that negatively impact parish ministry 
– and the clergy and lay ecclesial ministers working 
in parishes. He reflects on ways that the seminary can 
teach leadership skills to cope with these influences.

F. K. Marsh, who serves on the faculty at Mount 
St. Mary’s Seminary, Emmitsburg, Maryland, discusses 
findings from her study of seminarians. She used the 
NCEA resource In Fulfillment of Their Mission to de-
sign her research protocol. Readers will find her results 
intriguing for its implications for the seminary forma-
tion program. 

Finally, Eugene Hemrick reviews Steve Rosetti’s 
new book, Why Priests are Happy: A Study of the Psy-
chological and Spiritual Health of Priests. Gene, a happy 
priest himself, draws upon his own experience as a re-
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Calendar of Events • NCEA Seminary Department
2012

◆  April 11-13
 NCEA Convention & Exposition
 (Priests Day, April 12) 
 boston, massachusetts

◆  June 10-13 
 A Necessary Conversation:  A Gathering 

of Experts, Part II. Cultural Competency– A 
focused conference for vocation directors, 
formation directors and psychologists 

 Philadelphia,PA

◆  June 13 
 Paresia Project Consultation

◆  June 14-15 
 A Necessary Conversation:  A Gathering 

of Experts, Part I. Psychological Assessment 
Conference – An introduction for vocation 
directors, formation directors and psychologists 

 Philadelphia,PA

searcher and teacher to comment on the book.
The Spring 2011 issue will continue the leader-

ship theme, and it will come shortly after this issue. 
As always, I hope that you will consider writing for 
Seminary Journal. Submissions may be sent to semi-
naryjournal@ncea.org.
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Preparing seminarians for 
Pastoral leadership
mark F. Fischer, Ph.d.

theme: leadershiP Formation – Part 1

Through their life and 
ministry – in short, through 

their identity with Christ 
– priests allow God’s 

incarnate Word to teach, 
sanctify, and guide the 
community so that its 

members may also make the 
mission of Christ their own.

The Catholic Church’s official documents prefer 
to speak of the priest as a good shepherd rather 
than simply as a leader. Instead of calling for 

leadership development at the seminary level, ecclesial 
documents tend to speak of seminarians learning to imi-
tate the good shepherd, Jesus Christ. By contrast with 
secular management textbooks, which define leadership 
as the ability to influence followers in the accomplish-
ment of tasks,1 Catholic church documents on priestly 
formation emphasize the assimilation by priests of 
Christ’s mission. Through their life and ministry – in 
short, through their identity with Christ – priests allow 
God’s incarnate Word to teach, sanctify, and guide the 
community so that its members may also make the mis-
sion of Christ their own.2 This distinguishes pastoring 
from leadership.

At the same time, official documents of the 
Church do speak of priests as “leaders,” albeit in a 
somewhat muted fashion. Vatican II, for example, stated 
that the priest “leads” the brothers and sisters of God as 
a family.3 The priest is not merely influencing followers 
to accomplish a task but is also allowing God to lead 
through him. Similarly, John Paul II described the priest 
as “encouraging and leading the ecclesial community;” 
in his view, the priest is able “to coordinate all the gifts 
and charisms which the Spirit inspires in the commu-
nity.”4 More than influencing others, priestly leadership 
includes calling forth the gifts of the Christian people. 
The United States Bishops also speak of the necessity 
for leadership formation in their Program of Priestly 
Formation, 5th edition. To be sure, they subordinate 
leadership training to the assimilation by seminarians of 
the mission of Christ. But the PPF clearly states that 
seminarians must acquire the “skills for effective pasto-
ral leadership.”5 The priest is more a shepherd than a 
leader, at least in ecclesial documents, but his ability to 
lead is essential.

A publication in 2008 of the National Catholic 
Educational Association, In Fulfillment of Their Mission, 
has affirmed the importance of leadership from a practi-
cal point of view.6 The publication describes the nine 
“duties” of the Catholic priest, of which the fourth is 
to “lead” parish administration. Administration encom-
passes eleven distinct tasks, including the leadership of 
pastoral and finance councils, the oversight of planning 
ministry, and stewardship, and the supervision of staff, 
property and communication. While “good shepherd” 
may be the preferred description of the Catholic pastor, 
“leadership” is one of his essential duties. 

Given the Church’s endorsement (however modest) 
of the concept of leadership, it is disappointing to see so 
little attention paid to leadership in the seminary cur-
riculum. The PPF states that the pastoral formation pro-
gram “should provide opportunities” for seminarians to 
acquire “the skills of pastoral leadership,”7 but the nature 
of these opportunities remains vague. Nowhere does the 
PPF require a course in leadership as it requires courses 
in Holy Orders (no. 202) and in Ecumenism (no. 216). 
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The well-being of every 
community depends on 

wise leaders and intelligent 
followers. Seminarians 

aspire to leadership when 
they see it exercised wisely.

Seminarians are supposed to learn how to be effective 
pastoral leaders, says the PPF, but the primary means 
to accomplish this is through “an initiation to various 
practical, pastoral experiences, especially in parishes.”8 In 
other words, seminarians are invited to observe leader-
ship at the practical level, understand it, and then as-
similate it. One might conclude that education in lead-
ership has been relegated to on-the-job training. 

To help seminary educators avoid this false conclu-
sion, this essay will elaborate what ecclesial documents 
say about leadership development. While most of the 
PPF’s treatment can be found under the heading of 
pastoral formation, the PPF also hints about leadership 
in the pillars of human, spiritual and intellectual forma-
tion. The essay will retrace aspects of the treatment of 
leadership within the Church’s official documents about 
the formation of priests under the following headings:

•	 Human	Formation. Under this pillar we will 
see how the Church connects leadership to 
obedience. Official teaching offers an implicit 
critique of any kind of leadership that is not 
obedient to the spirit of Christ.

•	 Spiritual	Formation. This pillar affirms the 
teaching that priestly power does not grant 
the priest an automatic right to be obeyed, 
but rather stems from his assimilation of the 
servant-mission of Christ, possibly creating 
what John Paul II called a “missionary tension” 
between serving the community and obeying 
the bishop.

•	 Intellectual	Formation. Not just the courses 
on priesthood and spiritual theology, but even 
the core courses in the pre-theology curricu-
lum (our examples are epistemology, metaphys-
ics, and ethics) can explore the philosophic 
bases of leadership.

•	 Pastoral	Formation. Seminarians reflect on 
their experiences of leadership in courses guid-
ed by pastoral field educators, and seminarian 
interns who consult their parishioners gain an 
experience akin to leading a pastoral council.

By drawing out the hints about leadership within 
all four of the pillars of formation, educators can en-
hance the seminary’s capacity to form priestly leaders.

Human Formation: Learning Leadership 
through Obedience

The PPF, in its section on human formation, 
hardly speaks of leadership. It does say, however, that 

human formation takes place “when seminarians learn 
to accept the authority of superiors, develop the habit 
of using freedom with discretion, learn to act on their 
own initiative and do so energetically, and learn to work 
harmoniously with confreres and laity.”9 All of these 
belong to leadership. Before one can be a leader, one 
must be able to accept the leadership of others. The 
seminarian must learn to see the exercise of leadership 
as essential to the Christian community. Utopians may 
criticize leadership as authoritarian and incompatible 
with true human equality, but in no society is everyone 
on an absolutely equal footing.10 The well-being of every 
community depends on wise leaders and intelligent fol-
lowers. Seminarians aspire to leadership when they see it 
exercised wisely.

The passage from the PPF simultaneously extols 
obedience and freedom. The seminarian, it says, must 
learn both to obey and to use freedom with discretion. 
Why are these terms linked? Pope John Paul II’s Pastores 
dabo vobis, in its section on human formation, gives 
us a clue. There we read that “human maturity, and in 
particular affective maturity, requires a clear and strong 
training in freedom which expresses itself in convinced 
and heartfelt obedience to the ‘truth’ of one’s being.”11 
The passage affirms that freedom is not the antithesis of 
obedience. In fact, true freedom means a liberation from 
everything that would hinder the person from seeing re-
ality (including the reality of God) and acting in accord 
with it. True freedom is lived in obedience to genuine 
authority, whether we call that authority “the ‘truth’ of 
one’s being” or the Word of God. 

We can discern the relevance of this insight to the 
concept of leadership in another passage from Pastores 
dabo vobis that links obedience to ecclesial authority 
and responsible freedom. The priest should not obey his 
bishop (nor the seminarian his rector) in a blind and 
unreflective way. Speaking of the priest’s obedience to 
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his bishop, Pope John Paul II wrote:
“The ‘submission’ of those invested with ecclesial 

authority is in no way a kind of humiliation. It flows 
instead from the responsible freedom of the priest who 
accepts not only the demands of an organized and or-
ganic ecclesial life, but also that grace of discernment 
and responsibility in ecclesial decisions which was as-
sured by Jesus to his Apostles and their successors.”12

The priest or seminarian obeys because he accepts 
the reality of the Church, but this is not servility or 
a merely pragmatic assent to those in power; it is also 
“discernment and responsibility.” The obedience of the 
Christian is not blind but thoughtful. It acts, not by 
dumb reflex, but after consideration of the truth.

That is why obedience and leadership are linked. 
One obeys an ecclesial authority just as one obeys the 
truth of one’s being. Obedience is an expression of in-
sight. By obeying, one acknowledges the goodness and 
the superior insight of the leader or authority. For that 
reason, John Paul II wrote that learning obedience pre-
pares a person for leadership. “Only the person who 
knows how to obey in Christ,” we read, “is really able 
to require obedience from others in accordance with 
the Gospel.”13 Leadership, whether defined in terms of 
the good shepherd or in terms of influencing others to 
achieve a task, necessarily invites obedience. The priestly 
leader invites obedience in good faith because he already 
knows how to obey “in Christ.” The leader receives obe-
dience from those who hear God’s Word in the invita-
tion to obey.

The goal of this essay is to help educators un-
derstand the Church’s call for leadership development 
within the pillars of seminary formation. The first pillar, 
human formation, links the development of the future 
leader to obedience and to human development. Semi-
narians manifest their growth in self-awareness by show-
ing a capacity for leadership.14 The link between human 
formation and leadership has two practical consequenc-
es, which we can treat as follows:

•	 Obedience	and	Leadership. Formators should 
invite seminarians to regard responsible obedi-
ence as essential to achieving the seminary’s 
goals and purposes. They should reflect on the 
challenge of offering obedience in the present 
and relate it to the challenge of inviting obedi-
ence in the future.

•	 Opportunities	 for	Leadership. When officials 
(e.g., directors of students) invite seminar-
ians to exercise leadership, the officials should 
support them during their work and after-

Preparing Seminarians for Pastoral Leadership

wards reflect with them about how well they 
did. Human formation means not just shaping 
seminarians, but allowing them to be leaders. 

Management textbooks commonly treat leader-
ship as the ability to influence followers. The Church’s 
official documents about seminary education remind 
educators that all leaders were once followers. Being a 
follower is not a sign of humiliation but of obedience to 
the leader’s superior insight. Becoming a good follower 
is the seminarian’s first step on the way to becoming a 
good leader.

Spiritual Formation: Leadership and Pastoral 
Charity

Leadership development also takes place within 
spiritual formation. The seminary aims at helping the 
student to identify with Christ as the unifier of the 
Christian community. The sacrament of the Eucharist 
signifies this unity. It makes tangible the spiritual reality 
of communion. 

The communion between the priest and the lay 
Christian poses a delicate challenge to seminary forma-
tors. On the one hand, their task is to help seminarians 
assimilate Christ, the one to whom they will be con-
formed in the sacrament of Holy Orders. Both Lumen 
gentium and Pastores dabo vobis speak of the ontological 
bond that exists between Christ and the priest.15 At the 
same time, however, formators must avoid any sugges-
tion that the priest, who is configured to Christ in a 
sacramental way, is thereby superior in status to other 
Christians, who are configured to Christ in a general 
way.16 The ontological difference between the ministerial 
and the common priesthood is no excuse for clericalism. 
Nor is it an adequate basis for the priest’s leadership of 

Being a follower is not a 
sign of humiliation but of 
obedience to the leader’s 

superior insight. Becoming 
a good follower is the 

seminarian’s first step on 
the way to becoming a 

good leader.
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The obedience that belongs 
to the priestly leader is not 

rooted in the difference 
between priest and people 
but in the love that unites 

them.

the community. Formators should insist that the ordi-
nation of a priest does not automatically make him a 
leader who commands obedience.

The obedience that belongs to the priestly leader is 
not rooted in the difference between priest and people 
but in the love that unites them. The PPF states that 
spiritual formation and pastoral formation reinforce one 
another and that seminarians are called to love God and 
neighbor. “When they respond positively to this invita-
tion and grow in that love, they find the basis for pasto-
ral and ministerial outreach that culminates in pastoral 
charity.”17 The leadership of the priest must be exercised 
in love if people are to respond to it in love.

John Paul II affirmed this insight in his discus-
sion of how the priest is configured to Christ. He began 
by acknowledging the “spiritual power” of the priest, a 
power defined as “a share in the authority with which 
Jesus Christ guides the Church.”18 But lest anyone mis-
understand this “power” as an authority based on rank, 
John Paul immediately linked it to service. The priest’s 
spiritual power, said the pope, belongs to Christ who 
heads the Church “in the new and unique sense of be-
ing a ‘servant.’” Unlike other leaders who lord it over 
their subjects, the Christ-like priest manifests pastoral 
charity. Quoting St. Augustine, John Paul called the 
priestly office an “amoris officium.”19 It is an office, yes, 
complete with its own rank, trappings and privileges. 
At its heart, it is an office of love. In the pastoral office, 
the priest commits himself to the Church’s own goal 
for itself: green pastures and flowing waters. He leads 
the flock where the flock itself, possessing the mind of 
Christ, wants to go.

At the same time, however, experience proves that 
the flock does not always possess the mind of Christ. 
The Church does not oblige the pastor to obey the 
flock but instead insists upon his obedience to the bish-

op. With the bishop, wrote John Paul II, the priest is in 
“hierarchical communion.” That does not simply mean 
that the priest obeys blindly (see endnote 11). He does 
not merely obey the bishop and lead the flock where the 
bishop decides it must go. No, John Paul II linked the 
idea of hierarchical communion with unity. The priest 
obeys his bishop in order to build up the unity of the 
flock, inviting its members to follow their vocations and 
put their gifts at God’s service. The priest’s ordained 
priesthood is meant to promote the laity’s baptismal 
priesthood. Tension may arise between the priest’s duty 
of obedience to the bishop and his service to their peo-
ple. John Paul II called it a “missionary tension.”20 It is 
an unavoidable aspect of the mystery of the Church as 
both a diversity and a unity.

Obedience and service help to explain the contin-
ued relevance of the term “servant leadership” coined by 
Robert K. Greenleaf.21 The servant leader serves follow-
ers by helping them achieve their goals. Such a leader 
presupposes that followers already know in general 
where they want to go. The servant leader facilitates the 
followers’ growth and goal-oriented activity. Greenleaf ’s 
concept of leadership is akin to the so-called “path-goal” 
theory of leadership from the 1970s. In that theory, fol-
lowers have a goal, and the good leader serves them by 
showing them a path to reaching it.22 The pastor who 
is a servant leader helps his people achieve their goal of 
union with God. He aids them by clarifying it, focusing 
his people’s attention on it and helping them achieve 
it.23 Obedience to the bishop, which may exist in “mis-
sionary tension” with service to the community, is an 
essential part of clarifying the community’s goal. 

Partisans of servant leadership may be tempted 
to overstate their case. Some may say that it is a form 
of leadership uniquely suited to the Christian commu-
nity and superior to other leadership styles.24 It might 
be better to view servant leadership not so much as a 
leadership style as a set of attitudes that good leaders 
embrace. Good leaders serve their followers by helping 
them to achieve their goals and those of the organiza-
tion. Leadership styles, in contrast to the attitudes of 
servant leadership, are adopted by leaders depending on 
the situation they face.25 There is no one preferred lead-
ership style (e.g., highly directive or laissez-faire) but a 
continuum of styles, each appropriate depending on the 
level of the followers’ readiness. Wise leaders (and even 
servant leaders) change their styles depending on what 
the situation demands. 

Despite this criticism, the servant-leader concept 
successfully blends secular leadership theory with the 
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Christian concept of the good shepherd. It is not so 
much a style as it is a set of attitudes. Good leaders 
do not merely influence their followers to accomplish 
a task but affirm their dignity and help them achieve 
their own goals insofar as they are also the goals of the 
Church. This has consequences for the spiritual forma-
tion of seminarians:

•	 Leadership	and	Unity. Formators should 
teach seminarians that leadership of Catho-
lics by priests is never simply a direct conse-
quence of the ontological difference between 
the ordained and the laity as if ordination 
made priests leaders. Leadership by priests in 
the Catholic community is properly exercised 
when they invite lay Catholics to freely assimi-
late the mission of Christ.

•	 Priestly	Spiritual	Power. Spiritual forma-
tion should identify the spiritual power of the 

priest with the concept of service as expressed 
by Jesus Christ. The future priest exercises 
legitimate spiritual power when the Christian 
community recognizes in his words and deeds 
the invitation of Christ. 

•	 Bishop	and	Community. Formators must 
help seminarians to see that obedience to the 
bishop and service to the community are not 
alternatives but belong together in missionary 
tension. The priest servant-leader obeys the 
bishop in order to help clarify the goal of the 
people and help them reach it.

Spiritual formation assists in the development of 
priestly leaders by helping them to see the nature of 
leadership in the Christian community. Such leader-
ship is not the ability to command obedience due to an 
ontological difference between the leaders and the led. 

In Fulfillment of Their Mission: 
The Duties and Tasks of a Roman Catholic Priest

By Joseph Ippolito, M.A., Rev. Mark A. Latcovich, Ph.D. and Joyce Malyn-Smith, Ed.D.

In Fulfillment of Their Mission offers a profile of what a 
successful priest needs to know and be able to do. It outlines 
nine major areas of ministerial concern – the duties – and 
enumerates several tasks within each performance area. 
Four levels of competency are described for each task, with 
accompanying descriptions, laid out in a chart format. 

8.5 x 11 inches, soft-cover, spiral bound, 90 pp. plus 
pull-out, detachable matrix. Includes introduction and 
appendix. 2008. $18 member/$24 non-member. Shipping 
& handling added to each order. Discounts available.

NCEA Member Service Center
1005 N. Glebe Road, Suite 525
Arlington, VA 22201
Online Store www.ncea.org
Email: seminary@ncea.org
Tel: 800-711-6232
FAX: 703-243-0025
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The priest’s ordained 
priesthood is meant to 

promote the laity’s baptismal 
priesthood.

On the contrary, it is the capacity for service, for invit-
ing people to assimilate the mission of Christ, and for 
building up the Christian community. 

Intellectual Formation: Leadership and 
Practical Wisdom

 Although the seminary curriculum does not re-
quire a course in leadership or parish administration, it 
does offer many opportunities to study those subjects. 
Courses in the theology curriculum (e.g., priesthood 
and spiritual theology) will certainly teach the kinds of 
lessons about leadership that we have sketched above 
under the headings of human and spiritual formation. 
Even the courses now taught in the college seminary or 
pre-theologate enable students to encounter the philo-
sophical roots of leadership in epistemology, metaphys-
ics and ethics. Let us examine the link between the 
philosophy curriculum and leadership development.

In order to see the link, consider the duties that 
a priest exercises. Among the nine duties treated in In 
Fulfillment of Their Mission (see endnote 6), the fourth 
states that the priest leads parish administration. With-
in that duty, he has the task of leading the pastoral 
and finance councils. The leadership of councils is an 
art with its own philosophic dimensions.26 Canon Law 
ascribes to these councils a consultative-only vote. The 
priest leads them by consulting them and is not obli-
gated to follow the councils’ advice. At the same time, 
however, his consultation of them implies an obliga-
tion. Common courtesy and intellectual honesty oblige 
the priest to consult in good faith, sincerely seeking 
the wisdom of those on his council. We shall examine 
the consequences of this under the headings of episte-
mology, metaphysics and ethics.

Epistemology
Official documents speak of philosophy courses 

as if they had nothing to do with leadership. The PPF, 
for example, regards the course on epistemology as the 
basis for drawing “objective and necessary truths” from 

the study of “contingent reality.”27 Here epistemology is 
presented as the antidote to skepticism and relativism, 
yet that hardly exhausts its contribution. Epistemology 
aims not solely at objective and necessary truths, but 
also at contingent truths as they emerge in dialogue. 
Paul VI spoke of dialogue as “the mental attitude 
which the Catholic Church must adopt regarding the 
contemporary world.”28 Dialogue, in which human be-
ings struggle to reach agreement even about contingent 
truths, also belongs to epistemology. The course pro-
vides an opening in the seminary curriculum to teach 
the capacity for dialogue as essential to the leader.

A few examples should make this clear. Episte-
mology usually includes an examination of the Platonic 
dialogues. In them, we witness the search by Socrates 
for the essences of the moral virtues. Plato presented 
Socrates as the one who distinguished between ex-
amples of justice in the world and justice as an ideal 
form. This may be what the PPF alludes to when it 
speaks about drawing objective and necessary truths 
from contingent reality.

Important as this lesson is, the Platonic dialogues 
also provide the earliest example of the search for truth 
in dialogue – an essential skill for the priest who must 
make the right decision in a contingent situation. As 
a searcher for truth, the priest must first adopt the 
attitude of Socratic ignorance (Apology 21a sq.), ac-
knowledging that his knowledge is limited. That is his 
motive for consultation, namely, to gain the wisdom of 
his parishioners. He must lead the conversation, guid-
ing others in the search for truth. Socrates compared 
this process to the office of a midwife (Theaetatus 149 
sq.) who helps others give birth to insight. Plato’s por-
trayal reveals Socrates to be not the one with all the 
answers, but the one committed to a truth that the 
community itself must bring to light. There is no bet-
ter literary example of leadership through dialogue.

Professors in the college seminary or pre-the-
ologate must not only teach the difference between 
contingent and necessary truths, but they should also 
employ the Socratic dialogues to introduce seminarians 
to the importance of dialogue as a tool for leadership. 
Socrates saw that in order to discern what wisdom de-
mands there is no better way than to put forward an 
argument and subject it to scrutiny. One must have 
“recourse to theories,” he said (Phaedo 99e). Theories, 
i.e., logoi, are the expressions of thought in language. 
We express them so as to examine them. In dialogue, 
the leader invites a variety of viewpoints so that the 
best opinion will reveal itself. The relevance of this 
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practice to priestly leadership should be made explicit 
in the study of epistemology.

Metaphysics
A second example of the relevance of the philo-

sophic curriculum to leadership training is the course on 
metaphysics. It is easy, however, to overlook this rel-
evance. The PPF states that metaphysics gives seminar-
ians “the structure and ability” to discuss theology.29 In 
other words, metaphysics is viewed primarily as a prep-
aration for theological studies. John Paul II’s encycli-
cal Fides et ratio amplifies this viewpoint. It says that 
metaphysics provides a “horizon” so that students can 
move “beyond an analysis of religious experience,” that 
is, “from phenomenon to foundation.”30 Without meta-
physics, the seminarian might not be able to under-
stand what lies behind (or better said, what expresses 
itself through) phenomena. Unfortunately, however, the 
course on metaphysics may be so preoccupied with the 
distinction between phenomena and foundations that it 
overlooks the link between the two. The phenomenon 
of language is not separate from metaphysical truth, 
for it moves the thinker from appearance to reality. 

Book VI of the Nicomachean Ethics brings this 
out in a revealing way. There Aristotle distinguishes 
between “pure science” (knowledge or episteme) and 
“practical wisdom” (phronesis). Both are a way of ob-
taining truths, he wrote, but they differ regarding (1) 
the types of knowledge at which they aim, (2) their 
method and (3) the intellectual gifts they require. The 
distinction between scientific knowledge and practical 
wisdom is essential. Scientific knowledge, on the one 
hand, aims at necessary truth, proceeds by demonstra-
tion and requires abstract reasoning. Practical wisdom, 
on the other hand, has to do with action or the cor-
rect thing to do in a given situation. To gain this wis-
dom, one engages in dialogue with others about the 
goal to be achieved. The intellectual skill required for 
practical wisdom, said Aristotle, is the ability to de-
liberate well (bouleusis). Book VI of the Nicomachean 
Ethics constitutes a veritable primer for the seminarian 
who aspires to lead Christians in the search for practi-
cal wisdom.

The course on metaphysics undoubtedly must 
distinguish between a phenomenon and the unseen 
reality which it expresses. Such a distinction, by itself, 
though, may pose a temptation for students to believe 
that they have more practical insight than others. The 
course on metaphysics should avoid that false impli-
cation. In order to prepare seminarians for pastoral 

leadership, it should introduce another, complemen-
tary distinction: the distinction between the realms 
of knowledge. By distinguishing between science and 
practical wisdom, Aristotle helps the seminarian to see 
that he cannot learn practical decision-making from a 
textbook. The good leader makes wise decisions about 
how to act, not in isolation, but by conversing with 
those who are skilled in deliberation.

Metaphysics can show the seminarian the realm 
of knowledge in which consultation is essential, 
namely, practical wisdom. One does not pursue it as 
one pursues the scientific knowledge of objective and 
necessary truths. Practical wisdom is about how to act 
rightly in a contingent situation. This is precisely what 
the priest seeks by consulting his people. He asks oth-
ers to deliberate with him about a course of action. By 
highlighting this realm of knowledge and exploring the 
art of deliberation, the course on metaphysics can pre-
pare the seminarian for pastoral leadership.

Ethics
The course on ethics provides a final example of 

the relevance of the philosophic curriculum to leader-
ship training. The PPF speaks of the course in terms of 
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decision-making. It enhances ethical decision-making 
by giving seminarians “a solid grounding in themes 
like conscience, freedom, law, responsibility, virtue, and 
guilt” as well as “the common good and virtue of soli-
darity as central to Christian political philosophy.”31 This 
statement is to the point, but two examples show the 
potential for misunderstanding. The first group of terms, 
including conscience, freedom, and virtue, may be un-
derstood individualistically. They may suggest that if I 
guard my conscience, my freedom, and my virtue, I can 
create within me an ethical fortress, secure from inva-
sion. Other people, those apart from me, may threaten 
my conscience, obscure my freedom, or weaken my 
virtue – so I isolate myself. That is the danger of indi-
vidualism.

The second group of terms, “common good” and 
“political philosophy,” can also be misconstrued. The 
concept of the common good, essential to Catholic 
social teaching, has consequences for economic life. Be-

cause of these consequences, however, students may be 
tempted to associate the common good with economic 
matters alone. They should be led to see its relevance 
to wider realms, including parish governance. Some-
thing similar can be said for the concept of solidarity. 
It is so closely identified with political questions that 
its relevance to parish leadership can be overlooked. So 
teachers of philosophic ethics face a challenge. It is the 
dual challenge of presenting moral decision-making in 
a way that is not individualistic and of discussing the 
common good and solidarity without confining them 
to the spheres of economy and politics.

Here we begin to see the application of philo-
sophical ethics to pastoral leadership. St. Thomas illu-
minates it in his discussion of prudence in the Second 
Part of the Summa Theologica. Prudence, he says in 
Question 47, is thought applied to action (art. 1). The 
pastoral leader wants to act prudently. Such prudence 
is not concerned with purely theoretical issues but fo-
cuses on action (art. 2). Questions about how to act 
cannot be decided on abstract principles. The princi-
ples must be applied to the case at hand. The question 
of application has to do with the disposition of means 
or resources. Prudence does not aim at an ideal but at 
the limited good that can be accomplished with the 
means at the leader’s disposal (art. 7). In searching for 
a sound course of action, the wise leader consults those 
with prudence, defined by St. Thomas as an intellectu-
al as well as a moral virtue (art. 4). The prudent deci-
sion is not correct in the abstract. It is correct because 
prudent people understand it and affirm it.

St. Thomas’ discussion of prudence illustrates the 
relevance of philosophical ethics to leadership. From 
the course on ethics, students can learn how wise pas-
tors reach sound decisions. They do so by consulting 
prudent parishioners, by working with the parish’s 
resources, and by cultivating an understanding of the 
issues faced by the parish. The ethics course is rightly 
meant to prepare students for decision-making, but 
such preparations can be misunderstood individualisti-
cally or restricted to the economic or political realm. 
The teaching of St. Thomas shows the kind of knowl-
edge that pastors aim for in discussions with prudent 
parishioners.

Despite the fact that the seminary curriculum 
lacks a course on leadership, the existing courses on 
epistemology, metaphysics and ethics can provide semi-
narians with leadership’s philosophical foundations.

•	 Dialogue. Epistemology introduces seminar-
ians to dialogue as the Church’s “attitude to-
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leadership.

wards the world” (Pope Paul VI), an attitude 
that invites conversation as a way of holding 
up thoughts to intellectual scrutiny.

•	 Practical	Wisdom. Metaphysics, with its 
distinction between scientific knowledge and 
practical wisdom, helps seminarians identify 
the realm of contingent truth within which 
communal deliberation is essential.

•	 Prudence. Philosophical ethics is not solely 
about the individual’s cultivation of private 
virtues, but is also about the virtues shared 
by the community, such as prudence. The 
prudent pastoral leader considers with his 
parishioners the disposition of the Church’s 
means in order to reach practical ends.

The ordinary courses in the college or pre-theo-
logical curriculum provide ample opportunities to pre-
pare seminarians for leadership. The courses can show 
them how it emerges in dialogue, pertains to contin-
gent truth, and results in prudent decisions.

Pastoral Formation: The Practice of 
Leadership

The fourth pillar, pastoral formation, emphasizes 
leadership more than the other three pillars. The PPF 
states that leadership development is an “essential ele-
ment” of pastoral formation. Such development takes 
place as “various practical, pastoral experiences, espe-
cially in parishes” (endnote 7) initiate the seminarian 
into an understanding of leadership. So leadership 
experiences occur mainly in the field. The off-campus 
locations may create the false impression that leader-
ship development is consigned primarily to on-the-job 
training, independent of the seminary.

The success of pastoral field education in U.S. 
seminaries belies that false impression.32 Although 
seminarians learn about leadership primarily through 
practical experiences in parishes and other off-campus 
locations, pastoral field educators ensure that seminar-
ians reflect on their experiences in a formal way. The 
typical seminarian, engaging in practical experience 
off-campus, is simultaneously enrolled in an academic 
course that invites theological reflection on the experi-
ence. Such courses usually include discussions under 
the guidance of a professor. Topics for discussion in-
clude the seminarian’s recollection of experiences in the 
field as well as the written comments of off-campus 
supervisors. The seminarians’ disciplined reflection with 
others led by a professor complements their practical 

experience. It would be false to say that leadership de-
velopment is simply on-the-job training apart from the 
seminary.

In addition to field education in hospitals, schools 
and other institutions, most seminarians also have a 
parish internship. At St. John’s Seminary in Camarillo, 
for example, the parish internship, which lasts for an 
academic year, is a full-time exercise of ministry under 
the supervision of a pastor. The seminarian receives 
academic credit and must successfully complete the in-
ternship to earn the M.Div. degree. Success is measured 
in terms of the goals defined by the intern, the field 
education office and the pastor-supervisor. The seminar-
ian makes a “contract,” promising to undertake certain 
responsibilities at the parish (e.g., preaching, presiding 
at graveside services, teaching at the parochial school, 
etc.). The pastor-supervisor promises to help the intern 
achieve his goals. 

One aspect of the internship at St. John’s Seminary 
that deserves special attention because of its impor-
tance for leadership development is the Intern Advisory 
Board (IAB). The board is a group of parishioners who 
advise the seminarian-intern. Although the supervising 
pastor names the IAB members, it is the seminarian’s 
responsibility to convene and consult them. The tasks of 
convening and consulting offer the seminarian an expe-
rience akin to the pastor’s formation of pastoral and fi-
nance councils. If the leadership of such councils is one 
of the principal duties of the Catholic priest, the forma-
tion of the IAB initiates the seminarian into a similar 
form of leadership. Let us consider for a moment the 
purpose of the IAB, the job description of members and 
the intern’s aim in consulting the group. 
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Purpose of the Board
The purpose of the Intern Advisory Board resem-

bles the purpose of parish councils, namely, to share the 
members’ wisdom with the one who consults them. This 
apparently simple fact, however, is far from simple, be-
cause the word “consultation” does not make explicit the 
motives of the intern or of the board members. Interns 
consult the IAB because they are looking for a specific 
kind of help. On a trivial level, one could say an intern 
consults the board in order to satisfy a seminary require-
ment. If that were the intern’s sole motive, though, he 
would not benefit much from the board. The deeper 
motive for consulting the IAB is not to prove to the 
seminary that the intern can go through the motions of 
consultation but rather for the intern to gain wisdom. 
The consultative intern, then, must approach the board 
with a question. He has learned from a study of the 
Platonic dialogues that his knowledge is limited. He 
wants to know how well he is accomplishing the goals 
stipulated in his learning contract. He believes that the 
IAB can help him.

The board members, for their part, are motivated 
by love for the Church and a desire to help the intern. 
They are not experts in homiletics, liturgy or education, 
but they can tell when the intern preaches, presides 
and teaches well. By acquainting themselves with the 
intern’s learning contract, moreover, they can help him 
see whether he is meeting his goals. Consulting the IAB 
can be a challenge to the intern. On the one hand, he 
comes to the IAB as a learner. He consults them to 
profit from their insight. On the other hand, he leads 
the consultation. He has to help the IAB members un-
derstand the terms of the learning contract, and he has 
to formulate questions that will invite reflection and 
honest dialogue. In doing so, the intern discovers that 
leadership is not just influencing followers to accomplish 
a task. It means helping followers – the board itself – 

achieve their goal of providing wise counsel to a future 
priest.

The Board’s Job Description
The Intern Advisory Board is like a parish coun-

cil, first of all, in that it meets monthly and follows an 
agenda. The intern prepares it before the initial meeting. 
He is, after all, consulting the members. For example, 
he may want to know about his preaching, or about his 
work in the parish office, or about his teaching skill. At 
the opening of each meeting, he asks the members to 
propose topics for discussion. Part of effective consulta-
tion is giving the IAB a say in forming the agenda. The 
intern leads by asking questions and guiding the conver-
sation. He is inviting the board members to show him 
how to be a better pastoral minister. This is not some-
thing that can be demonstrated in an experiment (as 
Aristotle might have said); rather, it emerges in a process 
of deliberation.

The IAB is also like a council in that it requires 
individual effort by the members between meetings. If 
the intern wants feedback on his homilies, for example, 
he will have to request that board members attend the 
Masses in which he is preaching. If he wants to know 
how well he is teaching at the parochial school, he will 
have to invite members to observe him. The intern is 
consulting the board just as a pastor consults his coun-
cil. He has to help the board see what the seminary and 
the pastor expect of him. He should not be shy about 
asking board members to read his learning agreement or 
to witness his performance of ministerial duties. 

At the end of the internship, the IAB evaluates the 
intern. Members have to complete a questionnaire and 
write their impressions of him. In this way, the IAB dif-
fers from a council. Councils usually are not expected to 
evaluate pastors. But the IAB’s evaluation of the intern 
need not distort the relationship between the two. Its 
evaluation does not mean that the board is supervising 
the intern. The pastor remains the supervisor. Rightly 
speaking, the intern is asking the board to help him 
gauge his ministerial abilities. Even though the board 
evaluates him, he is still the one consulting the board. 
He is inviting the board’s wise counsel, and that is an 
essential aspect of leadership.

The Goals of the Intern-Leader
Consulting with an Intern Advisory Board can 

provide the seminarian with an experience of servant 
leadership. This is the kind of leadership that presup-
poses well-motivated followers and a generous leader. 
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The leader (in this case, the intern) helps followers (the 
IAB) to achieve their goal of providing wise counsel to a 
future priest. The board members are motivated because 
the Church wants good priestly leaders. It is not always 
easy, though, for the IAB to give advice. Board members 
may be unfamiliar with what the pastor and the semi-
nary expect of the intern. They may be unsure of their 
role. They may be afraid of hurting the intern’s feelings. 
The intern becomes a servant leader when he gives clear 
directions, develops a straightforward agenda, formulates 
questions and invites honest dialogue. 

Ultimately, the intern seeks self-knowledge. He 
wants to learn about his readiness for priestly ministry. 
He wants to improve his ministerial skills. He wants to 
hone his ability as a leader. Those are his goals. In order 
to achieve them, he has to appreciate the situation of 
his lay collaborators. They may not know what kind of 
help he wants. They may not know what the seminary 
expects. The intern has to understand that, although he 
is asking them for help, he remains a leader. He leads 
the group by eliciting, pondering, and integrating its 
opinions. He has to invite specific feedback, even about 
matters which are potentially embarrassing to him (e.g., 
his mannerisms and blind spots). By showing the board 
that he wants their frank advice and wise counsel, he re-
veals himself as a servant leader. He leads by helping the 
group achieve the Church’s mission and their own.

The Catholic priest, in summary, is expected to 
lead parish administration, especially through finance 
and pastoral councils. For this reason, it is important for 
seminarians to experience consultative leadership. Par-
ish interns from St. John’s Seminary learn about this by 
convening an Intern Advisory Board. Convening such 
an advisory group provides experience in leadership in 
general and group facilitation in particular.

•	 Consultative	Leadership. By asking pastoral 
interns to consult a representative group of pa-
rishioners, formators give the interns an experi-
ence of leading a dialogue that aims at practi-
cal wisdom and prudent knowledge.

•	 Group	Facilitation. By developing agendas, 
guiding conversations and seeking the ad-
vice of a representative body of parishioners, 
seminarian-interns learn how to form a group, 
focus a conversation and invite reflection.

The consultative intern asks the board to help him 
judge how well he is meeting the goals of internship. 
Although he is not asking the board to supervise him, 
he does request that they evaluate him. In so doing, he 

learns an important lesson in leadership, namely, that 
the good leader asks followers to commit themselves 
to the truth. However painful it might be to hear that 
truth, it remains the ultimate basis for unity in spirit. 

Conclusion: The Potential for Leadership 
Development

One reason why the Program for Priestly Formation 
does not require a course in leadership development is 
that the term is ambiguous. When such development 
can mean so many different things, from being a “ser-
vant leader” to “influencing followers to accomplish a 
task,” it is easy to understand why the Church is wary 
of it. Undoubtedly, the Church desires priests who are 
leaders, but it prefers to speak of priests who are good 
shepherds in imitation of Christ.

An examination of the pillar of human formation 
reveals a tacit criticism of secular theories of leadership. 
Christ-like leaders are not merely tools of higher pro-
duction, capable of influencing followers to perform a 
task. They are rather the ones who become leaders by 
learning obedience. Seminarians must obey their superi-
ors. Such obedience is neither servility nor a subordina-
tion of one’s own will to the demands of ecclesial life. 
No, it is the thoughtful and discerning acknowledgment 
of a superior’s goodness and insight. One does not obey 
a Christian leader merely to achieve a quota but be-
cause such a leader can help people align their will more 
closely with God.

Our consideration of the spiritual formation of 
seminarians revealed some of the difficulties of concep-
tualizing leadership, even within the Christian commu-
nity. The Church’s great esteem for the priest, described 
in language that distinguishes him from the laity, in fact 
expresses its great esteem for Christ as he speaks through 
him. The priest would be no leader if he acted as if he 
were entitled to obedience. On the contrary, the priest 
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becomes a leader to the extent that he serves the com-
munity. Seminarians in spiritual formation undoubtedly 
must learn about the unity of the Church and especially 
the duty of obedience to the bishop. The priest’s com-
munion with bishop and people, though, exists, we saw, 
in a missionary tension. His mission to this people at 
times may create tension between him and the bishop. 
It is as unavoidable as the tension between unity and 
plurality within God, and spiritual formation should 
consider it.

Leadership development does not seem to play 
a large role in the process of intellectual formation as 
reflected in the Church’s documents, but courses in the 
theology curriculum, especially the courses in priest-
hood and spiritual theology, are the proper locale for 
the teaching about Christ as a servant leader. Philoso-
phy courses in the pre-theology curriculum, moreover, 
should invite students to consider the conceptual bases 
of leadership. Too often these courses preoccupy them-
selves with the dangers of skepticism and relativism and 
run out of time before the professor can explore the 
topic of leadership. In Plato’s teaching about dialectic, 
in Aristotle’s doctrine of practical wisdom, and in St. 
Thomas’ exploration of prudence, however, seminarians 
can gain a solid understanding of consultative leader-
ship. These topics deserve their place under the philo-
sophical sun.

The Church’s documents speak most about lead-
ership development under the heading of pastoral 
formation. The documents may seem to suggest that 
acquiring leadership takes place exclusively in practical 
experiences far from the seminary campus. Thanks to 
pastoral field education, we can see that this is a mis-
conception. Acquiring leadership skill demands reflection 
as well as practice. Parish internships offer seminarians 
an extensive practical exposure to ministry, and an in-
novative feature of these internships is the advisory 
board composed of parishioners. The board gives them 
an experience very similar to the pastor’s leadership of 
parish councils. The topic of consultative leadership is 
difficult to teach in the classroom where consultation at 
best can be mimicked through role playing. When an 
intern, however, has to consult a group of parishioners 
about how well he is fulfilling the terms of his learning 
contract, the situation becomes vividly real. Interns must 
learn how to ask boards for advice and how to guide a 
consultation. This is the seminarian’s best possible intro-
duction to consultative leadership.

Leadership development has become more im-
portant in recent years as the number of priests has 

declined and as the time between ordination and the 
first pastorate grows shorter. By exploring the potential 
for leadership development within the existing seminary 
curriculum, professors and formators can promote this 
aspect of formation. It is not treated in great detail in 
the Church’s official documents, but it will loom ever 
more important.

Mark F. Fischer, Ph.D., is Professor of Pastoral 
Studies at St. John’s Seminary, Camarillo, Cali-
fornia.
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Our vocation marks the 
convergence of God’s 

design and our discernment 
of the gift . . . [and] is 

grasped by attention to our 
deepest desires, to our true 

self where God speaks.

Job, Career, Profession, Vocation: 
what exactly am i doing in 
theological education?
rev. Kevin o’neil, Cssr, s.t.d.

Perusing the descriptions of career, job, profession 
and vocation in the New Shorter Oxford English 
Dictionary highlights divergence and convergence 

in the definitions. 1 While a job is called “a piece of 
work” at one point, it overlaps with profession when 
described as “part of one’s occupation or profession.” A 
career marks “a course or progress through life or histo-
ry” and is a “profession engaged in as a life-work.” The 
third definition of a profession is “a vocation, a calling, 
esp. one requiring advanced knowledge or training in 
some branch of learning or science, spec. law, theology, 
or medicine.” Finally, a vocation is defined as “the fact 
or feeling of being called by God to undertake a specific 
(esp. religious) career, function, or occupation; a divine 
call to do certain work; a strong feeling of fitness or 
suitability for a particular career.” Although one finds 
some commonality in these terms, there appear to be 
unique characteristics to the last term, vocation.

Distinctive in the definition of vocation is its reli-
gious dimension (“called by God”) and its reference to 
a feeling of fitness or suitability for a career. A further 
definition describes it as “a mode of life or employment 
regarded as requiring dedication.” Is it too much to sug-
gest that what distinguishes a vocation from a job, a 
career, and a profession is its necessary hold on both the 
heart and the head of the one who is called by God? 
Without suggesting that the other terms are essentially 
devoid of this heart-head connection and religious di-
mension, it would seem that one’s vocation necessarily 
involves reasoned passion. One’s vocation, by definition, 
appears to encompass the whole person in a way that 
career, job and profession do not. One’s vocation seems 
to be more deeply rooted in the identity of a person. 

I will examine this notion of vocation more thor-
oughly, relying principally on two short works: Parker 
Palmer’s Let Your Life Speak. Listening for the Voice of Vo-
cation2 and Herbert Alphonso’s Discovering Your Personal 
Vocation. The Search for Meaning through the Spiritual 
Exercises.3 I will then raise the issue of the appropriate-
ness of calling one’s work in theological education a 
vocation.

Vocation: a Call?
The Latin root of vocation (vocare = to call) points 

us to the most common understanding of vocation. The 
dictionary definition cited above states it clearly: “The 
fact or feeling of being called by God . . . . The work 
or function to which a person is called.” Called in what 
way, however?

 Sacred Scripture is replete with stories of the 
two-fold dynamic of call and response – consider Abra-
ham and Sarah,   Moses, the prophets, Mary, the apostles,  
Paul. God calls, ordinarily with a particular task in 
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Discernment of one’s 
personal vocation . . . 

requires attention to one’s 
relationship with God and 
the movements of one’s 

own heart.

mind, and people struggle to respond. “The notion of 
call is not peripheral to the Scriptures but fundamental 
to the Bible’s understanding of human existence before 
God.”4 Before all else, this call from God is “to holiness 
and the fullness of life itself.”5

Listening to the Inner Voice
As central as the notion of an external call is to 

our understanding of vocation, Parker Palmer affirms, 
“Vocation does not come from a voice ‘out there’ call-
ing me to become something I am not. It comes from 
a voice ‘in here’ calling me to be the person I was born 
to be, to fulfill the original selfhood given me at birth 
by God.”6 Our vocation marks the convergence of God’s 
design and our discernment of the gift. It reminds me 
of the line of Eric Liddell, a young Scottish minister in 
the movie Chariots of Fire, who says: “God made me 
fast. And when I run I feel his pleasure.” 

The inner voice arises from who one is. Palmer 
points to the danger of willing oneself into a particular 
vocation without attending properly to one’s selfhood. 
“Our deepest calling is to grow into our authentic self-
hood.”7 So, vocation is grasped by attention to our 
deepest desires, to our true self where God speaks. 

Palmer’s focus on the “inner voice” finds resonance 
in Herbert Alphonso’s work, Discovering Your Personal 
Vocation. Alphonso describes the personal vocation as 
“the secret of unity and integration at the heart of a 
whole life precisely because it is the unique God-given 
meaning in life.”8 Alphonso examines the theme of 
vocation from a religious perspective, highlighting the 
uniqueness of every single life and, consequently, every 
vocation. This line of thinking calls to mind Paul’s first 
letter to the Corinthians where, while recognizing the 
diverse gifts of the Spirit in the community, he states: 
“The Spirit’s presence is shown in some way in each 
person for the good of all” (1 Cor 12:7). As unique and 
necessary as is each piece of a mosaic, so too is each in-
dividual in her or his personal vocation. 

Alphonso gives examples of personal vocations 
which we might find surprising and, perhaps, confusing 
at first glance. He tells the story of a middle-aged Jesuit 
priest who had grown dry in his relationship with God. 
In his retreat and spiritual direction, the man came to 
realize that what seemed to arouse spontaneously a sense 
of union with and gratitude to God was his reflection 
on how good God had been to him in his life. After 
further consultation, Alphonso and the priest identified 
“the goodness of God” as the personal vocation of this 
particular man. As general as “the goodness of God” 

is as a vocation, it is specified and concretized in this 
particular individual. Other examples of a personal voca-
tion are “I am with you,” “patient love,” “unconditional 
acceptance.”9 Discernment of one’s personal vocation, 
however, requires attention to one’s relationship with 
God and the movements of one’s own heart.

Both Palmer and Alphonso emphasize attention 
to oneself, the inner voice, to learn one’s vocation. This 
task consists of listening to one’s desires and discerning 
the movement of the heart toward God. This attention 
to the inner voice yields insight into one’s vocation.

Attending to the Outer Voice
Does Palmer draw too sharp a line between an 

external and an internal voice? How might he be right, 
and how might he overstate his point?

I believe that Palmer is correct in asserting that 
our vocation is not imposed on us from outside our-
selves. Some notions of the will of God conjure up im-
ages of an objective reality separated from the inner self. 
I picture a book in the heavens with everyone’s name 
in it. There, laid out in black and white, is the story of 
our lives, who we should be and become. Our task is to 
peek somehow over God’s shoulder and find out what 
the divine plan is for each one of us. So, our vocation is 
predetermined. If this is what Palmer has in mind, then 
surely our vocation does not come from a voice “out 
there.”

My experience, however, and I suspect that of oth-
ers, is that the discernment of and growth in(to) our 
vocation occur by listening to voices from both outside 
and inside. The voice from outside is not that of an 
interventionist God who moves us around like pawns 
on a chessboard. It is, rather, the voice of God through 
the community, whether family, friends, church, institu-
tion, or one of many networks of relationships in which 
we live. Palmer writes that “our lives lay down clues to 
selfhood and vocation.”10 These clues are read by us and 
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We learn about ourselves 
and our vocation through 
dialogue between internal 

and external voices, between 
our sense of self and a 

community’s perception and 
formation of us.

by others. We are aware, I am sure, of blind spots in 
our ability to see ourselves as we truly are; at the same 
time, we have surely been surprised at the keen insights 
that others have about us. A comment as seemingly in-
significant as “you’re a good listener” may give us a hint 
of qualities that we were not aware that we possessed. 
Quite simply, we learn about ourselves and our vocation 
through dialogue between internal and external voices, 
between our sense of self and a community’s perception 
and formation of us as well. Both are sources in the dis-
cernment of God’s call and direction. 

Our vocation is a call, a call from God discerned 
through reflection on our deepest selves and on the 
voices of those who have come to know us. Fidelity to 
vocation fosters integrity and meaning in our lives and 
contributes to the common good in a uniquely personal 
way.

A Vocation within a Vocation
Palmer and Alphonso lead us away from narrowly 

defining our vocation in terms of a job, profession or 
career. They remind us that our vocation is much more 
about who we are than what we do. How then are we 
to understand a profession or career in theological edu-
cation? In what sense can we speak of the vocation of a 
theological educator?

We can speak of work in theological education 
as a vocation only in a secondary sense or, as Dr. Hal 
Sanks has called it, “a vocation within a vocation.” Al-
phonso points out that a Jesuit priest has four levels “of 
a hierarchically structured vocation: the Christian, the 
priestly, the religious, and the Jesuit.”11 Where does one’s 
personal vocation enter here? Not as a fifth vocation, 
says Alphonso. One’s personal vocation is, rather, “the 
spirit that animates every one of the four mentioned lev-
els.”12 

I would prefer to speak of my role as a theological 
educator as an expression of a deeper personal vocation. 
There are at least two reasons for suggesting this ap-
proach. First, I am convinced that our personal vocation 
is primarily about a way of being in the world rather 
than what we do. A particularly critical problem that we 
encounter in American culture is how easily the dignity 
of persons is linked to their productivity and contribu-
tion to society. We tend, perhaps without thinking, to 
speak in terms that suggest that dignity is somehow 
conferred on people according to their status in society 
or the substance of their contribution. We might uncon-
sciously breathe in this philosophy of life unaware of its 
consequences. I recall hearing of a man who was very 
ill and was told by his doctor that he would never work 
again. Having four relatively young children, he received 
this news as devastating. The man went into a depres-
sion and was never quite himself for the last two years 
of his life. Perhaps over-identifying himself with his 
work and rightly concerned for the welfare of his fam-
ily, he missed the significance of his presence as father 
in the home to his children. Over-identification of one’s 
vocation with what one does can lead to personal di-
saster when expectations are not met or when life deals 
one a devastating blow. Prioritizing “being” over “doing” 
focuses our attention on one’s personal vocation, on the 
particular way in which one is to incarnate God in the 
world, and seeks new ways to do so when doors close to 
previous opportunities. 

The second reason for viewing work in theological 
education as a vocation in a secondary sense is that one 
may well find the energies and spirit that animate one’s 
life moving toward a different and new expression of 
one’s personal vocation. This shift may occur because of 
external circumstances or by a person’s own initiative. It 
seems, however, that limiting a vocation to a particular 
expression, such as teaching or medicine or administra-
tion, runs the risk noted above of equating vocation 
with profession or career. They are not the same.

Significance for the “Vocation” of the 
Theological Educator

How might these two concerns, that is, prioritizing 
being over doing and recognizing diversity in manifesta-
tions of our personal vocation, play out in the life of 
the theological educator? Why might we insist on the 
personal vocation as prior to a vocation within theologi-
cal education? 
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Prioritizing Being over Doing 
One of the blessings and curses of the world of 

technology is email. Rapid communication with people 
around the world makes everyone seem a bit closer. On 
the downside, junk mail abounds. Not too long ago, I 
received an email that I expected to be trash material. 
The email urged the reader either to try to remember 
the recipients of the Oscar Award for best actor over 
the past ten years or to name a recipient of the Nobel 
Prize from each of the past ten years. After one or two 
more questions like these it asked, “Could you do it?” 
The email continued: Now, name a teacher who in-
fluenced you when you were growing up. The author 
of the email presumed, rightly in my case, that while 
I could not name the best actor for the last ten years 
or the recipients of the Nobel Prize, I would have no 
trouble recalling a teacher whose influence in my life 
I still treasure. Perhaps the second presumption of the 
email is that the teacher’s memory stays with me be-
cause he was a fine person whose expertise in theologi-
cal education went far beyond the material presented in 
class. Like many colleagues, he brought his faith to the 
classroom in a way that provided a context for our theo-
logical inquiry without impeding our academic efforts. 

His manner of dealing with students reflected a man in 
touch with his primary vocation to incarnate God in 
the world, whether in the classroom or on a basketball 
court. There is no question in my mind that he lived 
coherently his personal vocation and that of a theologi-
cal educator. 

There are dangers, as I have suggested, when doing 
supercedes being. Experiences of theological educators in 
the early years of their careers are often tales of demands 
from various fronts: performance in the classroom, 
committee work, pressure to publish, contribution to 
professional societies, making tenure and the like. Over-
identifying themselves with their tasks can wreak havoc 
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Discernment of one’s 
personal vocation is the 

fruit of listening attentively 
to God in one’s deepest 

self and the voices in the 
communities to which one 
belongs. Ultimately, one’s 
personal vocation arises 
from one’s uniqueness, a 

gift of the Spirit.

in their lives. Poor student evaluations, tensions among 
colleagues, rejected manuscripts and so forth offer sub-
stantive challenges to junior faculty members and could 
threaten their very sense of dignity and worth.

Middle faculty could fall victim to unmet expecta-
tions regarding their careers in theological education. 
Comparing themselves to colleagues may prompt feel-
ings of inadequacy and failure. At a time in their lives 
when they ask “what have I done with my life so far?” 
those whose whole lives are defined in terms of their ca-
reer in theological education alone may find themselves 
disappointed with the course of their profession and fail 
to see the gift that they are and the service they have 
yet to offer.

Senior faculty members who have identified them-
selves virtually exclusively with their careers in theologi-
cal education run the risk of not knowing when their 
career as theological educators has reached its conclusion 
and of continuing on to the detriment of themselves, 
their colleagues and their students. Faced with the pros-
pect of retirement they may be driven more by fear of 
what will be than by confidence in the same Spirit who 
graced them with their personal vocation from the be-
ginning. Both middle faculty and senior faculty could 
see an extension of their vocations in being quiet men-
tors to younger faculty, offering their wisdom subtly so 
as to sustain the junior faculty members and draw them 
deeper into their personal vocation.

For all three groups, prioritizing being over doing 
reminds them that their fundamental vocation is to in-
carnate God in the unique way in which the Spirit has 
graced them. Locating their meaning only in a career in 

theological education undermines the fullness of life to 
which they are called and impedes the full flourishing of 
their personal vocation.

Changes in Expression of One’s Personal 
Vocation

Discernment of one’s vocation, we mentioned, is 
the fruit of dialogue between inner and outer voices, 
with God’s will being manifest in the deepest self and 
the communities to which one belongs. This conver-
sation continues throughout one’s life. At times, this 
ongoing movement in life may prompt a change in the 
expression of one’s vocation. Changes may occur on 
one’s own initiative or through the promptings of the 
community. Frederick Buechner describes a vocation as 
“the place where your deep gladness meets the world’s 
deep need,”13 a place of encounter between the inner 
and the outer voices.

It may be that one’s gladness is no longer aroused 
by one’s involvement in theological education. I re-
member a comment made early on in a program called 
“Theological Teaching for the Church’s Ministries,” a 
project for corporate faculty development. Someone re-
marked that teachers should leave theological education 
if they did not love their students. Perhaps this is true 
of all teaching. It strikes me as all the more true for 
theological education, however, because of the intimate 
connection between one’s personal calling to incarnate 
God in a unique way, one’s call to the fullness of life, 
and the particular expression that this vocation might 
take in life. Risking a kind of death in one’s inner life 
one ought rather to seek another expression of her or 
his personal vocation so as to continue to find integrity 
and meaning in life.

On the other hand, it may well be the world’s 
need that invites us to change the expression of our per-
sonal vocation. Faculty members are called to adminis-
trative positions, administrators are invited to participate 
in projects beyond the walls of their own institution and 
so on. Critical in this regard is attention to consistency 
between one’s personal vocation and the new expression 
to which one is called. Alphonso says that “the personal 
vocation . . . becomes the criterion of discernment for 
every decision in life.”14 Once again, attention to inner 
and outer voices is necessary in order to proceed with 
integrity.

Conclusion
This brief essay has examined the question of the 

vocation of the theological educator in the context of 
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the broader notion of one’s per-
sonal vocation. Discernment of 
one’s personal vocation is the fruit 
of listening attentively to God in 
one’s deepest self and the voices 
in the communities to which one 
belongs. Ultimately, one’s personal 
vocation arises from one’s unique-
ness, a gift of the Spirit. Argu-
ing that one’s personal vocation 
resides primarily in being over 
doing, I have proposed the voca-
tion of the theological educator as 
a “vocation within a vocation” or, 
more explicitly, as an expression 
of one’s personal vocation. Avoid-
ing the pitfalls of over-identifying 
with their career and recognizing 
a variety of manifestations of their 
personal vocation, theological 
educators may advance through 
significant moments in their ca-
reers, developing their personal 
vocations more profoundly and 
incarnating God in the world.

In the final analysis, liv-
ing one’s personal vocation is, in the words of Palmer, 
“something I can’t not do.”15 To the extent that a career 
as a theological educator manifests one’s personal voca-
tion it is to be pursued; to the extent that it distracts 
one from the work of the Spirit, it should be aban-
doned. Poet William Stafford asks, “Ask me whether 
what I have done is my life.”16 When all we have done 
manifests our personal vocation, we reply with a re-
sounding “Yes.”

Rev. Kevin O’Neil, CSsR, S.T.D., is Associate 
Professor of Systematic and Moral Theology at 
Washington Theological Union, Washington, DC.
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Faith-based community 
organizing is a useful 

source of leadership training 
for seminarians. Seminarians 

and their formators must 
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organizing itself from the 
perspective of Catholic 

social doctrine.

Community organizing 
and seminarian leadership 
development
rev. George e. schultze, sJ

would not have become the leader he is today without 
his training, work and experience in community orga-
nizing.

The training of modern day labor and community 
organizers is traced to such historical figures as Terrence 
Powderly of the Knights of Labor, Samuel Gompers of 
the American Federation of Labor, John L. Lewis of the 
United Mine Workers, and Lewis’ protégé Saul Alin-
sky. Today, this organizing heritage is commonly made 
available to clergy, religious, churchgoers, unionists and 
small business owners through such organizing networks 
as People Improving Communities through Organiz-
ing (PICO), the Industrial Areas Foundation (IAF) and 
the Gamaliel Foundation. These national organizing 
networks offer one-day, weekend and ten-day training 
sessions with the longest training sessions dedicated to 
significant leaders whose sponsoring institutions help 
cover their costs. The leaders/trainees learn how to di-
rect meetings, build relations with one-to-one meetings 

President Barack Obama is wont to say that he 
learned more working as a community organizer 
in Chicago than he learned as a student at Har-

vard Law School. Through his organizing, he learned to 
see, judge and act in classical Catholic Action fashion, 
and he also grew as a leader. Who is a leader? And how 
might the faculty and staff of seminaries further as-
sist seminarians in their development as leaders in the 
promotion of justice through community organizing? 
Faith-based community organizing is a useful source 
of leadership training for seminarians. Seminarians and 
their formators must always evaluate the organizing itself 
from the perspective of Catholic social doctrine.

Leaders have talents, mentors, knowledge, oppor-
tunities, allies and most importantly followers. While 
President Obama’s faith background is relatively fluid 
and not as clearly defined as some would like, he is un-
questionably a world leader, a person who has shot like 
a comet through the sky of national and international 
politics. Community organizing played a major role in 
his leadership development through the mentoring of 
Greg Galluzzo, a former Catholic priest and the former 
director of the Gamaliel Foundation (a national organiz-
ing network), and the political strategizing of Marshall 
Ganz, a 1960s civil rights organizer, a past lieutenant to 
Cesar Chavez in the United Farm Workers (UFW), and 
now a lecturer at the Kennedy School of Government 
at Harvard. President Obama’s “Yes We Can” campaign 
motto was simply a translation of Cesar Chavez’s “Si Se 
Puede” rallying cry. The president’s rise to world lead-
ership is rooted deeply in the history and tradition of 
community organizing in the United States. Although 
one must acknowledge that his family and education 
contributed to his social awareness and charisma, he 
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Community organizing 
focuses on middle class and 
low income people, groups 

that require organized social 
power because they have 
inadequate political and/or 
financial power to achieve 
change as individuals. The 
organizing is not driven by 
a particular issue or special 
interests but by the common 

needs.

and gather information in research actions. They also 
attend sessions with academics and others to analyze and 
discuss public policy concerns and community needs. At 
many ten-day trainings, the organizers and leaders from 
the local affiliate will have organized a public action that 
has two purposes: 1) to gain some public benefit (e.g., 
after school programs in a community) and 2) to hold a 
meeting led by regular people, attended by a large num-
ber of concerned citizens and filled with civic drama. It 
is an event that educates and motivates the leaders who 
are attending the training.

Faith-based community organizing is multi-reli-
gious and multi-ethnic. Catholic parishes and dioceses 
are significant financial contributors to the networks 
and are by far the greatest single source of participants. 
For example, People Acting in Community Together 
(PACT), the San Jose, California, PICO affiliate, counts 
as member institutions twelve Protestant Churches (six 
denominations), four synagogues, two Islamic associa-
tions and nine Catholic parishes. PACT has 50,000 
members who are associated with these faith communi-
ties. Given the United States’ bishops call for faithful 
citizenship, faith-based community organizing provides 
a non-partisan outlet to promote the common good. 
Neighbors, friends and family are recognized for their 
participation in civic affairs in an era when citizens have 
lost their civic spirit and even fail to avail themselves 
of their right to vote. Many seminarians, religious and 
priests have already grown as leaders with the training, 

organizing opportunities and mentoring offered by these 
networks.

In Upon this Rock: The Miracles of a Black Church,1 
Samuel G. Freedman chronicles the influence of com-
munity organizing in the life of Baptist minister Johnny 
Ray Youngblood and the reorganizing of the St. Paul 
Community Baptist Church in Brooklyn. Protestant 
seminaries and community organizing workshops have 
included the book in their curriculum. In part, Young-
blood rebuilt his failing congregation by tenacious re-
lationship building focused on the self-interests of the 
local people, which is community organizing in its pur-
est form. By means of his personal experience, scripture 
study, liturgical life and social concern, he increased his 
church’s membership and positively influenced the local 
community. In part, Johnny Ray Youngblood has recog-
nized that his training with the IAF and leadership role 
in East Brooklyn Churches, his IAF affiliate, contributed 
to the growth and success of his church. The mentoring 
that he and his members received from IAF organizer 
Michael Gecan made them legitimate leaders in Brook-
lyn. East Brooklyn Churches is probably best known 
for the building of 3,000 affordable homes in Brook-
lyn through their Nehemiah Project organizing efforts. 
Community organizing groups around the United States 
have similar stories to tell about leadership development 
and tangible improvements made in their sponsoring 
churches. 

Seminarians will benefit from an academic and 
pastoral introduction to the world of community orga-
nizing because it has a history of success in developing 
leaders. The faculty, spiritual directors, vocations direc-
tors and ultimately the bishops and religious superiors 
who mission the seminarians to organizing efforts need 
to provide ongoing guidance and support from a Catho-
lic perspective. 

I was introduced to community organizing in a 
seminary class in the early 1990s and then as a seminar-
ian participated in a summer-long training in PICO’s 
San Jose, California, affiliate, PACT. Challenged by lead 
organizer David Mann, I conducted more than 100 
one-to-one relational meetings during a summer while 
living at the rectory of the largely Hispanic Sacred Heart 
Parish. After house meetings, research actions and table 
talks with then-pastor Mateo Sheedy, I came to appreci-
ate the leadership development and training that is the 
real purpose of community organizing. It was an educa-
tion. By the end of the summer, the members of PACT 
and their allies—more than 300 people in attendance—
heard the city’s redevelopment chief agree to set aside 
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The iron rule of community 
organizing is this: “Never do 
for people what they can do 

for themselves.”

funds for after school programs and gang prevention, 
the first such use of redevelopment funds in the state of 
California. We learned that we, too, had the faith and 
strength of a Moses, a Micah and a Mary. At its best, 
community organizing links scripture, liturgy, the spiri-
tual life and the sacraments to the challenges that the 
Church and families face today. Community organizers 
frequently remind their listeners that although Moses 
was a poor public speaker, God chose him to lead the 
Israelites. And while St. Peter was a mumbling and 
bumbling erstwhile fisherman, he was the rock upon 
which the Church was built.

Paul Osterman at the MIT Sloan School of Man-
agement points out three challenges that every leader 
finds when organizing—inertia, the free rider and pow-
erful counter forces to success, e.g., power-grabbing and 
outside opponents.2 Community organizing focuses on 
middle class and low income people, groups that require 
organized social power because they have inadequate 
political and/or financial power to achieve change as 
individuals. The organizing is not driven by a particular 
issue or special interests but by the common needs that 
people raise in multiple one-to-one relational meetings, 
small group meetings or “house meetings” in a par-
ticular area. The organizing is across ethnic, racial and 
special interest lines; in other words, it is broad-based. 
The participants are also working across denominations, 
faith traditions, ages, political parties, cultures and gen-
der. The organizing committee by its nature reflects the 
socioeconomic make-up of the locale. 

At times, leaders in the Church and civil society 
have to motivate timid, fearful, and/or apathetic people 
and they will often use the pain people feel in their lives 
as a motivator. This pain is the grief born of hardship, 
suffering and experiences of injustice. If you can touch 
a person where he or she feels pain or suffers, you can 
agitate that person and constructively direct the person’s 
anger. An elderly husband and wife may isolate them-
selves in their home, but a leader, developing a relation-
ship with them through multiple one-on-one meetings, 
learning that their property and family have been af-
fected by area crime, can agitate them out of their home 
and into communal action. The inertia is broken.

Community organizers believe self-interest drives 
people, and organizers encourage men and women to 
look for the interests of their families and communities. 
This motivation is not a crude self-interest, or the re-
ductio ad absurdum form of self-interest as found in Ayn 
Rand’s objectivism. It is an enlightened self-interest that 
is still tempered by Christian love of neighbor. 

In their Catholic social doctrine class, reading the 
social encyclicals, seminarians learn that the Church 
supports associations that work to improve people’s lives, 
encourages the ownership of private property for the 
well being of families and places value on self-starting, 
entrepreneurial initiatives. The iron rule of community 
organizing is this: “Never do for people what they can 
do for themselves.” In the community organizing world, 
parishioners and neighbors out of self-interest work to 
improve the lives of children and safeguard the family. 
The understanding and acceptance of self-interest, more-
over, leads to an environment of accountability that lim-
its the free-rider phenomenon. In most urban centers, 
seminarians inevitably encounter faith-based community 
organizing in their field education and pastoral year as-
signments. Supervised participation in the work with 
reflective evaluation of the experience will contribute to 
their leadership development. 

Community organizers also teach about power, 
a fundamental element in the work. Saul Alinsky, the 
father of today’s community organizing, believed that 
power was the essence of life, and this belief is one of 
his legacies in organizing. In our Catholic tradition, 
we have power by virtue of our human dignity, having 
been made in the image of God. Professional organiz-
ers teach church people that there are two kinds of 
power at work in the world as it is: money (wealth) and 
people (numbers). While a few people may harness great 
earthly power through wealth, less well-off people acting 
together in solidarity can still engage opponents and de-
feat unjust power grabbing. 

Community organizers look to parishes and other 
mediating institutions for potential leaders and train 
them to become confident and effective public figures. 
The leadership development is transferable to other ar-
eas of parish life or ministry as shown by Johnny Ray 
Youngblood’s reorganizing and revitalizing of his church 
community in Brooklyn. The greatest boon to minis-
terial leadership with regard to power is learning the 
importance of the power of relationships. Long-term, 
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The experience of 
community organizing will 
help a seminarian become 
a leader, but it requires a 

mentoring that consistently 
holds to the faith and does 

not reduce it to a social 
ethic. 

accountable relationships lead to positive change, and 
one-to-one meetings are a means of building those rela-
tionships.

President Obama gained his understanding of 
Catholic social teaching as a community organizer, and 
he has publicly expressed respect for the Church’s tradi-
tion of social thought. The organizing work, pursued by 
an invested participant, can quickly provide leadership 
skills and present a path for leadership development. 
Looking at the professional organizers in the various 
organizing networks, one finds many Catholic and non-
Catholic clergy, religious and seminary graduates who 
have gravitated into full-time community organizing. 

A significant number of seminarians and priests, 
however, have unfortunately found the challenge, mean-
ingfulness, and effectiveness of organizing as a path 
right out of the religious life. Women religious have also 
found mentors, career opportunities and meaning in 
the social justice efforts of these groups that they failed 
to find in other roles within their vocations. It is excit-
ing work that can lead to challenging self-reflection and 
personal growth. Although many of the local affiliates of 
national organizing networks have sponsoring Catholic 
parishes and the support of dioceses, they are in fact 
parachurch institutions as compared to the St. Vincent 
de Paul Society, Knights of Columbus, the Catholic 
Worker or other similar Catholic associations. The 
organizing committees receive financial capital, social 
capital and indirectly spiritual capital from the Catho-
lic Church, but they are truly non-denominational and 
ecumenical entities. They have no canonical standing. 
Catholic participation provides legitimacy for the orga-
nization in eyes of many people and helps credential the 
leaders when they first schedule one-to-one meetings. 

The parachurch nature of the community orga-
nizing networks can, nonetheless, pose at times valid 
obstacles to the participation of Catholic seminarians 
and clergy. While seminarians and clergy may want to 
engage the nation’s pluralistic and diverse social mi-
lieu, they also recognize the rejection of some Catholic 
social doctrine by other denominations, religions and 
secular institutions (e.g., labor unions). To maintain the 
broad-based nature of their work, community organiz-
ing groups as described here will not take positions on 
respect for life or the protection of marriage between a 
man and a woman. These issues from a Catholic view, 
however, are basic to the Catholic understanding of so-
cial justice whether in the case of protecting defenseless 
and innocent human life or the stability of the fam-
ily, the vital cell of society according to Catholic social 
teaching.

Sociologist Richard Wood in Faith in Action: Re-
ligion, Race, and Democratic Organizing in America de-
scribed PICO’s belief system in this way:

Participants use a variety of culture elements 
to express their understandings of what faith-
based organizing is all about. In this sense, the 
beliefs underlying PICO’s organizational cul-
ture represent less a unified whole than a rope 
of many fibers. But two main cultural tradi-
tions intertwine to form the main cords of the 
culture of faith-based organizing: the civic and 
political traditions of grassroots democracy and 
the ethical traditions of religion. Each cord, 
in turn, is made up of several related cultural 
strands.3

While community organizing at its core devel-
ops leaders, its ethical reflection can be insufficient or 
blunted. Church sponsors and religious participants have 
to hold the professional organizers and their networks 
accountable for the time and energy they put into both 
instrumental politics to win social goods and the ethi-
cal reflection about what is the good. Practicing Catholics 
who have participated in faith-based community orga-
nizing will question organizing committee leaders about 
the leveraging of faith communities to develop relation-
ships with politicians who continually reject a Catholic 
understanding of life and marriage but may support 
health and immigration reforms. 

Some seminarians are already well aware of this 
tension, but other seminarians will need to have their 
formators point out to them that Church teaching con-
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nects a good society with the protection of life in all its 
stages and the protection of marriage between a man 
and a woman. A leadership role will require lifting up 
the Church’s teaching in its entirety and at times feeling 
the rejection of others or perhaps seeing their conver-
sion. Caritas in Veritate, Pope Benedict XVI’s recent so-
cial encyclical, points out that Catholics cannot separate 
charity and social justice efforts from what the Church 
teaches as the truth. Faith-based community organizers 
assume that participants know their church’s doctrine 
and avoid taking up issues in which faith traditions/
denominations conflict in their teaching. Formators have 
the responsibility of pointing out this lacuna from a 
Catholic understanding of truth and evangelization.

As Richard Wood has observed, faith-based com-
munity organizing is dependent on the “civic and politi-
cal traditions of grass roots democracy and the ethical 
traditions of religion.” These “two cords,” moreover, 
are made up of other “cultural strands.” No one would 
deny that United States political and civic traditions are 
influenced by utilitarian philosophical thought and that 
like Machiavelli, community organizers are more focused 
on how people live than how they ought to live. In ad-
dition, as one becomes more familiar with community 
organizing, one finds strands of Friedrich Nietzsche’s 
understanding of the will-to-power (e.g., reason itself 
as a will-to-power) and value relativism (e.g., passionate 
commitment without a belief in truth).4 Such mistaken 
thinking requires at the minimum an acknowledgement 
and promotion of the ethical traditions of religion, or the 
work of community organizing will end in failure. Pope 
Benedict XVI writes in Values in a Time of Upheaval:

We have lost sight of truth as such…what we 
take to be a direction is not based on criterion 
that is itself true but only on our decision, 
and that means, in the final analysis, on utili-
tarian considerations. In this kind of “relativ-
istic” context, teleological or consequentialist 
ethics becomes ultimately nihilistic, even if it 
is unaware of this.5 

One should not solely criticize professional orga-
nizers for these negative strands because they are found 
in the culture at large, including Catholic parishes at 
times. Given the philosophical and ethical tensions 
at play in community organizing, although President 
Obama has become a world leader, his community orga-
nizing experience only gave him a partial understanding 
of Catholic social thought.

At St. Patrick’s Seminary and University in Menlo 
Park, California, the seminarians receive a solid intel-
lectual formation that enables them to trace the philo-
sophical roots of both Catholic and non-Catholic social 
initiatives and their ethical premises. On a daily basis 
they also hear the word of God and receive the Eucha-
rist in the midst of stained-glassed depictions of the 
Prophets, the Holy Family, the Apostles and the Doctors 
of the Church. The chapel itself answers the question, 
“Who is a leader?” The seminarians are looking up to 
them. Spiritual leaders are in the end the directors of 
our material lives, and it is their world view inspired by 
God that leads to change. The experience of community 
organizing will help a seminarian become a leader, but it 
requires a mentoring that consistently holds to the faith 
and does not reduce it to a social ethic. 

On the one hand, a seminarian and his formators 
will at times need to challenge others within the com-
munity organizing world and civil society. With the 
support of his bishop and priest-mentors, the experience 
will help the seminarian recognize the complexity of the 
world, improve his pastoral leadership and encourage 
him to confront the ethical relativism that is the bane 
of our world today.6 On the other hand, his experience 
of community organizing will unquestionably contribute 
to his leadership in the Catholic community. Whether it 
is leading a parish or supporting Catholic organizations 
like the Knights of Columbus and St. Vincent de Paul, 
the seminarian will know how to motivate, support and 
above all listen to others. His followers in turn will be-
come Christian leaders for others. 

Rev. George E. Schultze, SJ, Ph.D., is a spiritual 
director and lecturer in Catholic social ethics at St. 
Patrick’s Seminary and University in Menlo Park, 
Calif. He studied labor relations at Cornell and 
graduated from the Haas Business School at UC 
Berkeley. 
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Jesus does not lecture to 
the twelve in classrooms or 
pass out how-to manuals; 

rather, he invites them 
to travel alongside as 

he heals and preaches, 
afterwards reflecting on their 

experiences with them.

a Catholic Vision of theological 
Field education: Glimpses from the 
ministry Formation documents
ann m. Garrido, d.min.

The history of field education as a means of 
ministerial formation precedes the inaugura-
tion of Christianity itself. Searching through 

the earliest pages of scripture, we already find images 
of God’s prophets and leaders being prepared for their 
work through close mentoring relationships with fel-
low prophets and leaders. Consider Moses and Joshua 
journeying through the desert together or Elijah and 
Elisha in the shadow of King Ahab’s palace. When Jesus 
appears in the Gospels, it is only natural that he will 
form his successors through a pattern of discipleship 
well embedded in the Jewish imagination. Jesus does not 
lecture to the twelve in classrooms or pass out how-to 
manuals; rather, he invites them to travel alongside as he 
heals and preaches, afterwards reflecting on their experi-
ences with them: What does the parable mean? Who are 
people saying he is? Of what should they beware regard-
ing the Pharisees?

In stories from Acts and the epistles, we see the 
model of mentorship thrive in Paul’s relationship with 
Timothy and Silas, and in Priscilla’s and Aquila’s re-
lationship with Apollos. Such mentorship continues 
through the early centuries of the Church. Urban can-
didates for the emerging ministerial priesthood were 
formed in the context of the cathedral, living with the 
bishop and older presbyters, progressing through a va-
riety of minor orders, their duties gradually increasing, 
until they were ordained priests themselves. Augustine of 
Hippo was the first to formalize a communal mentoring 
relationship in the creation of a monasterium clericorum, 
a house next to the cathedral where priests could live 
with and learn from one another. Candidates in rural 
settings received more individualized mentoring if they 
were able to receive mentoring at all.

While there were many advantages to mentorship 
as the primary means of ministerial formation, there also 
proved to be difficulties. Over time, uneven mentoring 
and the lack of a consistent, theologically substantive 
formation led to a good deal of ill-informed preaching 
and pastoral care within the church, contributing to the 
emergence of the Reformation in the early 16th century. 
One of the more sweeping changes that the Catholic 
Church undertook in the Council of Trent was in the 
area of ministerial formation. Charles Borromeo, among 
others, led the way in ushering in a far more academic 
model of formation taking place within the context of 
seminaries. Protestant communities, too, chose to place 
a high priority of the education of their ministers, of-
ten affiliating with or creating universities to promote 
rigorous theological training. In the U.S., some of the 
first universities – including Harvard, Yale, Princeton 
and Dartmouth – were all founded originally as divinity 
schools with the aim of assuring highly trained ministers 
for the fledging nation.
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Quality ministry demands 
both a sound intellectual 

basis and practical, pastoral 
wisdom that can only be 

gained through ministerial 
experience.

In the centuries following the Reformation, how-
ever, both Catholic and Protestant traditions discovered 
that just as field learning alone is not sufficient, neither 
is academic learning. Quality ministry demands both a 
sound intellectual basis and practical, pastoral wisdom 
that can only be gained through ministerial experience.

Contemporary documents on ministerial educa-
tion, emerging both from Rome and the USCCB, 
highlight the importance of a fulsome, well-rounded 
formation that takes place not only within the classroom 
context, but in other contexts as well. In this essay, I 
want to briefly introduce four key documents from the 
past two decades that illumine the Catholic Church’s 
expectations around ministry formation. I then want to 
highlight common threads in these documents that sug-
gest a contemporary understanding of field education 
in Catholic circles. These threads should be considered 
by seminaries and other formation programs when es-
tablishing and evaluating the field education component 
within their curricula.

A Survey of Recent Documents
The most significant document on ministerial for-

mation emerging from the Vatican in recent decades is 
John Paul II’s apostolic exhortation Pastores Dabo Vobis 
(PDV), dated March 25, 1992. It was written follow-
ing a 1990 synod of bishops devoted to looking at the 
priestly vocation in the modern age. The document 
proposes a comprehensive approach to priestly formation 
grounded in the vision of the Second Vatican Council. 
For our purposes, section #58 is of special relevance. Al-
though the language of field education is not specifically 
used, the intent is clear.

The Program for Priestly Formation, fifth edition 
(PPF5), is the response of the U.S. Catholic Church to 
PDV, establishing guidelines for seminaries in designing 
holistic programs of formation for future priests, espe-
cially diocesan priests. Issued November 15, 2005, the 
document follows the lead of PDV in identifying four 
major pillars of formation: human, intellectual, spiritual 
and pastoral. The references to field education in PPF5 
fall largely under the pastoral formation section (#236-
257). Field education is identified as one of the key 
methods of pastoral formation for parish life. Key refer-
ences to field education include #239-240 and #248-
250 in PPF5.

The National Directory for the Formation, Minis-
try, and Life of Permanent Deacons in the United States 
(NDPD) was released by the USCCB on December 26, 
2004. The NDPD establishes norms for the formation 

of permanent deacons. Like the PPF5, it encourages 
the practice of placing ordination candidates in a vari-
ety of settings to gain pastoral experience during their 
formation. In contrast to PPF5, it highlights non-parish 
versus parish sites. Pastoral formation for the deacon, it 
emphasizes, should focus on diakonia –  liturgy, char-
ity and justice. Paragraphs #126-133 and #219-221 
are especially relevant as regards field education in the 
NDPD.

Co-Workers in the Vineyard of the Lord: A Resource 
for Guiding the Development of Lay Ecclesial Ministry 
(CWV) was issued by the USCCB in November 2005. 
Unlike PPF5 or NDPD, CWV does not establish norms 
or particular law, but it does offer substantive reflec-
tion on what has been learned regarding best practices 
in the formation of lay ecclesial ministers in the US 
Church. Based on the same four-pillar structure as the 
PPF5 and NDPD, the document locates field education 
under pastoral formation. While it does not speak about 
where field placements should take place, or who should 
supervise them, it does strongly support field education 
experiences for lay ministry candidates. Pages 42 and 
49-50 of CWV are particularly important for our effort 
in this essay.

What Can We Glean?
From these four ecclesial documents, we can learn 

a great deal about how the Church understands the role 
of field education at this moment in its history and 
learn its hopes and expectations for the experience. I 
want to lift up nine key insights that weave through the 
documents:

Field education is the not the same as field 
work

Field education directors are often barraged by 
calls from parishes, schools and other social service 
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ry focus. In field education, 

the primary focus is the 
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agencies looking for volunteers. Volunteerism is a noble 
thing, to be highly encouraged, but it is not the same 
as field education. In volunteerism, it is the needs of the 
site that form the primary focus. In field education, the 
primary focus is the growth of the student. While the 
needs of the ministry and the growth of the student go 
hand-in-hand during field education, the shift in em-
phasis is significant. Field education begins not with an 
assessment of what the site most needs, but rather with 
what the student most needs in order to become the 
kind of minister the Church desires. PPF5 states very 
succinctly: “Whatever the setting, it is necessary that it 
facilitate learning” (#239, par. 7).

Field education needs supervisors
One of the things that distinguishes field educa-

tion from field work is the presence of a supervisor 
– an experienced minister who serves both as a mentor 
and evaluator of the student’s ministerial potential and 
growth. The supervisor is responsible for crafting the 
environment and kinds of opportunities that will most 
help the student reach his/her learning goals. PPF5 
highlights the three most essential qualities in a supervi-
sor as experience, competence and generosity (#239, par. 
7). NDPD similarly emphasizes “competent, objective, 
and supportive supervisors” (#219). The documents 
in general lift up the importance of careful discern-
ment and preparation for this role (see esp. PPF5 #240, 
NDPD #219).

Field education needs reflection
A second factor that distinguishes field education 

from field work is the practice of conscious reflection 
on the work. Experience alone does not always produce 

learning. We have all known persons who have many 
years experience working in a profession but remain 
much the same persons as when they first started. It is 
only when we pause and look back, ask questions and 
seek connections, that we gain real pastoral wisdom. 
The documents place great hope in the power of regular 
theological reflection, anticipating that the habit will 
“provide an opportunity for personal synthesis, clarifica-
tion of motivations, and the development of directions 
for life and ministry,” “enrich spiritual life,” “help the 
development of pastoral skill,” “interpret pastoral experi-
ence…in light of scripture, church teaching, personal 
faith, and pastoral practices” and “lead… to a lifelong 
effort in reflecting on his ministry in light of faith” 
(PPF5 #239, 248, NDPD #133). Time for theological 
reflection is never considered optional in the documents 
but is a firm expectation.

Field education teaches skills for ministry
As noted above, many ministerial skills are not 

learned best in a classroom environment but in the 
field. The documents offer long lists of skill sets that the 
Church hopes future ministers will acquire as part of 
their pastoral formation – ranging from conflict manage-
ment to administration, from cross-cultural sensitivity to 
preaching. The list is so lengthy that a decade of field 
education experiences still might not provide time to get 
more than a taste of the desired range (see PDV #58-
59, CWV p. 47-49, PPF 5 #236-238, NDPD #126-
131). A reasonable range of different opportunities, 
however, helps the student to achieve “a genuine confi-
dence in his own ability – a realistic sense of achieving 
the knowledge and skills required for an effective minis-
try” (NDPD #128).

Field education develops ministerial identity 
and authority

True ministry, however, is more than the applica-
tion of skill. It requires a quality of character and vision 
consonant with one’s new role in the community. Min-
isterial candidates need to become comfortable being in 
the public eye and cognizant of how their behavior is 
being observed within the community at all times, not 
only when performing ministerial tasks. They need to 
become aware of how many will perceive their speech 
and actions as representative of God or the Church, not 
simply their own personal opinion. They must develop 
an eye for the good of the whole community rather 
than show preference or bias for particular persons or 
agendas. John Paul II wrote persuasively of this dimen-
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sion of ministerial development when he argued that 
pastoral formation cannot be “reduced to a mere ap-
prenticeship aiming to make the candidate familiar with 
some pastoral techniques” but rather should be designed 
to “initiate the candidate into the sensitivity of being a 
shepherd” (PDV #58).

Field education assists integration
In former times, field education was sometimes 

referred to as applied theology and placed at the end of 
students’ programs as an opportunity to go out into the 
field and apply what had been learned in the classroom. 
In the documents, though, field education is recognized 
as serving a two-directional purpose. Field education is 
a place to test out ideas from the classroom in the field, 
but it is also a place to surface questions and insights 
that can be brought back into the study of theology. 
Field education, then, interweaves theology and real-life 
questions bringing about a more cohesive formation ex-
perience. The NDPD notes that pastoral field education 
“fosters a general integration in the formational process, 
forging a close ink between the human, spiritual, and 
intellectual dimensions in formation” (#126).

Field education assesses future ministers
Field education not only helps the student develop 

new skills, foster a ministerial identity and integrate aca-
demic learning, but it also helps the Church learn about 
the student’s skills, identity and integration. Field educa-
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tion is where the Church is able to get a snap shot of 
its future ministers in action. It provides a picture of the 
candidate that observation in a classroom alone never 
could. Many times, the picture field education reveals is 
an affirmative one – the person’s gifts are well-suited for 
the ministerial life. Often, though, field education makes 
clear the areas of growth necessary to thrive in ministry.  
At times it helps the Church to recognize that a par-
ticular candidate’s gifts would be best engaged outside 
official ministry. The documents understand that super-
visory feedback and evaluation of a candidate’s readiness 
for ministry are essential elements of the field education 
experience. This is part of the reason they insist on us-
ing the language of supervision rather than only mentor-
ship. PPF5 considers the assessment dimension of field 
education so valuable that it lists it as one of the three 
necessary components of an effective program – along 
with theological reflection and supervision (#248).

Field education expands vision
Every ministry candidate begins his or her forma-

tion for ministry with a particular vision of church in 
mind, based on his or her own journey in Catholicism. 
Often this vision is just a sliver of the whole reality that 
is the Catholic Church. Field education seeks to expand 
this vision, offering lots of different tastes of the Church 
at work in the world, wearing many different faces. The 
documents speak of the importance of students being 
placed in interreligious, multicultural and economically 
diverse settings. They advocate for lots of parish experi-
ence but also encourage field placements beyond the 
confines of parish life – in prisons, hospitals, schools 
and social service settings (PPF5 #239 & 246, NDPD 
#126). The documents suggest that ministers with a 
broader experience of Church will be able to serve as 
bridges between their local church communities and the 
universal Church.

Field education nourishes ministerial 
spirituality

Developing a ministerial spirituality implies de-
veloping the capacity to find God’s hand at work in 
the day-to-day experiences of ministry – in the person 
who rings the doorbell looking for a listening ear and 
a sandwich, in the clogged toilet in the parish gym, in 
the parish council meeting that runs over, in the fam-
ily arriving to baptize their newest member or bury 
their oldest one. Ministry invites us into ordinary mo-
ments, but also into very sacred, vulnerable moments in 
peoples’ lives, where outsiders generally dare not tread. 
Field education does not race future ministers through 
daily ministerial life but instead invites lots of time to 
pause and reflect on where God was in a particular mo-
ment, instilling a habit of asking the kinds of questions 
that will sustain a healthy ministerial spirituality. CWV 
speaks of reflection in ministry formation as assisting 
students “to recognize the movement of God in their 
lives and ministry” (p. 42). PPF5 anticipates students 
will emerge possessing “a better inner sense of direction 
because of an enriched spiritual life” (#239).

Conclusion
In surveying the ministry formation documents 

of the contemporary U.S. Church, it is clear that the 
Church’s understanding of field education has evolved 
significantly in recent decades. The documents propose 
a rich, nuanced vision of what field education can do 
within a holistic ministry formation program. They 
articulate so many hopes and expectations regarding 
field education that it may be difficult for any one field 
education program to fully realize all of them. Various 
programs will necessarily be forced to emphasize one 
aspect of the documents’ vision over another based on 
resources, capacities and the context of the program. 
By not dictating specifics – the number of hours in the 
field or the educational background of a supervisor – 
the documents provide a comprehensive set of values 
that field education programs can aspire to engage what-
ever the setting. They seek to assure that the Church 
of the future is well-served by healthy, skilled ministers 
who blend theological acumen with pastoral sensitivity.

Ann M. Garrido, D. Min., served as director of 
field education at Aquinas Institute of Theology in 
St. Louis, Missouri, for seven years before moving 
into other administrative positions at the school. 
She is the author of A Concise Guide to Supervis-
ing a Ministry Student (Ave Maria Press, 2008). 
This article is based on the first chapter of her 
book.
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intercultural Competence and the 
Priestly Vocation
rev. allan Figueroa deck, sJ, Ph.d., s.t.d.

Pastoral Realities: Demographic, Social and 
Cultural

We live at a time of exhilarating and sometimes 
disturbing change. This is true from both the perspec-
tive of civil society and the Church. Of the many fac-
tors that contribute to the pace of new developments in 
society and the Church, the movement of peoples, mi-
gration, is a major one. For the Church in the United 
States this has meant a shift – demographic, social, cul-
tural and economic – from the middleclass stability that 
it achieved in the middle of the twentieth century to a 
new period characterized by reorganization due to a ris-
ing Catholic immigrant population, a declining middle-
class European American cohort and a declining number 
of priests and religious. 

The tragic scandals regarding the sexual abuse 
of minors by clergy had several consequences, one of 
them being the loss of hundreds of millions of dollars 
that could have been used to fund an emerging new 
configuration of parishes and Catholic institutions. The 
disappearance of more than 2,000 parishes over the past 
two decades as a result of closures and/or clustering 
of parishes is one highly visible change in church life. 
Migration and high natural birthrates for Hispanics is 
also dramatically affecting church life. As the Center for 
Applied Research in the Apostolate’s 2011 study titled 
Emerging Models of Parish Leadership reports, fully one 
third of today’s parishes are multicultural, that is, shared 
among two or more distinct cultural and language 
groups. Often they are shared by several cultural groups, 
and the number of such parishes is rising. Perhaps 
equally significant, the social class status of today’s U.S. 
Catholics is bifurcated between an upwardly mobile but 
aging European-American cohort and a relatively youth-
ful, struggling working class of immigrants and their 

children. 
The coming disappearance over the next 10-15 

years of thousands of priests and religious due to retire-
ment and death will intensify the changes taking place 
in parishes, schools and Catholic organizations of every 
kind. Fewer parishes, priests and religious will be minis-
tering to more numerous diverse communities. The ris-
ing number of deacons and laity who are taking up the 
slack will find themselves challenged as never before. 

In this article, I wish to put our feet on the 
ground and reflect on these dramatic new circumstances 
that demand adaptations in the way we think about 
ministerial formation, especially that of priests. The sug-
gestions I make here are consistent with what the Mag-
isterium has been saying for decades and with the vision 
proposed by the Program of Priestly Formation (PPF). 

Practical realities make it imperative that we pay 
attention to and acknowledge the urgency of our pasto-
ral landscape. It is time to take a long, hard look at one 
of the central challenges facing priests and all pastoral 
agents today: the integration of intercultural competen-
cies into formation programs.	Every ecclesial minister 
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beginning with the priest must be prepared to work in 
and with today’s cultural, language, and social contexts. 
The growing cultural diversification of the U.S. Church 
is surely a hopeful reality as the Church becomes more 
catholic than ever, becoming what it professes to be. 
This brings with it, however, the urgent need for a more 
inclusive vision and appropriate knowledge, attitudes 
and skills among ecclesial leaders, especially priests, for 
addressing these challenges.

Pope Benedict XVI has set the tone for the 
Church’s efforts to reach out to others and promote 
inter-religious and intercultural communication. Speak-
ing of the encounter with the “other,” the Holy Father 
has highlighted the biblical image of the Courtyard of 
the Gentiles in which peoples from every land engaged 
each other outside the Temple in Jerusalem. In a video 
message broadcast especially to youth and young adults 
on March 25, 2011, in support of the Pontifical Coun-
cil on Culture’s Courtyard of the Gentiles initiative, the 
Holy Father said: 

Dear friends, you are challenged to build 
bridges between one another. . . . Our first 
step, the first thing we can do together, is to 
respect, help and love each and every human 
being because he or she is a creature of God 
and in some way the road that leads to God. 
As you carry on the experience of this evening, 
work to break down the barriers of fear of 
others, of strangers, of those who are different; 
this fear is often born of mutual ignorance, 
skepticism and indifference. Work to create 
bonds with other young people without dis-
tinction and keeping in mind those who are 
poor or lonely, unemployed, ill or on the mar-

gins of society. (Origins, April 7, 2011, No. 
43, 698-699)

The Priestly Mission Today: Evangelization 
The framework for grounding this discussion 

about the vocation of the ordained priesthood in the 
context of diversity in today’s world is given us by the 
Magisterium in four groundbreaking documents: the 
Second Vatican Council’s Gaudium et spes (Nos. 56ff ), 
Pope Paul VI’s Evangelii nuntiandi, arguably the most 
influential ecclesial document to be issued since Vati-
can II, and Pope John Paul II’s Catechesi tradendae and 
Redemptoris missio. In these normative documents the 
Holy See clearly asserts the identity and mission of the 
Church in terms of the concept of the evangelization of 
cultures. Pope Benedict XVI has enhanced this vision 
of identity and mission with his insistence on the New 
Evangelization which highlights the decline of Christi-
anity in the so-called Christian nations of Europe and 
North America and points to the particular challenges of 
the Church’s encounter with modern culture, especially 
the ideology of secularism. Underlying the Church’s un-
derstanding of its identity and therefore the role of its 
hierarchical leaders – bishops, priests and deacons – is 
the contemporary encounter of the Incarnate Word, Je-
sus Christ, with various ethnicities, races and cultures, 
especially the highly influential secular, modern and 
postmodern cultures.

The mindset of seminarians and priests may at 
times reflect the accommodation that they and the faith-
ful in general have made with a given period and cul-
ture. In the middle of the twentieth century, the Church 
in the United States experienced a high point of stability 
and acceptance. A Catholic was elected president of the 
United States and the number of students in Catholic 
grade and high schools reached its highest level in histo-
ry,  as did the number of parishes, priests, and religious 
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men and women. Perhaps Catholics got used to that 
expansive kind of success and came to view as norma-
tive the Church – and the priesthood – as an accepted, 
prosperous, and rather middle-class institution. Those 
days have certainly come to an end, and a generation 
of U.S. Catholics now passing on may experience some 
difficulty in adjusting to the demise of the halcyon days 
of the “Ozzie and Harriet” suburban parish. Perceptive 
pastors have noted a sense of mourning among some 
European-American Catholics who miss the Church of 
the 1950s and 60s.

In the case of some clergy, there may also be a 
tendency to imagine the life of a priest in an idealized 
manner, as fitting into a pleasant niche that corresponds 
to a world that is fading away. Today’s seminarians and 
priests consequently need a certain grittiness that will 
serve them well in the face of new pastoral realities. An 
authentic priestly vocation means being called to serve 
the People of God, not as one might imagine them to 
be, but as they truly are.

In addition, the fact that presbyterates are chang-
ing dramatically in cultural make-up is just dawning on 
us. The Summer 2011 issue of The CARA Report states 
that 39% of seminarians at the theologate level today 
are not of European ancestry (White/Anglo/Caucasian), 
and the majority of these non-Anglos were not born in 
the U.S.1  Their numbers, moreover, increase every year. 

Intercultural competence, therefore, is clearly not 
just a matter relevant to diocesan, parish or school life. 
It pertains as well to priestly fraternity itself now and 
in the years to come. There is an urgent need among 
priests and seminarians to develop the capacity for ef-
fective and appropriate intercultural relations if presby-
terates are to be sources of strength, unity and mutual 
support for bishops and priests. 

This is also urgently indicated by the rising num-
ber of international priests now distributed throughout 
the U.S. Frequently, such priests find themselves work-
ing in neither their own native culture nor any culture 
they have previously experienced. It needs to be said, 
then, quite clearly: Intercultural competencies are not 
a requirement for only European-American priests and 
seminarians, but for all	priests and seminarians. 

Today, the possibilities for ongoing intercultural 
encounters are endless. For example, Hispanic priests 
find themselves serving European-American, Vietnamese-
American and African-American communities. Vietnam-
ese priests are learning Spanish to serve Hispanics. The 
old approach of creating distinctive territories or silos 
– the personal or national parish of the past – is neces-
sarily giving way today to an approach that effectively 
gathers diverse communities into larger mixed group-
ings. Fr. Brett Hoover, CSP, calls these “shared parishes.” 

The Magisterium’s insistence on the Church’s mis-
sionary nature requires a renewed mindset among priests 
and their formators, one that sees the priest more than 
anything else as a man on a mission	as distinct from 
someone filling a clearly defined niche. We need to 
form ministers who will reach out, take risks and work 
with the ever-expanding mixture of faithful people that 
history is bringing to our doorsteps. The focus of the 
diocesan priest on his local church community is alto-
gether appropriate, but something has to be added to 
it, namely, that his local diocesan church is no longer 
the stable, familiar place it used to be. It is undergoing 
change, and to be a competent minister of this emerg-
ing church means becoming intercultural and bilingual, 
even multilingual.

The missiological	aspect of priestly life, therefore, 
must be stressed in view of the facts on the ground. For 
instance, it is a fact that six out of ten Catholics under 
the age of 35 in the United States today are Hispanic. 

Intercultural competence, 
therefore, is clearly not 
just a matter relevant to  

diocesan, parish or school 
life. It pertains as well to 

priestly fraternity itself now 
and in the years to come.
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The ecclesial picture becomes even clearer when one 
adds the rising number of Asian, Pacific Islander and 
African Catholics together with the significant numbers 
of African-American and Native-American Catholics. As 
has often been noted, more than half of all U.S. Catho-
lics are not of European ancestry. There was a time 
when people in certain parts of the country–the Deep 
South, the Midwestern Heartland, or perhaps Alaska–
could claim exception from the Church’s rising diversity. 
Those days, however, are over as new Catholic com-

munities, especially Hispanics, populate virtually every 
corner of the nation. 

The Church, furthermore, insists on thinking 
about these matters in terms of blessings that these 

changes bring. To serve God’s Kingdom is to engage all 
cultures in dialogue and proclamation of the Gospel. 
This engagement is a vast and daunting project with 
four fundamental dimensions: 1) a personal encounter 
with Jesus Christ, 2) the transformation of cultures by 
the power of the Gospel message, 3) the transformation 
of the social, economic and political orders along the 
lines of what Pope Benedict XVI calls “social charity” 
and 4) ecumenical and inter-religious dialogue leading 
to the reconciliation of all peoples as desired by Christ.

The Church’s evangelizing agenda, consequently, is 
demanding and undoubtedly a source of tension, even 
controversy, because it has countercultural implications. 
To evangelize is not just about engaging with cultures; it 
is about transforming	 them. Ethnocentrism and an exag-
gerated love of one’s nation and culture obscure a truly 
Catholic identity that effectively gives witness to the 
faith. Similarly, a perceived need among some seminar-
ians for a high degree of clarity, stability and certainty 
may create indifference toward or uneasiness with what 
is different or “other” and get in the way of effective 
ministry. 

Those who work as formators with today’s semi-
narians (as well as with youth and young adults), some-
times note unstable family backgrounds and a lack of 
basic catechesis. It is sometimes said that these things 
understandably may be a factor in driving young people 
to a rigid and fundamentalist way of relating to the 
faith, one that lacks nuance and fails to deal well with 
ambiguity. Whatever be the source of this tendency, it 
must be viewed in relation to the universal mission of 
all the baptized and especially priests as announced in 
Acts 1:8 and affirmed in Ad gentes, The Decree on Mis-
sionary Activity of the Second Vatican Council. Here 
priests are encouraged to “be profoundly aware of the 
fact that their very life is consecrated to the service of 
missions.”2 Presbyterorum ordinis expands this thought by 
affirming that “[t]he spiritual gift which priests have re-
ceived in ordination does not prepare him merely for a 
limited and circumscribed mission, but for the fullest, in 
fact the universal mission of salvation ‘to the end of the 
earth.’ The reason for this is that every priestly ministry 
shares in the fullness of the mission entrusted by Christ 
to the apostles.”3  

A healthy concern for orthodoxy and fidelity to 
authentic Church teaching ultimately requires a degree 
of flexibility if indeed the Church is to inculturate the 
Christian message in every culture in accord with the 
mandate of the Lord. That flexibility must be the abil-
ity to prayerfully listen to and enter into dialogue and 
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meaningful relationship with “others,” those who do not 
profess what Catholics believe as well as Catholics from 
different cultures. 

Intercultural competence refers specifically to the 
knowledge, attitudes and skills that will prepare priestly 
ministers to successfully pursue their missionary disciple-
ship of Christ. Among the qualities necessary for a true 
missionary is an ability to tolerate (not necessarily ap-
prove) what is different, outside one’s own experience, 
for the sake of learning about and relating to others. 
The priest must be able to give to others and to receive 
from them. The Church proposes dialogue and engage-
ment with cultures and religions other than one’s own 
through contact, study and immersion experiences as 
basic ways for approaching its divine mission.

Today, in a globalized world, Christian mission is 
not only what the Church does in mission territories, 
but also what occurs throughout the developed world. 
In a sense, it is now no longer necessary to go to the 
missions since the missions have come to us. This is 
the simple fact at parishes, dioceses, schools and Catho-
lic organizations throughout the United States. In that 
sense, the whole country is mission territory. Are our 
seminarians and priests prepared for this psychologically, 

humanly, spiritually, academically and pastorally?

Guidelines for Intercultural Competence
From 2008-2011, the USCCB Committee on Cul-

tural Diversity in the Church has elaborated guidelines 
for intercultural competence that consist of the follow-
ing:

1.	 The	first	guideline	 insists	on	 the	abil-
ity	of	ministers	 to	 frame	the	question	
of	cultural	competence	 in	 terms	of	 the	
Church’s	mission	and	 its	 teachings	 from	
Sacred	Scripture,	Tradition, and	the Mag-
isterium. Much of the language and rhetoric 
around intercultural relations in both social 
and Church circles is understandably derived 
from non-ecclesial sources. It owes much to 
the secular approach of multiculturalism, in 
which business people were concerned with 
attracting new markets for their products, and 
schools and colleges sought to accommodate 
diverse student bodies. While this secular, 
civic discourse has positive elements, it is nei-
ther adequate nor appropriate for framing the 
question of intercultural relations for ministry 
in the Church.     
 The focus on intercultural competence 
in the Church flows directly from its mission 
and identity. It has to do with accessing the 
means to accomplish the Church’s purpose. 
Consequently, today’s priests must have an un-
derstanding of how the Church’s evangelizing 
mission is mandated in Sacred Scripture, Tra-
dition and the Magisterium. Priests need to be 
grounded in an ecclesial understanding, as dis-
tinct from a secular understanding, of diversity 
and multiculturalism. One helpful resource is 
a series of workshops developed by the Com-
mittee on Cultural Diversity entitled Building 
Intercultural Competence for Ministers.

2.	 The	second	guideline	concerns	how	to	ap-
propriately	communicate	 in	cultures	other	
than	one’s	own. This involves becoming aware 
of how culture works, identifying cultural dif-
ferences and styles, and knowing something 
about the parameters for interacting with cul-
tures. For instance, some cultures are individu-
alist while others are collectivist. This means 
that successful communication in a collectivist 
culture is indirect: the context requires atten-

Intercultural competence 
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tion to intermediaries like elders or authorities. 
Individualist cultures in contrast tend to com-
municate rather directly. There are several oth-
er parameters like this that establish the frame-
work for successful intercultural exchanges.

3.	 The	 third	guideline	concerns	effective	com-
munication	with	persons	of	other	cultures	
by	 familiarizing	oneself	with	specific	ele-
ments	of	cultures.	These elements include 
hierarchy, difficult topics that are avoided, 
tone of voice and use of language including 
body language. Effective communication also 
involves attention to the manner in which 
decision-making occurs and how conflict is 
addressed by diverse cultures. These skills are 
a basic factor in having successful mechanisms 
for gaining the real participation of diverse 
cultural groups in the life and mission of the 
Church. One does not learn these skills and 
develop the proper attitudes by infusion, how-
ever. One needs to be formed in this.

4.	 The	 fourth	guideline	 focuses	on	group	 in-
teraction	among	diverse	communities	and	
persons	and	key	 factors	 that	negatively	 in-
fluence	 it:	prejudice,	 stereotyping,	 racism	
and	ethnocentrism. How are these negative 
factors identified and understood, and how 
does one move beyond them?

5.	 Intercultural	competence	 for	ministry	must	
be	rooted	 in	a	practical	knowledge	of	how	
the	Church’s	goal	of	communion	 in	diver-
sity	 takes	 the	shape	of	ecclesial	 integration	
rather	 than	assimilation,	and	 it	 requires	a	
strong	knowledge	of	Sacred	Scripture	and	
a	Christian	spirituality	of	 reconciliation	
and	mission.	What models and best prac-
tices are available to parishes, dioceses, schools 
and Catholic organizations in pursuit of their 
mission? Best practices need to be identified 
beginning with parishes and moving on to 
dioceses, schools and other Catholic institu-
tions. Practical responses to the challenge of 
intercultural relations, however, must ultimate-
ly be grounded in a theology of mission and a 
spirituality of reconciliation if they are to pre-
serve their Christian inspiration and catholicity 
rather than serve as expressions of “political 
correctness.”

The bishops’ guidelines can be integrated into 
every ministerial formation program. In the case of the 
Program of Priestly Formation, the guidelines can be 
included in a contemporary vision of ordained min-
istry that stresses the mission of the priest as engage-
ment with many cultures. The focus or target of all the 
Church’s teaching and preaching is understood precisely 
in terms of culture in the deepest anthropological sense. 

The guidelines, moreover, naturally fit into the 
four pillars of priestly formation today: human, spiritual, 
intellectual and pastoral. For example, in regard to hu-
man formation, the PPF describes the priest as “the man 
of communion . . . capable of making a gift of himself 
and of receiving the gift of others . . . a man who re-
lates well with others, free of overt prejudice and willing 

The focus on intercultural 
competence in the Church 

flows directly from its 
mission and identity. It has 

to do with accessing the 
means to accomplish the 

Church’s purpose. 
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to work with people of diverse cultural backgrounds.”4 
In discussing the life of chastity as lived by celibates the 
PPF affirms, “chastity cultivates the capacity for authen-
tic self-gift in generative and faithful love. The celibate 
person renounces the realization of this capacity in mar-
riage but embraces it in a universalizing love extended 
to all people.”5

With regard to the spiritual underpinnings of 
priestly formation, the PPF stresses the Trinitarian 
source of the priestly vocation and identity from which 
is derived the priestly mission: “It (priestly spirituality) 
is a spirituality of communion rooted in the mystery 
of the Triune God and lived out in practical ways in 
the mystery of the ecclesial communion.”6 The focus 
is on relationships within the communion of the three 
divine persons and with each and every person created 
by God. This Trinitarian unity-in-difference or unity-in-
diversity is the grounding of the communion, apostolic-
ity and catholicity that is the Church. All the baptized, 
especially the presbyter, are called and sent to serve the 
Kingdom of God, which consists of a communion of all 
peoples regardless of culture, race or social position.  

Spiritual formation also includes insights gleaned 
from the liturgy. The priest presides at the Eucharistic 
banquet to which all are invited, highlighting his unique 
role in making manifest the relationship of intimacy 
between God and human beings. This “divine com-
merce” between God and human beings is a foretaste of 
the heavenly banquet in which all cultures, ethnicities 
and races will partake at the end of time. This mystical, 
Eucharistic and eschatological spirituality undergirds the 
bishops’ guidelines on intercultural competence. These 
guidelines seek to prepare the whole Church for the 
heavenly liturgy at the end of time when the Lord will 
gather people from “every nation, race, tribe and lan-
guage” (Rev.7:9).

Thirdly, on a more practical note, the PPF section 
on spirituality highlights the need for priestly ministers 
to understand and value devotions in their own spiritual 
life and to “connect with the rich cultural diversity of 
devotional life in the United States and to appreciate 
devotional practices of other cultures.”7 The PPF points 
out the apostolic character of priestly spirituality that 
shows itself in the way the priest seeks to encounter 
Christ in other people. The PPF then makes this telling 
observation: “Especially in a seminary context, seminar-
ians are to learn how prayer is to be lived out in service 
of others, particularly the poor, the sick, sinners, unbe-
lievers, and the stranger.”8

In speaking of the purpose of intellectual forma-
tion of priests the PPF is very clear: “Intellectual for-
mation has an apostolic and missionary purpose and 
finality.”9 By apostolic it means the Great Commission 
given to the apostles by Christ to “go and baptize the 
nations.” Obviously, knowledge about “the nations,” that 
is, cultures, ethnicities and races other than one’s own, is 
central for carrying out this task (Mt. 28:19).

Conclusion
The priestly vocation, as always but especially 

now at this point in history, requires true conversion to 
the Lord, a choosing to follow Christ. This conversion 

The focus or target of all 
the Church’s teaching and 
preaching is understood 

precisely in terms of 
culture in the deepest 
anthropological sense.

While considerable 
openness has been 
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necessarily means moving beyond one’s comfort zone. 
Reaching out to others is fundamental, but how is this 
outreach to happen?  

New generations of Catholics, especially immi-
grants, are bringing life to the Church in the United 
States. They provide a strategic focus for the Church’s 
outreach both as potential new candidates for the 
priesthood and religious life and as future priests and 
religious called to reap a rich harvests of vocations in 
years to come. While considerable openness has been 
manifested toward this diversity, seminaries, theological 
centers, Catholic universities, colleges and pastoral insti-
tutes must continue to unpack the meaning of diversity 
and the appropriate knowledge, attitudes and skills that 
will enable ecclesial leaders to reach out successfully to 
others. This pastoral need means integrating study, expe-
rience, reflection and prayer regarding cultural diversity 
into every ministerial formation program. 

The focus on intercultural competence profiled in 
this essay pertains to the necessary means by which the 
Church will form priests more capable of living up to 
their magnificent calling. Such intercultural competen-

cies will enable them to powerfully preach and teach the 
Gospel of Jesus Christ and form vibrant communities of 
faith. 

Rev. Allan Figueroa Deck, SJ, Ph.D., S.T.D., is 
executive director of the Secretariat of Cultural Di-
versity in the Church at the United States Confer-
ence of Catholic Bishops in Washington, DC.
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The culture of work in the 
United States has negatively 
affected parish leadership.

when work Culture and ministry 
Collide
Brett C. hoover, CsP, Ph.d.

In a recent study of Chicago parish leadership, staff 
members speak of “being busy” as the most chal-
lenging obstacle to effective ministry. The insight 

came from the examination of a leadership renewal 
process called INSPIRE (Identify, Nurture and Sustain 
Pastoral Imagination through Resources for Excellence). 
“Time is just critical here,” said one participating parish 
staff member. “No one has enough of it.” Many spoke 
of being tired, overworked, or fatigued, too busy to care 
properly for their health or families. The school princi-
pal at a parish lamented, “It’s a big parish. It’s busy, and 
you can’t get away.”

Why are parish staffs so busy? It frequently has a 
negative impact on the quality of ministry. Parish leader-
ship teams cannot find time to reflect, to evaluate, to 
meet together or even to prepare properly for their min-
istry. What are people so busy doing? 

In these pages I conclude that the culture of work 
in the United States has negatively affected parish lead-
ership. Parish staffs, like other workers in the U.S., focus 
on task rather than on a larger Catholic mission such 
as community-building, faith formation or evangeliza-
tion. Parish staffs also work in the individualistic style of 
U.S. society, where most activity is autonomous rather 
than interdependent. I propose remedies to this “work 
culture” of parishes and explore how remedies might be 
integrated into the pedagogy of seminaries and schools 
of ministry. The data for all these come from a yearlong 
examination of forty parishes of the Archdiocese of Chi-
cago who participated in the INSPIRE process. 

Background and design
According to its own literature, “INSPIRE assists 

pastoral leadership teams in the Archdiocese of Chicago 
as they build capacity for collaborative pastoral leader-
ship.” Practically, this translates to 1) inserting parish 
consultants—persons with organizational development 

(OD) and pastoral ministry experience—into parishes to 
help staffs reflect on their work and learning, 2) holding 
convocations to promote networking and effective min-
istry and 3) offering grants to parish teams to facilitate 
learning and team development. INSPIRE uses the term 
“parish leadership team” rather than “parish staff ” to 
recognize the variety of arrangements in parishes. Not 
all parishes have the large, professional ministry staff as-
sociated with middle class, suburban parishes. 

With funding from the Lilly Endowment, the au-
thor was invited to research the INSPIRE program. Our 
study of INSPIRE included examination of over 350 
parish reports, 85 interviews with team members and 
consultants, a parish case study and the original parish 
applications for INSPIRE. The research design began 
with study of the social practices (habits of action) of 
parish leadership teams, hoping to recognize patterns. 
This design follows the pattern of practical theology. 
American theologian Richard Osmer explains practical 
theology as a query into the life of a Christian com-
munity, asking: “What is going on? Why is it going on? 
What ought to be going on? How might we respond?” 
British theologians John Swinton and Harriet Mowat 
define practical theology thus:

Practical theology is critical, theological reflection 
on the practices of the Church as they interact with 
the practices of the world, with a view to ensuring and 
enabling faithful participation in God’s redemptive prac-
tices in, to, and for the world.
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In trying to understand 
the consistent narrative of 
“being busy” in INSPIRE 

parishes, we found 
people not just busy but 

“consumed by work.”

Practical theology makes use of qualitative research 
and social scientific theory to investigate social practices. 
With the research into INSPIRE, we hoped to 1) elicit 
parish leadership team practices in context that prove 
effective in fostering interdependent leadership and pro-
moting parish mission, 2) identify the ecclesiological 
themes emerging from parish narratives and 3) make 
practical recommendations rooted in our findings. The 
focus in this article remains on the first part though ref-
erence is made to the other two. 

The Culture of Work in Parishes
In trying to understand the consistent narrative 

of “being busy” in INSPIRE parishes, we found people 
not just busy but “consumed by work.” One woman on 
a parish team said, “Being a lay person in ministry . . . 
the Church can swallow up your life.” At another par-
ish, someone said, “Most on the team are workaholics.”

Some of this can be traced to changes in the struc-
ture of work life and complementary changes in volun-
teerism. Sociologists Jerry Jacobs and Kathleen Gerson 
note that while individuals work the same number of 
hours as thirty years ago such work feels different for 
families as women have entered the paid workforce in 
greater numbers. About 60% of married couples are 
dual earning now. At the same time, parenting has be-
come more activity-centered and demanding, especially 
for the middle class professionals that tend to work the 

most number of hours.1 British practical theologian Hel-
en Cameron has also noted how an increase of women 
in the paid workforce, more employed retirees and lon-
ger hours spent commuting have decreased the pool of 
church volunteers.2 The sociologist Robert Putnam has 
written about the generational phasing out of a commit-
ted older generation of volunteers in churches and other 
organizations.3 All this dovetails with the professionaliza-
tion of church work in the United States so that, espe-
cially in middle class enclaves, more responsibility for 
ministry ends up in the hands of paid professional staff. 

Yet, in INSPIRE parishes, even more remarkable 
was the influence of American work culture, especially 
its focus on work as task. I speak of a culture of work 
because, as sociologist Steve Derné shows, cultures shape 
human life by providing us with social frameworks that 
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Figure 1: Practical theology in the INSPIRE Research Project
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The focus on tasks 
contradicts Roman Catholic 

thinking about both work 
and ministry. . . . This shift 

of orientation from task 
to reflection resulted in a 

more relational approach to 
ministry.

make certain activities and ideas imaginable and oth-
ers unimaginable.4 Tasks are eminently imaginable in 
the dominant American culture, even to the point of 
excluding the perspectives of theory and context. Ac-
cording to psychologist Edward Stewart and intercultural 
communication specialist Milton Bennett, this culture 
promotes operational thinking: “The American approach 
is functional and emphasizes solving problems and ac-
complishing tasks. The measure of success lies in the 
consequences of concept-driven action.”5 

Parish leadership teams in INSPIRE could not es-
cape thinking in these operational terms. A pastor said 
of his team at a multicultural parish, “We’re here; we 
work. We work and it’s always task-oriented.” A busi-
ness manager at a Hispanic parish echoed that: “We’ve 
spoken about it. I think it was sometime in July of last 
year. How we felt about our environment and the feel-
ings expressed were like it’s work. It’s work and that’s all 
it was, work.” This complaint arose across parish bound-
aries of culture, ethnicity and social class. At a middle 
class mostly white parish, a lay staff member said, “My 
sense is we are immediately onto task.” 

The focus on task makes achievement feel like one 
of the only concrete markers of success. Lay staff mem-
bers in particular likely fear that if they cannot dem-
onstrate their success through accomplishment of tasks 
their pastor may dismiss them as “unnecessary” workers. 
Over a quarter of parishes in our project experienced 
involuntary dismissals. Robert Bellah and his colleagues 
note how achievement of tasks relates to people’s sense 
of themselves: “Work traces one’s progress through life 
by achievement and advancement in an occupation. It 
yields a self defined by a broader sort of success, which 
takes in social standing and prestige, and by a sense of 
expanding power and competency that renders work it-
self a source of self-esteem.”6

The devotion to task remained so intense in 
parishes that people found it difficult to escape. One 
suburban parish team made a commitment to not 
speak of “business” on their retreat, but they could not 
keep from doing it. Many people could not keep from 
thinking about work, even when they were at home 
with their families. Meetings were seen as distractions 
from real work. More than one team member thought 
of caring for his or her self as something else to do, 
another burdensome task. This became clear in several 
parishes when people refused to commit to personal 
learning (e.g., spiritual direction, exercise, weight loss), 
even though it involved a grant of money: “We just on 
Monday talked about [the] personal learning plan and 

there were several people who felt that doing something 
would be just something else they needed to do and 
didn’t feel that they had time for one more thing in 
their lives.” 

The intensity of a work culture of task also made 
it difficult for team members to understand what IN-
SPIRE was about—since the process focused more on 
leadership and collaboration than on specific tasks. 
INSPIRE seemed neither concrete nor practical. A lay 
woman at a wealthy parish said, “I had thought that 
INSPIRE was more task-oriented. Meaning, I had even 
gone back and re-read the stuff that had come and still 
found out I wasn’t clear as to what it really was going 
to be . . . I think it’s kind of vague.” A pastor found it 
nearly impossible to explain INSPIRE to his staff.

We noted factors that exacerbated this work cul-
ture of task in parishes. One was the work habits and 
approach of the pastor. We also saw the influence of 
business-oriented models of leadership. Some parishes 
had corporate-minded business or operations manag-
ers with “zero understanding of church.” In two very 
large parishes—one urban and the other suburban—the 
finance council was seen to overrule the decisions of 
the pastoral ministry staff. A wealthy parish eschewed 
INSPIRE’s consultants to hire from a major Chicago 
business school. 

Task and Cultures in the United States
Given the frequent observation of this task-orien-

tation as a phenomenon in the dominant culture of the 
United States, we might expect to find it in mostly An-
glo (Euro-American) parishes. Yet almost all the parishes 
studied in Chicago exhibited the work culture of task—
poor and rich, Anglo, Polish, African-American and His-
panic. No doubt some will see the work culture of task 
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Ministry that avoids 
interdependent action 

essentially replaces an 
ecclesiology of community 

with individualism. It 
circumvents the spiritual 
bonds forged by the Holy 
Spirit within the Church.

as a sign of cultural assimilation in immigrant cultures. 
Little evidence, however, suggests that parish leadership 
of color has adjusted completely to dominant American 
values and practices. An avalanche of contemporary data 
suggests the persistence of ethnicity and ethnic cultures, 
including among the Mexican and Polish immigrants 
that populate many Chicago parishes.7 Many contem-
porary theories of immigrant incorporation describe the 
incorporation process as occurring in different segments 
of life, with immigrants making choices about what 
they want and do not want to adopt.8 Theologian Gary 
Riebe-Estrella suggests that language and work ethic 
may be among the first adaptations families make. After 
all, most immigrants specifically come to the United 
States to work. Riebe-Estrella argues that religious orien-
tations and family organization may be among the last 
things to be affected by the dominant culture.9 

Problems with the Culture of Task
The culture of task exacted a significant cost on 

parish leadership teams. It prevented them from gain-
ing a larger perspective on their ministries. “We work 
and work without taking a step back to see and hear,” 
said one woman. “We often find ourselves responding 
to the issue at the moment or focusing on short-term 
goals,” wrote a team on their INSPIRE application. A 
large Hispanic parish described one of their greatest 
challenges as “a danger of losing perspective.” A lay staff 
member said in an interview, “I think, especially when 
you’ve done this work for so long, you begin to—it just 
all kind of rolls into one big lump and you’re some-
where in the middle trying to find a way through.” 
This loss of perspective resulted in a reactive strategy for 
ministers, focusing on immediate problems and concerns 

without any long-term plan or vision. A consultant 
characterized a parish’s challenge thus: “I have suggested 
that they talk about these issues at their meetings, but I 
know they attend to the day to day, with no planning 
and decision making or problem solving.” 

The focus on tasks contradicts Roman Catholic 
thinking about both work and ministry. In John Paul 
II’s encyclical on work, Laborem exercens, he speaks of a 
“gospel of work” that challenges the customary ways we 
value what we do: “The basis for determining the value 
of human work is not primarily the kind of work be-
ing done but the fact that the one who is doing it is a 
person.” In the intense personalism of the former pope, 
the dignity of the human being remains the ultimate 
standard of judgment: “However true it may be that 
man is destined for work and called to it, in the first 
place work is ‘for man’ and not man ‘for work.’” (La-
borem exercens 6). The U.S. bishops similarly affirm that 
the value of ministry lies in people not tasks: “Ministry 
is diverse and, at the same time, profoundly relational. 
This is so because ministry has its source in the triune 
God and because it takes shape within the Church un-
derstood as a communion. . . . Through their sacramen-
tal initiation all are established in a personal relationship 
with Christ and in a network of relationships within the 
communion of the People of God.”10 Excessive focus on 
task serves as a reversal of a Christian order based on 
human dignity. Task orientation is simply a microcosm 
of the larger economic order based erroneously on pro-
duction rather than people. Theologian Roberto Goizu-
eta notes, “If the act of production is the prototypical 
human activity, then all human activity will tend to be 
judged by the criteria of production. . . . Human life 
will be viewed and valued as the means or instrument 
through which we produce a desirable product, whether 
that product is income and profit, food, or the classless 
society.”11 

Addressing the Culture of Task
With parish leaders trapped in a work culture of 

task, INSPIRE served best as a means of awakening 
people from that culture. It enabled them to stretch 
their notion of work beyond the ethos of the dominant 
culture. They felt empowered to “step back” from their 
work to replenish themselves. Parish leadership team 
members found that INSPIRE forced them to take time 
to reflect on their lives as individuals and their ministry 
as a team. 

An opportunity for personal reflection provided 
dramatic learning for participants. One woman said, 
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“Having someone ask me questions about what is it that 
I needed, and what are some of the things I was strug-
gling with, I was honestly shocked at what came out of 
my mouth.” A consultant said of one parish team, “Sev-
eral members have dealt with the busyness and noise of 
their lives and reprioritizing their time and energy. One 
staff member admitted, ‘I realized the need to start un-
complicating my life so that I am better able to see and 
experience God.’” 

For others, a process of team reflection served as 
the greatest benefit. A youth minister said of her group, 
“It was like we had to step back so we could start from 
the same place, which I think is a good thing.” An-
other lay staff member said, “Because now when I look 
at INSPIRE, I know it had to do with leadership but 
it also seems to be more of a time to learn more, not 
to just do a task . . . to give ourselves to really look at 
things and to take a look at who are. Because, see, I 
don’t think we would have done that.” For one parish, 
the ways such reflection time renewed perspective was 
invaluable. “We have realized that there are new ways 
to approach every situation. We are not tied to the way 
things were done in the past.” A pastor summed up the 
effects of INSPIRE: “After we got involved with IN-

SPIRE, there was something that was more present and 
active and intentional and practical in all activities that 
we did.”

For many, this shift of orientation from task to 
reflection resulted in a more relational approach to min-
istry. A business manager became more aware of other 
people’s feelings in his work. A man coordinating com-
munity service work expressed it well:

[We appreciated] knowing that you had the 
support from others that were there, that were 
probably always there, but you’re not realizing 
that because you get so consumed in what you 
are doing. But I think what this has allowed 
us to do is to say, ‘Wait a minute. I do have 
someone else that I can go to.’ Or I have that 
extension of not only what I want to do, but 
also what they want to do in regards to help-
ing the community as a whole.

INSPIRE also challenged the odd divorce between 
parish ministry and faith effected by task orientation. 
One of the consultants asked a wealthy, white, urban 
parish, “How would you describe yourselves as a spiri-
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tual community?” He described their response: “It just 
blew them away. They hadn’t thought of that.” Said one 
pastor of his staff, “We were not intentional in saying, 
okay, we are a spiritual community.” A pastor at a sub-
urban multicultural parish pushed his team to make cor-
relations between their activities and the gospel message: 
“Because if we lost track of that, if we lose track of why 
we’re doing what we’re doing, if we’re only connected to 
the institution, we’ll get way lost.” 

Several INSPIRE parishes began praying at meet-
ings as part of their commitment to the process, often 
spurred on by a consultant. One INSPIRE parish decid-
ed to alternate meetings focused on business and meet-
ings focused on their spiritual growth together. Some 
found that retreats helped their team not only bond 
to one another but also “pray, relax, and be spiritually 
renewed together as a group.” It helped one team think 
less on their individual work and more on their com-
mon commitment to service. One parish very early on 
in the process “noted that it was great to pray together 
without agenda or work to do.”

Ministerial Isolation
American work culture also produced in parishes 

what I call a “culture of ministerial isolation.” Seventeen 
of the 40 parishes explicitly reported having struggles 
with people going their own way in ministry rather 
than viewing ministry as an interdependent reality. “We 
sometimes become isolated in our own ministries and 

don’t appear interested or aware or involved in each 
other’s ministries,” said another. A staff member said 
in one city parish, “We are all told to stay in our com-
partments.” A pastor said about working together, “We 
didn’t even know how to talk about it.” One parish de-
velopment director called this the “island mentality.” A 
volunteer minister called it “isolated departments.” IN-
SPIRE consultants made use of the business term, “the 
silo mentality.” 

A number of parish practices were associated with 
ministerial isolation. In several parishes, people tended 
to avoid interaction with one another. This happened 
especially where staff members did not trust the pastor 
and felt, as a result, that their jobs might be on the line. 
A consultant reported, “Members [are] keeping their 
head down and just doing their jobs.” Many teams ad-
ditionally found it difficult to connect their ministry 
with the work of the parish council, finance council 
or ministry boards or commissions. Others engaged 
in what the business consultant Patrick Lencioni calls 
“show and tell meetings.”12 Each team member reported 
on his or her own work but did not relate it to a com-
mon mission and common goals. 

While business consultants find fault with isola-
tion for productivity reasons, ministerial isolation creates 
theological problems for parishes. Basic to the notion 
of the human person in Catholic social teaching is our 
social nature. We are not really autonomous, self-reliant 
beings. Faith itself is a fundamentally communitarian 
endeavor: 

God, however, does not make people holy and 
save them merely as individuals, without bond 
or link between one another. Rather has it 
pleased Him to bring humankind together as 
one people, a people which acknowledges Him 
in truth and serves Him in holiness. (Lumen 
gentium 9)

This opposition to isolation comes across in both 
the People of God ecclesiology of Lumen gentium and 
the subsequent emphasis on communio as the center of 
Vatican II ecclesiology.13 In either case, ministry that 
avoids interdependent action essentially replaces an 
ecclesiology of community with individualism. It cir-
cumvents the spiritual bonds forged by the Holy Spirit 
within the Church. 

Without a doubt, ministerial isolation is rooted 
in the dominant culture of the United States. For that 
culture, human beings exist not in a web of community 

Priests fail as pastors if they 
do not have interpersonal 
skills for active listening, 
group facilitation, reading 

people’s emotions and 
knowing how to consistently 

communicate a pastoral 
vision. Ineffective pastors 
focus almost all of their 
attention on task, which 

leads them away from the 
concerns of their people.
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Seminary and diocesan 
leadership take doctrinal 

orthodoxy and appropriate 
sexual boundaries seriously, 
but they do not worry about 
whether or not a priest-to-be 
can stir parishioners with a 
vision of parish mission and 
life or lead them through a 

group process. They should.

or tradition but in order to create an autonomous self.14 
According to Bellah and his associates, work remains a 
key means for this self-innovation. He calls it:

Work, the realm, par excellence, of utilitarian 
individualism. Traditionally, men, and today 
women as well, are supposed to show that in 
the occupational world they can stand on their 
own two feet and be self-supporting.15

Culture is in part a matter of what we find imag-
inable and unimaginable. Many Americans can only 
conceive of work as a zone of individual achievement. 
A consultant said of one parish, “It had been so embed-
ded in them to be able to work autonomously.” One 
might call it the “default” setting of the culture. Work-
ing together for the sake of a common vision remains 
unusual, strange. It has to be taught.

INSPIRE did teach it. Consultants pushed hard to 
persuade parish leadership teams to see their ministry in 
terms of interdependence. An artist at one parish said 
of INSPIRE, “I was thinking, ‘What am I doing with 
all these seminars and workshops? I just want to paint 
these icons.’ But it has made me realize that being in 
a team, I just feel the machine will operate a little bit 
smoother.” Team members learned to help one another, 
to decide major directions together, and to relate their 
activities to a shared pastoral vision. They developed 
common goals and steps to achieve them. They went on 
retreats together to solidify their common commitment. 
Several parishes developed a common project they could 
all participate in—Lenten worship, a parish anniversary 
celebration, a volunteer appreciation night. 

A lay ecclesial minister, chuckling, said of her sub-
urban multicultural parish: “What INSPIRE was helping 
us to do was to move the tectonic plates to collide and 
coincide with each other.” A youth minister at another 
parish said, “[The individualistic model] worked well, 
but it didn’t necessarily use all the strengths of everyone 
for the whole parish. Now I feel like our desire is that 
the whole pastoral team has input and not only input 
but, I guess, involvement in things for the parish.” Be-
cause of the cultural default, however, this new view of 
ministry did not always stick. The suburban lay ecclesial 
minister admitted, “I think because we have not fol-
lowed through with it, we have separated [the tectonic 
plates].”

 
Pastoral Vision

Patrick Lencioni spoke about isolation in work 

thus: “In most situations, silos rise up not because of 
what executives are doing purposefully but because of 
what they are failing to do: provide themselves and 
their employees with a compelling context for working 
together.”16 In our study, we identified the ministerial 
equivalent of this “compelling context” as a pastoral vi-
sion. The organizational leadership scholar Helen Cooper 
Jackson describes effective organizations as those whose 
“total organization is involved in the creation of a shared 
vision for the organization’s future.”17 The work culture 
of task and ministerial isolation creates in parishes an 
acute need for an effective common vision of parish life. 
A pastor said of INSPIRE, “There is a lot of visioning 
that goes on. We do a lot of just task-oriented work just 
to keep the parish running. And so, INSPIRE has really 
given us a reason to move some of the visions forward, 
which is why I think it’s a great success.” 

Parish staff members often remained unconscious 
of their reasons for doing what they did, but they were 
not directionless. As one staff member noted, “We all 
operate out of some vision, whether it’s stated or not.” 
One parish uncovered their unstated vision and found 
it wanting. A consultant quoted the pastor: “We can no 
longer be a service station. You know, you come here, 
you get your gas and move on. This is a family. This is 
a community and as a staff we have to start communi-
cating this.” Too often, the unstated vision in parishes 
seemed to be simply keeping buildings and programs 
going. A successful vision required more of a spiritual 
challenge. An Anglo suburban parish described their 
situation: “Everybody was quite polite and they would 
answer or talk about their particular ministry, but it 
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wasn’t as much of a wrestle or challenge or there wasn’t 
as much discussion or debate. It was to give informa-
tion.” 

A pastoral vision has to be not only a challenge 
but a gospel response to the particular socio-economic 
and cultural circumstances of the parish. It is an adapta-
tion of the mission of the Universal Church to a specific 
locality. As Helen Cameron puts it, “Local churches 
that see mission as the essence of what they are about 
will be changing in response to their context, the sur-
rounding culture and their dialogue with the Bible and 
tradition.”18 One Hispanic parish focused on the holistic 
health of the people in its poor, immigrant neighbor-
hood. Another Hispanic parish became so identified 
with community outreach to its needy parishioners that 
the INSPIRE director said, “In some ways, you just can-
not separate the parish from the community.” A Polish 
parish committed itself to the evangelization of young 
people in the Polish community. An Anglo parish with-
out much cultural diversity challenged themselves to 
be more attentive to the global picture, taking on sister 
parishes in Appalachian Kentucky and Uganda.

Many Chicago area parishes experienced a signifi-
cant drop in attendance and commitment. As a result, 
about a quarter of INSPIRE parishes focused their pas-
toral vision on hospitality or evangelization. At least one 
parish focused more narrowly on increasing Sunday at-
tendance. That pastoral vision lacks a larger spiritual ra-
tionale. It serves as a gut-level response to a thinly veiled 
panic about the viability of a parish. On the other hand, 
a full vision of hospitality developed in the language of 
faith animates a parish. One pastor said, “So every op-
portunity is that outreach, but the outreach—I’m not 
talking to the least common denominator—I’m trying 
to take them inside the mystery.” Visions expressed in 
these kinds of terms live in liturgy and in outreach, and 
they are exciting enough that people can take it to the 
different ministries and inspire hope.

Elements of a successful vision
Against the backdrop of ministerial isolation, we 

should note that a pastoral vision has to be shared to 
be effective. A consultant said of one pastor, “He was 
visionary in his approach, but he would not share the 
details of his plan, as if he could not trust everyone 
with those details.” Provoking team conversation about 
mission proved crucial to parish leadership renewal. 
A consultant summarized the point: “You had a mix 
of people new and [those who] had been there a long 
time, and they all recognized and knew that they had to 

create and have the same vision. Because if they didn’t 
have the same vision . . . then it wouldn’t happen.” A 
consolidated parish team lamented the lack of consensus 
over their pastoral vision. Some parishes made use of 
town hall meetings to involve parishioners in developing 
a vision and living it. Some parishes facilitated the shar-
ing of the vision through guiding images or metaphors. 
They spoke of parish as home, as “a committed commu-
nity instead of a service station,” and as a community 
dedicated to “sharing Christ with Love” (abbreviated 
SCL). These techniques made a pastoral vision emo-
tionally salient and easier for team and parishioners to 
remember.

Successful parishes had not only a strong sense of 
vision, but they also followed up on it. One parish that 
focused on evangelization embodied it by concentrating 
resources and efforts in formation of their ministers. A 
large urban parish divided themselves up into teams for 
each element of their pastoral vision. An Anglo pastor 
declared the importance of integrating everything a par-
ish does into the larger common vision: “I think what 
we’re noticing is that we use everything we do to con-
stantly reinforce what we’re about.” 

Most of the time, the pastor drove the process of 
making and communicating a pastoral vision. A staff 
member said of her pastor, “One of the first things that 
stuck in my mind that Father said is, ‘we’re a people of 
the plaza; the plaza out in front of church. We welcome; 
we greet; we’re open to everyone and we model that as 
a staff too; we’re people of the plaza.’” Some pastors fa-
cilitated the development of a vision rather than articu-
lating it themselves. A new pastor spent a year listening 
to his parishioners, another year working on getting the 
parish to listen to itself, and then he initiated a process 
to develop a vision. 

Confronting work culture at the seminary
The “work culture” of the United States is a pow-

erful force on parish staffs today, perhaps especially on 
priests. One pastor worried about the influence of busi-
ness models on newly ordained priests: “A lot are second 
career priests and they come from the business world, 
but they also don’t know that being a priest is different 
from being a business person.” A group of pastors advis-
ing us noted that the male environment of the diocesan 
seminary (imitating business perhaps) upholds competi-
tion and discourages admission of weakness. They also 
told us that post-seminary pastor training tends to em-
phasize finance and personnel but glosses over pastoral 
concerns like vision and communication. 
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Those of us engaged in the 
formation of priests have 
a responsibility to see no 
one graduates from the 

seminary without necessary 
leadership skills. If they 
do not learn them there, 
many will lead according 
to the task-oriented and 

individualist standards of 
the culture. That we cannot 

afford.

The success of INSPIRE demonstrates that the 
practices that combat task orientation and ministe-
rial isolation can be taught. Consultants helped pastors 
form a strong pastoral vision. The INSPIRE emphasis 
on learning (including spiritual direction) encouraged 
greater conscious reflection, and the promotion of staff 
retreats provided opportunities for team planning and 
reflection (as well as common prayer and faith sharing). 
Efforts to encourage purely social gatherings of team 
members steered them away from an exclusive focus on 
task, and they increased that trust which facilitates the 
development of a common pastoral vision and common 
goals. But can such practices be taught in the seminary?

The U.S. Catholic bishops’ Program for Priestly 
Formation (PPF) apparently thinks so. Seminary forma-
tion is explicitly not about tasks but spirituality: “For-
mation, as the Church understands it, is not equivalent 
to a secular sense of schooling or, even less, job training. 
Formation is first and foremost cooperation with the 
grace of God” (68). The PPF is also clear about avoid-
ing ministerial isolation: “Pastoral ministry is primarily 
directed to a community and then to individuals within 
that community” (239). While the PPF acknowledges 
that seminarians must learn leadership skills (239, 280) 
in order to encourage and promote faithful, interdepen-
dent ministry, it focuses little attention on their practical 
development. It contains almost no practical norms for 
leadership development but many for formal theological 
study. 

Our research at Chicago parishes found that lead-
ership skills are crucial to a parish ministry not caught 
up in task or isolation. Priests fail as pastors if they do 
not have interpersonal skills for active listening, group 
facilitation, reading people’s emotions and knowing how 
to consistently communicate a pastoral vision. Ineffec-
tive pastors focus almost all of their attention on task, 
which leads them away from the concerns of their 
people. Many pastors in our study misjudged the impact 
of their words and actions on others; some could not 
see their own authority over lay ecclesial ministers they 
alone can employ or discharge. Some covered up their 
low social intelligence by dismissing such non-adminis-
trative leadership skills as “touchy-feely” or unmanly. 

The relevant skills, however, can be taught in sem-
inary formation. Field education facilitators and intern-
ship supervisors traditionally work on developing these 
skills, but sometimes their work receives little emphasis. 
Pastoral theology departments remain understaffed. 
Some faculty members disparage the work of field edu-
cators or reduce pastoral theology to psychotherapy. 

Perhaps more troubling, field and internship supervisors 
receive insufficient guidance on evaluating seminarians’ 
leadership skills. Pressured by the demand for more 
priests, formators downplay or even dismiss the con-
structive criticism of interested laypeople. Seminary and 
diocesan leadership take doctrinal orthodoxy and appro-
priate sexual boundaries seriously, but they do not worry 
about whether or not a priest-to-be can stir parishioners 
with a vision of parish mission and life or lead them 
through a group process. They should.

Happily, leadership skills like these can be inculcat-
ed in almost any setting. In fact, we should not restrict 
them to field education programs. Faculty and formators 
can structure already existing curricula to give students 
more opportunity to practice necessary skills. Students 
can facilitate discussions in their classes to hone their 
group facilitation skills. They can engage in frequent 
group work to counter tendencies toward ministerial iso-
lation. Formators can ask students to create model pas-
toral vision statements for different environments within 
the diocese. Faculty can shape assignments to require 
consultation of laypeople outside the seminary. Faculty 
can pray at the beginning of class to place everything in 
a spiritual context. They can note connections between 
their theological subjects and the practical details of par-
ish leadership. For example, systematic theologians can 
remind students that communio requires both a vigorous 
sense of common mission and the promotion of rela-
tionships within the parish. 

It is not enough just to “be busy” in ministry, as 
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almost all of the people involved in our study said they 
were. Not everyone who works a lot works well for the 
common good. This is not to suggest that most priests 
are not in high demand or do not serve both generously 
and competently. In fact, the best practices recounted 
here can all be traced back to specific Chicago pastors 
who led their flocks with exceptional grace and skill. 
None of us is perfect, and all of us are on a pilgrim 
journey toward God’s Kingdom. But when some lead-
ers—priests or lay ecclesial ministers—remain incom-
petent or ill trained, we all suffer by association. More 
importantly, God’s people suffer. Those of us engaged 
in the formation of priests have a responsibility to see 
no one graduates from the seminary without necessary 
leadership skills. If they do not learn them there, many 
will lead according to the task-oriented and individualist 
standards of the culture. That we cannot afford. 

Brett C. Hoover, CSP, Ph.D., is visiting assistant 
professor of theological studies at Loyola Mary-
mount University in Los Angeles. From 2010-11 
he was research faculty at the Institute of Pastoral 
Studies, Loyola University, Chicago.
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transitions in the insPire 
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Brett C. hoover, CsP, Ph.d.

Challenges
A contextual issue complicating the INSPIRE pro-

cess during its seven-year tenure has been the frequency 
of parish staff transitions, especially those of pastors. 
Nearly every one of the forty-one parishes involved 
with INSPIRE has in some way struggled with parish 
leadership transitions of one nature or another. Most of 
these experiences of transition in the INSPIRE parishes 
were oriented to simple turnover, either the transfer of 
a pastor to a new parish or the voluntary resignation 
of leadership team members (usually those formally 
employed by the parish). Most reasons for transition 
remained unremarkable. One director of religious edu-
cation (DRE) left her parish and took over a project for 
the Chicago Archdiocese. Another DRE retired. Trans-
ferred spouses resulted in the entire family moving. One 
of the staff members at a suburban parish lived far from 
the parish, so she left when the pastor was transferred. 
Associate pastors were not infrequently made pastor at 
a different parish. Perhaps most consequentially, pastors 
simply decided it was time to move on. As a suburban 
pastor remarked of his transition, “We were kind of go-
ing through lists of who’s doing what and then as we 
looked forward, what needs to be done. As those things 
were being spoken, I realized that I can’t do it. It’s time 
for me to go . . . . I told them all that. Something free-
ing about it, but also it was painful.”

Other transitions proved more difficult on account 
of the circumstances. Two parishes involved in INSPIRE 
had at one time had a priest removed because of alleged 
sexual misconduct. Another three had staff members 
depart because of accusations of financial misconduct. 
The latter included a parish where the former business 
manager is now serving a prison term for embezzlement 
of a large amount of money from the parish; the pas-

tor there was removed as well. Not surprisingly, in these 
cases strong feelings of pain and betrayal emerged which 
did not disappear for some time. In several other cases, 
serious illness—either that of leadership team members 
or of their immediate family—figured in a transition. In 
a few cases, it was the death of a pastor or leadership 
team member. 

In more than a quarter of INSPIRE parishes, a 
parish leadership team member was involuntarily dis-
missed during or around the time of the INSPIRE 
process. Nearly all those dismissed were parish employ-
ees rather than volunteers. In most cases, the pastor 
became convinced of the team member’s incompetence 
or unwillingness to work with other team members. 
In a couple of cases, the termination seemed to result 
from interpersonal tensions between the pastor and an 
employee, both after a pastor transition. In one case, 
the pastor eliminated the positions of the entire pastoral 
staff. In all cases, the decision to dismiss belonged to the 
pastor alone, though in a few cases he conferred with 
the consultant and/or other staff members. In a few in-
stances, the termination of more difficult team members 
resulted in a markedly more cohesive and effective pas-
toral leadership team.

All of the transitions were psychologically disrup-
tive. The organizational development theorist William 

To describe the emotional 
experience of transition, 
people often turned to 
a language reminiscent 

of grief. 
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“The dominant assumption 
in the United States is that 

nature and the physical 
world should be controlled 

in the service of human 
beings.”

Bridges distinguishes between the situational reality of 
change and the psychological process of transition af-
fected by it.1 In many INSPIRE parishes, people honed 
in on that process using emotionally laden words and 
phrases. Staff turnover at one parish was described as 
“major upheaval” that was “very difficult.” One staff 
member said of her longtime pastor’s departure: “He 
was so cemented into this community and had his fin-
gers out in all these different directions from this point 
and to just be uprooted—I know it was just devastating 
[for him].” She called the experience “brutal” for him, 
“unfair,” like a “forced divorce.” It was a “stressful time” 
for the parish. Another pastor described his own depar-
ture as “painful.” A team member at a restructured par-
ish described the experience of having to attend a differ-
ent church in disruptive terms: “The first time I went 
there, I was uncomfortable. I missed my pastor. I just 
didn’t know if I was going to feel right there.” Scandal-
ridden transitions produced powerful disruption. “The 
rug has been pulled from under us,” said the music di-
rector at such a parish. She spoke of shock and betrayal. 

To describe the emotional experience of transi-
tion, people often turned to a language reminiscent of 
grief. A parish consultant narrated how first the pastoral 
team then members of the parish expressed anger and 
frustration at the departure of a pastor. A woman at a 
different parish said of her pastor, “There was sadness 
about him leaving.” A pastor at a Hispanic parish said, 
“You lose one person and it affects the whole.” Another 
pastor spoke of “laughing and crying at the same time” 
after leaving his old parish. On an INSPIRE applica-
tion, a pastoral leadership team described the anger and 
“wounds” left behind when a pastor ran away with his 
housekeeper without a word to anyone. Another consul-
tant wrote of one parish, “Their energy was consumed 
by the anger, hurt, pain and sadness of a difficult transi-
tion from one pastor to the new one.” 

At times, the language of grief turned extravagant. 
A very competent pastoral associate not only expressed 

anger at the departure of her lay colleagues but la-
mented, “Why were they all leaving me behind?” She 
described the changes in her pastoral team as a more 
difficult loss than the recent death of her ailing mother. 
When the dismissed principal at an urban parish subse-
quently died of a heart attack, parishioners even accused 
the pastor of killing her. 

Also, as Elisabeth Kübler-Ross and David Kes-
sler have noted, grief tends to reanimate previous grief.2 
The INSPIRE director referred to one INSPIRE parish 
experiencing transition, “There’s a sister . . . who’s been 
there for years and has a lot of anger in her about all 
the problems of the past.” 

Perhaps a surprising aspect of INSPIRE transitions 
is how remarkable parish team members found them, as 
if they had not ever expected such a thing could hap-
pen. Yet transition is the normal state of human life. 
People leave jobs, especially in a society as mobile as 
ours. Death happens to everyone. As developmental psy-
chology tells us, our lives are characterized by constant 
transition. The very word for emotion in psychology—
affect—implies that our environment affects us, result-
ing in emotional responses.3 The philosopher Martin 
Heidegger described human life itself as the condition of 
being thrown or abandoned into a particular and vulner-
able world; we live our lives largely as a response to that 
condition.4

William Bridges observes that people generally re-
sist awareness of transition and especially the potential 
good in it.5 This may simply result from the consider-
able distress involved. One priest thought it had to do 
with exaggerated expectations about peace and security 
in our lives: “I thought when I was fifty-five or sixty 
[that] I would be secure and everything would be fine. 
And now that I’m there, I’m angry.” A pastoral associ-
ate drew attention to the common sense of vision and 
family-feeling on her team before it turned over. She felt 
a great sense of loss.

A point made earlier remains relevant. Parish 
ministry in INSPIRE parishes was frequently viewed 
through the lens of task orientation. Tasks orientation 
focuses attention on what people accomplish, but it 
tends to direct attention away from human experience. 
A task is what you must complete, but your response to 
it matters little. Because of the impact of excessive task 
orientation in businesses, social scientists and manage-
ment experts still find it relevant to report on the early 
twentieth century studies of the Hawthorne Plant of the 
Western Electric Company, where social relations were 
found to have a greater impact on productivity than 
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Though people found 
transitions disruptive and 

difficult, in many cases they 
substantially improved the 

team situation.

physical conditions.6 Task orientation minimizes those 
elements of our lives associated with our social and 
emotional life. It narrows our focus to control of the en-
vironment. Stewart and Bennett write, “The dominant 
assumption in the United States is that nature and the 
physical world should be controlled in the service of hu-
man beings.”7 A focus on controlling the environment 
obfuscates a more holistic perspective on life. Transitions 
become yet another task to complete, another part of 
the social environment to keep under control. Attending 
to the emotional disruption seems at best an addendum 
to and a distraction from more concrete and practical 
matters. 

Yet the emotional disruption has serious conse-
quences for parish leadership teams. At INSPIRE par-
ishes, personnel transitions reduced people’s experience 
of trust within their team. Naturally, this was most 
prominent in parishes with more dramatic experiences 
of transition. When a new pastor was installed after a 
financial scandal, a parish consultant spoke about the 
slow renewal of trust among the traumatized team. An 
INSPIRE application for a parish with high pastor turn-
over, death and illness mentioned the “abuse, neglect, 
and uncertainty which led to various degrees of mistrust 
after each transition.” Yet even relatively stable parishes 
experienced a break in trust. Regarding a suburban par-
ish that lost its longtime pastor, a consultant said, “In 
the beginning of the INSPIRE process, two of the per-
sons were very new to being part of any parish leader-
ship team, and it took some time before they each felt 
‘safe’ and comfortable . . . It was a time of transition for 
each of the new team members, a time to find how they 
‘fit’ in the parish and on the team.” Indicative of the 
point, a team blanched when a new pastor made rapid 
changes. The trust level had not yet recovered. 

The fact that, in most cases, Roman Catholic pas-
tors are mostly assigned and not chosen also had an im-
pact in some parishes. People feared who might come. 
One man working at a parish in transition noted, “Like 
the president [of the United States], we voted him in. 
[But] we had no idea of who we were going to get or if 
we were going to get a priest at all. I think it was kind 
of thrown at us.” His colleague said, “We had a lot of 
fears about who we were going to get.”

A related issue is how transitions tend to stall the 
work of parish leadership teams. One parish stopped 
having regular meetings while the pastor and associate 
pastor worked out their differences. A suburban parish 
found themselves unable to address goals their consul-
tant helped them put together. Another could not work 

on their INSPIRE team learning plan. A consultant said 
that, after their pastor’s transfer, one parish staff member 
stopped feeling like a team on account of grief. IN-
SPIRE personnel described them as “getting stopped and 
stuck and then getting started again.” A suburban lay 
ecclesial minister said about her old team’s INSPIRE-
taught skills: “I think a lot of what we did together is 
kind of lost now, and that makes me sad in a way, be-
cause I think they were good skills.” 

Details got lost in transitions. When a business 
manager resigned, one parish team lost track of crucial 
meeting minutes. In another, rules had to be explained 
again. More often, however, the stall has to do with 
adapting to new people with their different personali-
ties and styles of leadership. One battered team, hav-
ing lost their dominating pastor, hesitated over every 
decision they made. They kept asking the new pastor, 
“Are we doing this right?” When a personnel crisis at 
another parish was brought to the fore by transition, 
the pastor ceased working on INSPIRE. “[I] put the 
entire INSPIRE program on hold. . . . You don’t really 
do team building when you know you are moving one 
of your team members out.” A consultant said, “Some-
times it’s like starting from scratch.” On an application, 
one parish wrote, “Many of the members of the team 
have changed and have brought with them new ways of 
doing things. Long-term staff members and volunteers 
are resistant to change.” Of course, such stalling is not 
necessarily a bad thing. In some parishes, older staff 
members took take time away from their usual ministry 
work to welcome new members or to initiate them into 
the INSPIRE process. While this slowed things down, it 
was effective in promoting interdependent work in the 
long term.

Some theorists have analyzed the process involved 
in transitions. Influenced by the work of anthropologists 
Arnold van Gennep and Victor Turner, William Bridges 
talks about transitions as initiating people into a neutral 
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the emotional disruption 

associated with transition.

zone where “the critical psychological realignments and 
repatternings take place.”8 Turner’s work itself describes 
the way ritual alters people and communities through an 
interim period (“liminality”) where the social structure 
is upended. He did not apply his theories outside of 
ritual, and he felt this interim period was only partial in 
postindustrial societies.9 Turner’s focus on this dynamic 
of social change has, nevertheless, inspired analysis of 
religious communities.10

Certainly INSPIRE parishes in transition found 
themselves in periods of uncertainty where old patterns 
and practices no longer worked for them. One partici-
pant spoke of “not knowing what the future holds.” A 
few parishes had to carry on without pastors for a while. 
Temporary priest administrators carried on for months 
or years without being appointed the official pastor, 
often without knowing when it might happen. When 
one pastor left the priesthood at an urban parish, the 
archdiocese told the team that remained not to take on 
anything new. People wondered about new relationships 
with new colleagues, and the thought of new pastors 
brought worry and anxiety about what they would be 
like. People found themselves confused about roles and 
responsibilities. A pastor said, “There has been a lot of 
change in this staff, and it has caused some confusion 
about who is responsible for what.” In a couple of ur-
ban parishes, the pastor and the staff had trouble adjust-
ing to one another for a long period of time. Divisions 
erupted in a number of places after a transition, some-
times without a clear resolution. 

Some uncertainty, for better or for worse, came 
to an end through the efforts of team members. In 
five cases, a leadership vacuum in a parish resulted in a 
pastoral associate, an associate pastor or even the par-
ish council taking over effective leadership of the par-
ish. Even when a leadership vacuum did not occur, the 
stable presence of a strong and respected team member 

often facilitated a better transition.
Though people found transitions disruptive and 

difficult, in many cases they substantially improved the 
team situation. “Certainly the staff was splintered in the 
past,” said one pastor, “but the change in personnel and 
[the work of ] INSPIRE have healed things. Everyone 
feels more positive about the staff, its interaction, and 
[the] ability to work more effectively.” In one case, the 
parish consultant actually helped a new pastor remove 
a difficult staff member. In another, a pastor persuaded 
a chronically negative team member to resign, and only 
he had to listen to the man’s complaints after that. In 
four cases, the new pastor proved more willing to work 
interdependently with the parish staff. Transition, never-
theless, did not always bring good things. In one parish, 
the new pastor gradually did away with staff members’ 
jobs and pulled out of INSPIRE. 

Practices for Transition
Certain practices on leadership teams helped them 

successfully navigate transitions. Some of these have al-
ready been mentioned, such as a team member’s filling 
a leadership vacuum. Some have made implicit appear-
ance already as well—such as strong lay leadership in 
the parish. In three parishes, a strong sense of ownership 
of the parish and its ministry by parishioners moderated 
anxiety about the future; in two of those cases, the new 
pastor was actually recruited for the position. 

The most crucial practices, nevertheless, were more 
basic. The most common effective practice to navigate 
transitions was developing a common awareness of the 
emotional disruption associated with transition. It is 
necessary to develop this awareness because task orienta-
tion draws attention away from people’s emotional re-
sponses. INSPIRE in this case helped people to see what 
they otherwise could not, especially through the urging 
of consultants who saw the emotional dynamics parish 
teams wanted to deny. As a departing pastor put it, “I 
think that was the biggest learning [from INSPIRE]—to 
name it. This is a transition. Then . . . we were able to 
help one another.” He went on, “[I] probably would 
have had these feelings and this resentment and what-
ever, but I never would have acknowledged it had we 
not done that as a team.” His pastoral associate said, 
“We identified areas that we knew would be affected 
and owned the process rather than being led by [it]. 
This meeting empowered us to take charge of the situ-
ation. It got us in touch with our own feelings in order 
to ease the parish through these changes. Comfort and 
trust in the consultant made this process possible and 
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easier.” A consultant said, “I think understanding [tran-
sition] and knowing it helps them to deal with it.” An 
urban Hispanic parish team member explained how, at 
the consultant’s recommendation, they had read William 
Bridges’ book on transition. “It helped explain some of 
the feelings that I felt and what I observed happening 
with the parish staff.”

The conscious process of transitioning in one par-
ish drew attention to the lack of it elsewhere. A new 
pastor reflected on how his successor at his previous 
parish never came to visit, did not want to know any-
thing about the people and was focused on the arrival 
of his new car at the moment when the previous pastor 
handed over the keys. As he put it, “The INSPIRE pro-
gram is genius because it deals with transition—nobody 
else is doing it. There should be a mandatory session 
[on it].” Indeed, at another INSPIRE parish, a new pas-
tor refused to accept the reality of his staff ’s emotional 
disruption, and it caused tension and problems.

When people did take a conscious approach to 
transition, good things happened. In two cases the con-
sultant brought in speakers on transition that gave com-
fort not only to the team but to parishioners as well. At 
a suburban Anglo parish, a pastor became aware of the 
need to communicate the corporate culture of the parish 
to new associate pastors. He said, chuckling: 

You have to kind of bring them up to speed, 
so that they don’t get upset or their feathers 
ruffled because somebody cuts them off in 
mid-sentence and says, “You and the youth 
minister need to talk about that outside this 
meeting. I don’t need to hear this.” And some-
times it’s as blunt as that. The rest of us aren’t 
offended at it, but somebody new coming in, 
who’s never been exposed to that before, might 
take offense at it. So that’s where I smooth 
their feathers out after the meeting.

The INSPIRE process led team members at a 
multicultural suburban parish to consciously welcome a 
new receptionist and help her adapt to their vision of 
the parish. In several cases, awareness of a pastor or staff 
member’s transition led to a greater awareness of transi-
tions in other parts of people’s lives—such as a death or 
job loss in the family.

One small parish in the suburbs built their entire 
participation in INSPIRE around the pastor transition 
process. With little professional staff, the chosen volun-
teer leaders spent much of their energy on understand-

ing how transitions affect people. They read a book on 
pastor transition. They worked hard at welcoming the 
new pastor, who had been recruited by the previous 
longtime pastor. One team member described the new 
pastor as the previous pastor’s “gift of love to us.” The 
team became a kind of cabinet or support team for the 
new pastor. “I have become close to our team members, 
and as such, have felt a certain comfort and safety with 
the parish during this time of transition,” said the new 
pastor. “They have become the eyes and ears, the heart 
and soul of the parish; it’s in their bones.” At the same 
time, the old pastor talked freely about the need to wel-
come the new leader. The two of them went over the 
books together. They became friends and demonstrated 
their mutual respect to the parish. The new pastor re-
ferred to himself as Timothy to the old pastor’s St. Paul. 
All this persuaded even those team members who had 
organized a petition drive to cancel the departure of the 
old pastor to appreciate the new pastor. 

Earlier, we talked about how personnel changes 
required adaptation to new persons and their different 
leadership styles. As one staff member put it, a new staff 
brings an entirely new interpersonal dynamic. Because of 
this, one of the more successful practices regarding tran-
sition was providing time and opportunities for people 
to get to know one another. Some of this was satisfied 
by informal outings and social time. Sharing food made 
a difference, especially but not exclusively in Hispanic 
parishes. Team retreats constituted another effective 
means. “The team retreats helped us understand how he 
operates,” said a staff member at an urban parish with 
a new pastor. One of the consultants made frequent use 
of the Myers-Briggs Personality Inventory (MBPI), and 
not a few people found this helpful for understanding 
the leadership style and personality of new team mem-
bers.

Roman Catholicism is a tradition of sacrament and 
symbol. In Roman Catholic parishes, priests serve not 
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only as functional ministers, they also serve as powerful 
living symbols. They wear unique clothes, do not marry, 
and publicly preside at major ceremonies. One pastor 
told of how his previous parishioners invited everyone 
he had ever baptized to honor guard his farewell lit-
urgy. Priests have an image associating them with sacred 
things, celebrated and parodied in the media. The theo-
logian Kenan Osborne reflects on priests and bishops, 
“In marketing terms, this image is an extremely suc-
cessful branding of the two most visible officials of the 
church, to the extent that even those who exemplify the 
brand and betray it reinforce the ideal in their very fail-
ure to live up to the positive image.”11 The sociologist 
Richard Schoenherr and his colleagues, in their critical 
study of the declining numbers of priests in the United 
States, write: “By and large…the scope and domain of 
what was considered most essential and important to or-
ganized Catholic ministry has always been circumscribed 
by those tasks and responsibilities performed by priests.” 
Even in more progressive and lay-oriented Catholic set-
tings, the priesthood has great symbolic import. The 
pastoral associate at a progressive parish said of his de-
parting pastor, “Well, in a sense we lost the person who 
symbolized for us, oddly enough, lay empowerment.” 

Ritualizing the departure of the pastor makes a dif-
ference to all involved—the pastor, the leadership team 
and to the parish in general. The INSPIRE director did 
a session at the urban Hispanic parish mentioned above. 
A staff member reported, “In a very prayerful way, [the 
director] helped us to affirm, bless, and say farewell to 
our pastor who had made the decision to leave our par-
ish community and the priesthood.” The new pastor at 
the progressive parish talked about his departure from 
the old parish. Parishioners surprised him on the day he 
was driving away, taking final pictures and saying good-
bye.

Though other priests and lay staff members may 
not have the same symbolic import as the pastor, ritual-
izing their departure has also had a positive impact on 
parish teams: “The farewell dinner after the staff day 
to say goodbye to our music director was an incredible 
experience for all of us. It was not only a time to be 
together but to say goodbye to an old friend. It was a 
healing experience for all of us. The mass and reception 
we had for him was also a memorable event in the tran-
sition process.”

Brett C. Hoover, CSP, Ph.D., is visiting assistant 
professor of theological studies at Loyola Mary-
mount University in Los Angeles. From 2010-11 
he was research faculty at the Institute of Pastoral 
Studies, Loyola University, Chicago.
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Understanding the importance of the diverse 
and multiple responsibilities faced by leaders is 
critical to effective leadership, especially dur-

ing times of change. A fluctuating economy, changing 
population demographics, merging and emerging mem-
bership and customer bases, among myriad other chal-
lenges, heighten pressure for those in leadership roles. 
Key to the long-term success of all organizations are the 
decisions, attitudes and actions of leaders today coupled 
with reframing paradigms for leaders of tomorrow.

The challenges for pastoral leadership are no ex-
ception. The number of Roman Catholics in the United 
States, for example, is growing at an estimated rate of 9 
to 11 percent per decade, particularly due to immigra-
tion (Hoge 2008), while the number of available priests 
is declining an estimated 12 to 14 percent per decade 
(Hoge 2006). Lay people are increasingly called upon to 
work in parishes, with an estimated 31,000 paid profes-
sional lay ministers (DeLambo 2005) employed along 
with approximately 27,000 diocesan priests and 13,000 
religious priests serving more than 68 million Catholics 
in 18,000 parishes across the United States (The Official 
Catholic Directory 2010).

If trends continue, it is projected that the number 
of priests will decline 25 percent, the number of Roman 
Catholics will increase more than 20 percent and lay 
ministers may increase in the range of 25 to 50 percent 
over a period of twenty years (Hoge 2006), offering 
managerial and leadership challenges for any pastoral 
leader. New parishes are opening, many are closing and 
others are being restructured into “clusters,” with one 
priest having pastoral responsibilities for two or more 
parishes (Schuth 2006). Parish life is considered to be 
“more complex… [and] new sets of skills are required of 

today’s pastors” (United States Conference of Catholic 
Bishops 2000, Executive Summary). The many chang-
ing conditions have the potential for impact on pastoral 
leaders in the form of increased job stress, work imbal-
ances, health issues and so forth. 

This changing landscape for parishes in America 
poses unique opportunities and challenges to pastors 
already in, and others preparing for, leadership posi-
tions. Current leadership theories can help build better 
understanding and more effective ways to address the 
complexities being faced by pastoral leaders, especially 
when the spiritual element of leadership is taken into 
consideration (Carter 2009). Recent research on pastoral 
leadership has offered several important insights.

When studying leadership styles, for example, a 
transformational leadership style was found to correlate 
with pastoral leader effectiveness (Carter 2009) as well 
as with followers’ satisfaction with their pastor (Rowold 
2008). Other studies have identified the importance of 
leadership skills in predicting leadership effectiveness 
within ministerial functions (Nauss 1989), along with 
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identifying patterns of pastoral leadership skills found 
within leadership types (Nauss 1994). 

Effective pastoral leader taxonomies, processes and 
outcomes are being identified and studied (McKenna 
and Eckard 2009). While examining the actual learning 
processes of practicing pastoral leaders, furthermore, crit-
ical developmental experiences and lessons of the leaders 
were identified (McKenna et al. 2007). Education and 
training have been found important to pastoral leader 
development, in addition to relationships and on-the-job 
experiences (McKenna et al. 2007). Little research ex-
ists, however, about the development of pastoral leaders, 
their continuing development as they progress through 
different stages as leaders (McKenna et al. 2007), or 
their preparation for leading parishes through change in 
the challenging times of today. 

This study analyzes seminarians’ perceptions re-
garding the levels of importance of the duties and tasks 
of pastoral leadership against pastoral performance ru-
brics, identifying similarities and gaps in understanding. 
A spiritual dimension is added as the connection be-
tween spirituality and leadership is explored. The results 
provide a glimpse into the perspectives of developing 
leaders and insight into four integrative elements that 
spirituality offers them.

Method
Participants in the study were second, third, and 

fourth year seminarians at a Roman Catholic seminary. 
The seminarians had participated in yearly “rector semi-
nars” on different topics of parish leadership and ad-
ministration. The second, third and fourth year theology 

seminarians represented twenty-two dioceses in the Unit-
ed States, one foreign diocese and two religious orders.

The duties, performance areas and tasks from ru-
brics defined in In Fulfillment of Their Mission, The Du-
ties and Tasks of a Roman Catholic Priest: An Assessment 
Project1 were utilized with permission in this study and 
provided the basis for the majority of leadership ques-
tions in a written survey.1 Spirituality questions were de-
signed synthesizing concepts and definitions from	 several 
sources, particularly The Basic Plan for the Ongoing For-
mation of Priests and the Program of Priestly Formation.2 
A research consultant gave advice during the research 
design and survey development stages of the project and 
external reviewers were utilized.3 A survey pretest result-
ed in minor adaptations to the final survey instrument.

The electronic survey was administered to each 
class of seminarians during the final days of spring 
semester 2010.4 A total of fifty-seven seminarians com-
pleted the survey, resulting in an eighty-eight percent 
response rate.5 Twenty-one of the respondents were sec-
ond year seminarians, sixteen were third year and twenty 
were fourth year seminarians.

The Seminarians

Profile
The majority of the participating seminarians (93 

percent) were United States citizens; the remainder were 
from Nigeria, the Philippines, Poland or Colombia. 
Seventy-seven percent were Caucasian and nearly ten 
percent were Hispanic or Latino (8.8). The seminarians 
ranged in age from 22 years old to over 50, with the 
majority (70.2 percent) being 22 to 30 years old. Ap-
proximately fifteen percent of the respondents (15.8) 
were 31-40 years old and slightly less than fifteen per-
cent of the respondents (14.0) were 41 or older. A small 
percentage of the seminarians (5.3 percent) had con-
verted to the Roman Catholic faith.

While all respondents reported having higher edu-
cation degrees, approximately one in five of the seminar-
ians (21 percent) reported either having a Masters de-
gree (17.5 percent) or J.D. (3.5 percent). Slightly more 
than half the respondents (60 percent) reported holding 
degrees in theology, philosophy or divinity-type studies. 
The remaining forty percent reported holding degrees in 
a wide range of studies, for example, history, music edu-
cation, chemistry, civil engineering, mechanical engineer-
ing, business administration and athletic administration.
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The top three tasks the 
majority of seminarians 

reported for a pastor leading 
a parish were as follows: 

initiating strategic planning; 
inspiring parish ministries, 
apostolates and volunteers; 

and responding to crisis 
situations.

Work Experience
Forty-two percent of the seminarians reported hav-

ing no years of full-time secular work experience prior 
to entering the seminary,6 and an additional 12 percent 
reported having less than one year. Nearly half of the 
seminarians (46 percent), however, reported having a 
range of years of secular work experience, especially 
from one-to-three years (10.5 percent) to 10 years or 
more (17.5 percent). Ten percent of the seminarians re-
ported having full-time parish work experience, for three 
years or less, prior to entrance to the seminary.

For those with secular work experience, there was 
a wide range of industries represented in the employers 
listed, for example, teaching, mental health and health 
services, retail, the military, police and construction, as 
well as much variation in levels of positions held, from 
laborer to assistant to vice president. Four seminarians 
reported having held executive level positions: chief 
financial officer, vice president of marketing, vice presi-
dent senior asset manager or business owner.

Leadership Experience and Training
Of interest was understanding the seminarians’ 

general knowledge of leadership and the types of leader-
ship training and experience, if any, they had had before 
entering seminary. A general definition of leadership was 
requested of them, therefore, plus specific examples of 
leadership education and training received.

When asked, “What types of leadership experience, 
if any, did you have prior to Seminary?” 21 percent re-
sponded “No leadership experience.” Nearly eighty per-
cent of the respondents, however, listed more than sixty 
examples of a wide variety of leadership-type experiences 
in job positions, volunteer work at charitable organiza-

tions, experience while at college or experience in par-
ishes. Of those seminarians reporting having had leader-
ship experience, job experience was most often reported 
across class levels as offering such prior to seminary.

Sixty percent of the seminarians stated they had 
no formal leadership training prior to entering the 
seminary. The remaining respondents listed a variety of 
training examples. Most frequently listed were formal 
training seminars through jobs, corporate seminars, mili-
tary training and volunteer training through parishes or 
charitable organizations. 

The majority of respondents across class levels of-
fered some definition of leadership encompassing vision-
ing, influencing and inspiring others, building strategy 
and the setting and achieving of common goals – skills 
and attributes typically identified with leaders and lead-
ership capabilities. The seminarians, in general, demon-
strated knowledge of leadership although the majority 
did not offer in-depth definitions. The range of leader-
ship experience or training prior to seminary for these 
respondents, thus, varied greatly, from little or none to 
much experience and training, but the concept of lead-
ership was generally understood.

Pastoral Leadership – The Survey and 
Analysis of Results

In Fulfillment of Their Mission: The Duties and 
Tasks of a Roman Catholic Priest identifies nine categories 
of “ministerial duties (major areas of responsibility) and 
their constituent tasks” in groupings of performance ar-
eas (Ippolito et al. 2008, p. 9). Of particular interest to 
this research was the duty of “Leads Parish Administra-
tion” with its related performance areas, tasks and activi-
ties, which provided the basis for this study.7

Duties and Tasks – Rankings
Seminarians were asked,	“When you think about 

leading a parish, how would you rank the level of im-
portance of each of the following from the Pastor’s Per-
spective?” 8 Respondents were then asked to review two 
lists, or sets, of ten tasks each (described below) and to 
rate the relative importance from 1 (most important) to 
10 (least important).9

Seminarians were next asked, about the same 
sets of the twenty total tasks, “When you think about 
leading a parish, how would you rank the level of im-
portance of each of the following from the Parish Lay 
Leader’s Perspective (for example, parish council or key 
committee leaders)?”

Of interest here was gaining insight into seminar-
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ians’ attitudes regarding the importance of performance 
areas within the duty of leading parish administration 
(and leadership-related areas) from these two different 
perspectives. Again, one perspective was thinking about 
the importance of activities of pastoral leadership from 
the view of a parish pastor, and the other perspective 
from the view of key lay leaders, defined as parish coun-
cil or committee leaders. The underlying question was 
whether there were differences in developing leader re-
sponses when considering the same tasks from two differ-
ent, and some would argue often opposing, perspectives.

The ten tasks listed in Question Set 1 for rank-
ing were as follows: Initiating strategic planning (vision, 
goals); overseeing implementation of strategic plan; 
scheduling meetings; participating in parish, pastoral 
and finance councils; inspiring parish ministries, aposto-
late and volunteers; overseeing parish finances (budget, 
fundraising, etc.); meeting employees several times a 
week; overseeing parish programs; employing parish staff 

(evaluating, hiring, firing), and responding to crisis situ-
ations.10

The ten tasks listed in Question Set 2 for rank-
ing were as follows: Managing parish staff (supervising, 
supporting); engaging in social activities with staff and 
their families; implementing diocesan policies; supervis-
ing parish communication; supervising maintenance of 
physical plant (church, grounds, schools); mediating 
parish conflicts; socializing with volunteers; building 
relationships with diverse cultural groups; developing a 
collaborative leadership style; and maintaining personal 
balance and health.

As can be seen in Table I, the top three tasks the 
majority of seminarians reported for a pastor leading 
a parish were as follows: initiating strategic planning, 
with 77.2 percent of the seminarians placing this activ-
ity in the top three (47 percent listing it as Number 
1); inspiring parish ministries, apostolate and volunteers 
(68.4 percent); and responding to crisis situations (59.7 
percent).

 

RANKED Most to Least Important for the 
Pastor, FROM A PASTOR’S PERSPECTIVE, 
Task Set 1

Majority 
Response 

% Mean

RANKED Most to Least 
Important for the Pastor, 
FROM LAY LEADERS’ 
PERSPECTIVES, Task Set 1

Majority 
Response 

% Mean

Initiating strategic planning 77.2 2.32 Initiating strategic planning 59.7 3.61

Top Rankings, as 
MOST IMPORTANT

Inspiring parish ministries, apostolate & 
volunteers 68.4 2.89

Overseeing implementation of 
strategic plan 45.6 4.04

Ranked most often in 
Top Three (1-3) Responding to crisis situations 59.7 3.47

Inspiring parish ministries, 
apostolates & volunteers 43.9 4.61

Responding to crisis situations 43.9 5.14

Overseeing parish finances (budget, 
fundraising) 63.2 5.77

Overseeing parish finances 
(budget, fundraising) 56.1 5.05

Ranked with a 
MID-LEVEL of 
Importance

Participating in parish, pastoral & finance 
councils 56.1 5.46

Participating in parish, pastoral 
& finance councils 54.4 4.14

Ranked in Middle 
(4-7)

Overseeing implementation of strategic 
plan 50.9 4.61 Overseeing parish programs 50.9 5.74

Overseeing parish programs 45.6 5.46

Scheduling meetings (confounder) 64.9 7.88
Scheduling meetings 
(confounder) 36.8 5.98

Bottom Rankings, as 
LEAST IMPORTANT Employing parish staff 49.1 6.54 Employing parish staff 50.9 6.61

Ranked Lowest (8-10)
Meeting employees several times a week 
(confounder) 49.1 6.91

Meeting employees several 
times a week (confounder) 49.1 7.14

TABLE I. Seminarian Rankings of Importance (1 most - 10 least) of Pastoral Tasks, Percent Frequencies and Means - Task Set 1.
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Of middle range importance, given majority rank-
ings of numbers four through seven from the seminar-
ians’ perspectives, were those things that had more to 
do with oversight and participation: overseeing parish 
finances (budget, fundraising) with 63.2 percent of the 
respondents ranking it in the middle numerical range; 
participating in parish, pastoral and finance councils 
(56.1 percent); and overseeing implementation of stra-
tegic plan (50.9 percent). Slightly less than half (45.6 
percent) also ranked overseeing parish programs in the 
mid-range of importance.

Ranked in the lowest levels of importance (num-
bers eight through ten) by half or somewhat more than 
half the respondents were as follows: scheduling meet-
ings (64.9 percent) and meeting employees several times 
a week (49.1), activities which had been added to the 
rubrics as confounders. Interestingly, the other lowest 
ranked activity, employing parish staff, was ranked in 
the lowest level of importance by half the respondents 
(49.1).11

When thinking about the same tasks and activities 
for the pastor from lay leaders’ perspectives, the seminar-
ians showed more variation in their rankings. The ma-
jority of the rankings ranged largely from 59.7 percent 
to 43.9 percent (please refer to Table I FROM LAY 
LEADERS’ PERSPECTIVES Tasks Set 1).12 Initiating 
strategic planning still ranked in the top level of impor-
tance rankings of the seminarians when thinking about 
leadership and administrative tasks for the pastor as seen 
from the lay leaders’ perspectives; however, it fell to 
59.7 percent majority with a mean of 3.61. Overseeing 
implementation of the strategic plan, inspiring parish 
ministries, apostolate and volunteers, and responding to 
crisis situations were all listed in the top three rankings 
by a majority of the seminarians but with the majority 
at slightly less than half (45.6, 43.9, and 43.9 percent 
respectively), with means ranging from 4.04 to 5.14. 
Interestingly, the bottom three tasks remained the same, 
but with scheduling meetings majority percentage only 
at 36.8.13

 

RANKED Most to Least Important for the 
Pastor, FROM A PASTOR’S PERSPECTIVE, 
Task Set 1

Majority 
Response 

% Mean

RANKED Most to Least 
Important for the Pastor, 
FROM LAY LEADERS’ 
PERSPECTIVES, Task Set 1

Majority 
Response 

% Mean

Initiating strategic planning 77.2 2.32 Initiating strategic planning 59.7 3.61

Top Rankings, as 
MOST IMPORTANT

Inspiring parish ministries, apostolate & 
volunteers 68.4 2.89

Overseeing implementation of 
strategic plan 45.6 4.04

Ranked most often in 
Top Three (1-3) Responding to crisis situations 59.7 3.47

Inspiring parish ministries, 
apostolates & volunteers 43.9 4.61

Responding to crisis situations 43.9 5.14

Overseeing parish finances (budget, 
fundraising) 63.2 5.77

Overseeing parish finances 
(budget, fundraising) 56.1 5.05

Ranked with a 
MID-LEVEL of 
Importance

Participating in parish, pastoral & finance 
councils 56.1 5.46

Participating in parish, pastoral 
& finance councils 54.4 4.14

Ranked in Middle 
(4-7)

Overseeing implementation of strategic 
plan 50.9 4.61 Overseeing parish programs 50.9 5.74

Overseeing parish programs 45.6 5.46

Scheduling meetings (confounder) 64.9 7.88
Scheduling meetings 
(confounder) 36.8 5.98

Bottom Rankings, as 
LEAST IMPORTANT Employing parish staff 49.1 6.54 Employing parish staff 50.9 6.61

Ranked Lowest (8-10)
Meeting employees several times a week 
(confounder) 49.1 6.91

Meeting employees several 
times a week (confounder) 49.1 7.14

TABLE II.  Seminarian Rankings of Importance (1 most - 10 least) of Pastoral Tasks, Percent Frequencies and Means - Task Set 2.

 

RANKED Most to Least 
Important for the Pastor, 
FROM A PASTOR’S 
PERSPECTIVE,  Task Set 2

Majority 
Response 

% Mean

RANKED Most to Least 
Important for the Pastor, FROM 
LAY LEADERS’ PERSPECTIVES,  
Task Set 2

Majority 
Response 

% Mean

Top Rankings, as MOST 
IMPORTANT

Developing a collaborative 
leadership style 59.7 3.39 Managing parish staff 52.6 4.53

Ranked most often in Top 
Three (1-3) Implementing diocesan policies 57.9 3.96

Developing a collaborative 
leadership style 49.1 4.40

Mediating parish conflicts 54.4 4.65
Supervising parish 
communication 56.1 5.42

Managing parish staff 50.9 4.00
Socializing with volunteers 
(confounder) 50.9 5.95

Ranked with a MID-LEVEL 
of Importance

Maintaining personal balance 
& health 47.4 4.33 Mediating parish conflicts 45.6 4.67

Ranked in Middle (4-7)
Supervising parish 
communication 45.6 5.75

Building relationships with 
diverse cultural groups 43.9 5.81

Building relationships with 
diverse cultural groups 38.6 5.56

Supervising maintenance of 
physical plant 42.1 5.53

Engaging in social activities with 
staff & their families (confounder) 42.1 5.12

Implementing diocesan policies 38.6 5.19

Bottom Rankings, as 
LEAST IMPORTANT

Supervising maintenance of 
physical plant 49.1 6.82

Ranked Lowest (8-10)
Socializing with volunteers 
(confounder) 43.9 6.74

Maintaining personal balance & 
health 42.1 6.14

Engaging in social activities 
with staff & their families 
(confounder) 35.1 5.89
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For the first set of ranked tasks, the tables show 
that there was greater variability in the seminarians’ re-
sponses (and thus less agreement) regarding the level of 
importance of pastoral activities when thinking about 
that importance from the perspective of lay leaders.

In the second set of tasks (see Table II), developing 
a collaborative leadership style, implementing diocesan 
policies and mediating parish conflicts were ranked in 
the top three areas of importance for a pastor by more 
than half the seminarians (59.7 percent, 57.9 and 54.4, 
respectively).14 Supervising maintenance of the physical 
plant was ranked as one of the least important, as were 
appropriately two confounders, socializing with volun-
teers and engaging in social activities with staff and their 
families. Only 38.6 percent of the seminarians ranked 
building relationships with diverse cultural groups of 
mid-level importance from a pastor’s perspective.

When ranked as most to least important for the 
pastor from lay leaders’ perspectives, the largest grouping 
was in the mid-range with seven tasks clustered with 
means from 4.67-5.95. Developing a collaborative lead-
ership style remained in the top three and managing 
parish staff moved to the top three. Maintaining per-
sonal health and balance was thought to be the least im-
portant for the pastor, by the seminarians, when viewed 
from the lay leaders’ perspective. The range of impor-

tance, 1-10, for the tasks in both question sets showed 
a wide range in ranking by the seminarians, with fifteen 
of the twenty tasks receiving a complete spread of 1 
through 10. This indicates that seminarians varied wide-
ly in their assessments of the task level of importance. 
No significant pattern of variation was found in the re-
sponses of second-, third- and fourth-year seminarians.

Pastoral Performance Areas’ Activities – 
Importance and Proficiencies

In Fulfillment of Their Mission also groups tasks 
and activities into performance area categories and as-
sesses levels of proficiency, ranging from novice to above 
proficiency. Six performance areas were selected for 
inclusion in this study: Leads parish pastoral and fi-
nance councils; oversees parish programs, ministries and 
apostolates; oversees the stewardship of parish finances; 
employs and manages parish staff; supervises parish 
communication; and builds relationships with diverse 
cultural groups. Seminarians were asked to rate the 
relative level of importance they believe activities from 
selected performance areas have for a parish pastor on 
a five-point Likert scale ranging from “very important, 
important, moderately important, of little importance, 
or not sure.”

   
LEVEL OF IMPORTANCE FOR PASTOR as rated by Percent of 

Seminarians

Percent 
rating Very 
Important 

+  
Important

Percent 
rating 

Moderately 
+ Of Little 

Import

PERFORMANCE AREAS 
and ACTIVITIES

LEVEL OF PASTORAL 
PROFICIENCY 
as stated in In 

Fulfillment of Their 
Mission

Very 
Important 
Column 1

Important 
Column 2

Moderately 
Important 
Column 3

Of Little 
Importance 

Column 4
Not 
Sure

% Totals 
Columns 

1+2

% Totals 
Columns 

3+4 Mean

Leads Parish Pastoral & 
Finance Councils    

Enlists the expertise 
of consultative bodies 
within the parish Novice 47.4 45.6 5.3 0 1.8 93.0 5.3 4.37

Participates in various 
aspects of parish 
administrations 
(financial, personnel and 
physical plant) Novice 33.3 42.1 21.1 1.8 1.8 75.4 22.9 4.04

Chairs a project for one 
of the parish committees

Approaching 
Proficiency 8.8 24.6 36.8 28.8 1.8 33.4 65.6 3.11

TABLE III. Performance Areas and Activities, Levels of Importance as rated by Seminarians.
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LEVEL OF IMPORTANCE FOR PASTOR as rated by Percent of 

Seminarians

Percent 
rating Very 
Important 

+  
Important

Percent 
rating 

Moderately 
+ Of Little 

Import

PERFORMANCE AREAS 
and ACTIVITIES

LEVEL OF PASTORAL 
PROFICIENCY 
as stated in In 

Fulfillment of Their 
Mission

Very 
Important 
Column 1

Important 
Column 2

Moderately 
Important 
Column 3

Of Little 
Importance 

Column 4
Not 
Sure

% Totals 
Columns 

1+2

% Totals 
Columns 

3+4 Mean

Leads Parish Pastoral & 
Finance Councils    

Enlists the expertise 
of consultative bodies 
within the parish Novice 47.4 45.6 5.3 0 1.8 93.0 5.3 4.37

Participates in various 
aspects of parish 
administrations 
(financial, personnel and 
physical plant) Novice 33.3 42.1 21.1 1.8 1.8 75.4 22.9 4.04

Chairs a project for one 
of the parish committees

Approaching 
Proficiency 8.8 24.6 36.8 28.8 1.8 33.4 65.6 3.11

Shares information 
regularly with 
committee chairs, 
council members and 
staff

Approaching 
Proficiency 38.6 45.6 14 0 1.8 84.2 14 4.19

Fulfills canonical and 
diocesan regulations for 
pastoral and financial 
councils Proficiency 68.4 29.8 0 0 1.8 98.2 0 4.63

Sets goals in 
consultation with 
council members to 
guide their work in 
fulfilling the mission of 
the parish Proficiency 35.1 49.1 14 0 1.8 84.2 14 4.16

Inspires greater lay 
involvement and 
creativity in the councils 
regarding stewardship 
in the parish Above Proficiency 43.9 42.1 10.5 1.8 1.8 86.0 12.3 4.25

Serves as a consultant 
on the diocesan level Above Proficiency 7.0 24.6 38.6 28.1 1.8 31.6 66.7 3.07

   

Oversees the 
Stewardship of Parish 
Finances    

Can identify and 
describe basic financial 
processes as they apply 
to the parish Novice 33.3 56.1 8.8 0 1.8 89.4 8.8 4.19

Can read a financial 
statement and explain 
the parish budget Novice 36.8 45.6 15.8 0 1.8 82.4 15.8 4.16

Participates in 
workshops on diocesan 
financial policies and 
procedures Novice 17.5 40.4 36.8 5.3 0 57.9 42.1 3.7

Personally calls on members of the parish to take responsibility for parish finances
Approaching Proficiency

28.1
35.1
33.3 1.8 1.8 63.2 35.1 3.86

Utilizes the expertise 
of the parish financial 
council

Approaching 
Proficiency 66.7 28.1 5.3 0 0 94.8 5.3 4.61

   
LEVEL OF IMPORTANCE FOR PASTOR as rated by Percent of 

Seminarians

Percent 
rating Very 
Important 

+  
Important

Percent 
rating 

Moderately 
+ Of Little 

Import

PERFORMANCE AREAS 
and ACTIVITIES

LEVEL OF PASTORAL 
PROFICIENCY 
as stated in In 

Fulfillment of Their 
Mission

Very 
Important 
Column 1

Important 
Column 2

Moderately 
Important 
Column 3

Of Little 
Importance 

Column 4
Not 
Sure

% Totals 
Columns 

1+2

% Totals 
Columns 

3+4 Mean

TABLE III. Performance Areas and Activities, Levels of Importance as rated by Seminarians. (Continued)
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LEVEL OF IMPORTANCE FOR PASTOR as rated by Percent of 

Seminarians

Percent 
rating Very 
Important 

+  
Important

Percent 
rating 

Moderately 
+ Of Little 

Import

PERFORMANCE AREAS 
and ACTIVITIES

LEVEL OF PASTORAL 
PROFICIENCY 
as stated in In 

Fulfillment of Their 
Mission

Very 
Important 
Column 1

Important 
Column 2

Moderately 
Important 
Column 3

Of Little 
Importance 

Column 4
Not 
Sure

% Totals 
Columns 

1+2

% Totals 
Columns 

3+4 Mean

TABLE III. Performance Areas and Activities, Levels of Importance as rated by Seminarians. (Continued)

Aligns parish finances to 
meet all modifications/
revisions in diocesan 
financial policies and 
procedures

Approaching 
Proficiency 33.3 50.9 14.0 0 1.8 84.2 14 4.14

Prioritizes financial 
needs of the parish 
according to its mission Proficiency 45.6 49.1 5.3 0 0 94.7 5.3 4.4

Makes financial 
decisions following 
principles of good 
stewardship and gospel 
values Proficiency 63.2 33.3 3.5 0 0 96.5 3.5 4.6

Raises sufficient funds to 
carry out the mission of 
the parish Proficiency 40.4 50.9 8.8 0 0 91.3 8.8 4.32

Fulfills responsibilities 
of good stewardship 
according to diocesan 
policies Proficiency 40.4 45.6 12.3 0 1.8 86.0 12.3 4.23

Creates endowment for 
parish operations and 
programs Above Proficiency 19.3 38.6 28.1 12.3 1.8 57.9 40.4 3.61

Oversees Parish 
Programs, Ministries 
and Apostolates    

Informs parish members 
of available ministries 
and apostolates Novice 28.1 57.9 12.3 0 1.8 86.0 12.3 4.11

Keeps updated on 
diocesan policies and 
regulations Novice 59.7 35.1 3.5 0 1.8 94.8 3.5 4.51

Assesses the quality 
of existing parish 
programs, ministries and 
apostolates in light of 
local needs

Approaching 
Proficiency 33.3 50.9 14.0 0 1.8 84.2 14 4.14

Promotes participation 
by calling parish 
members to share their 
time and talents

Approaching 
Proficiency 42.1 42.1 10.5 3.5 1.8 84.2 14 4.19

Provides for the 
supervision and 
formation of parish staff, 
ministers and volunteers Proficiency 24.6 59.7 12.3 1.8 1.8 84.3 14.1 4.04
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LEVEL OF IMPORTANCE FOR PASTOR as rated by Percent of 

Seminarians

Percent 
rating Very 
Important 

+  
Important

Percent 
rating 

Moderately 
+ Of Little 

Import

PERFORMANCE AREAS 
and ACTIVITIES

LEVEL OF PASTORAL 
PROFICIENCY 
as stated in In 

Fulfillment of Their 
Mission

Very 
Important 
Column 1

Important 
Column 2

Moderately 
Important 
Column 3

Of Little 
Importance 

Column 4
Not 
Sure

% Totals 
Columns 

1+2

% Totals 
Columns 

3+4 Mean

TABLE III. Performance Areas and Activities, Levels of Importance as rated by Seminarians. (Continued)

Organizes and promotes 
programs to carry out 
the mission of the 
Church Proficiency 50.9 29.8 17.5 0 1.8 80.7 17.5 4.28

Discerns the activity 
of God in the lives of 
people and calls them 
into various ministries 
and apostolates Proficiency 68.4 19.3 10.5 0 1.8 87.7 10.5 4.53

Coordinates (facilitates) 
communication among 
the various parish 
ministers, programs and 
apostolates Proficiency 15.8 47.4 33.3 1.8 1.8 63.2 35.1 3.74

Cultivates and nurtures 
a spirit of discipleship 
among parish priests, lay 
ministers and staff Above Proficiency 56.1 33.3 8.8 0 1.8 89.4 8.8 4.42

   

Employs and Manages 
Parish Staff    

Can describe basic 
diocesan personnel 
policies and procedures Novice 31.6 52.6 12.3 3.5 0 84.2 15.8 4.12

Follows diocesan 
personnel policies and 
procedures Novice 52.6 38.6 7.0 1.8 0 91.2 8.8 4.42

Participates in the hiring 
process

Approaching 
Proficiency 45.6 40.4 8.8 5.3 0 86.0 14.1 4.26

Writes job descriptions 
for parish staff openings

Approaching 
Proficiency 14.0 36.8 42.1 7.0 0 50.8 49.1 3.58

Revises parish personnel 
policies and procedures 
in light of changes in 
diocesan requirements

Approaching 
Proficiency 24.6 52.6 19.3 3.5 0 77.2 22.8 3.98

Maintains a healthy 
work environment Proficiency 57.9 28.1 12.3 1.8 0 86.0 14.1 4.42

Nurtures a spirit of 
discipleship among staff Proficiency 56.1 29.9 14.0 0 0 86.0 14 4.42

Makes personnel 
decisions following 
principles of good 
stewardship and gospel 
values Proficiency 61.4 28.1 8.8 1.8 0 89.5 10.6 4.49

Hires qualified 
individuals who support 
the needs/mission of the 
parish Proficiency 57.9 36.8 3.5 1.8 0 94.7 5.3 4.51
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LEVEL OF IMPORTANCE FOR PASTOR as rated by Percent of 

Seminarians

Percent 
rating Very 
Important 

+  
Important

Percent 
rating 

Moderately 
+ Of Little 

Import

PERFORMANCE AREAS 
and ACTIVITIES

LEVEL OF PASTORAL 
PROFICIENCY 
as stated in In 

Fulfillment of Their 
Mission

Very 
Important 
Column 1

Important 
Column 2

Moderately 
Important 
Column 3

Of Little 
Importance 

Column 4
Not 
Sure

% Totals 
Columns 

1+2

% Totals 
Columns 

3+4 Mean

TABLE III. Performance Areas and Activities, Levels of Importance as rated by Seminarians. (Continued)

Reviews contracts and 
evaluates employees on 
a regular basis following 
diocesan policy 
(annually) Proficiency 35.1 47.4 17.5 0 0 82.5 17.5 4.18

Mediates conflict among 
parish staff in keeping 
with diocesan policy, 
parish mission and the 
good of the Church Proficiency 36.8 45.6 15.8 1.8 0 82.4 17.6 4.18

Provides for the 
supervision of staff Proficiency 17.5 57.9 21.1 3.5 0 75.4 24.6 3.89

Provides opportunities 
for continuing education 
of staff Proficiency 22.8 35.1 35.1 7.0 0 57.9 42.1 3.74

Empowers staff to 
develop their full 
potential Above Proficiency 47.4 31.6 15.8 5.3 0 79.0 21.1 4.21

   

Supervises Parish 
Communication    

Keeps updated on 
diocesan resources, 
memoranda and 
regulations Novice 43.9 43.9 10.5 1.8 0 87.8 12.3 4.3

Assesses strengths 
and weaknesses of 
the various modes 
of communication 
available and in use in 
the parish Novice 12.3 61.4 24.6 1.8 0 73.7 26.4 3.84

Develops a system 
for facilitating 
communication with the 
parish community

Approaching 
Proficiency 21.1 64.9 14.0 0 0 86.0 14 4.07

Assures that 
parishioners are 
informed through 
various modes of 
communication Proficiency 29.8 49.1 19.3 1.8 0 78.9 21.1 4.07

Maintains open 
communication both 
formally and informally 
(shares information 
with committee chairs, 
council members, staff, 
etc.) Proficiency 33.3 49.1 15.8 1.8 0 82.4 17.6 4.14
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Creates systems for 
communicating with 
larger publics Above Proficiency 10.5 57.9 24.6 7.0 0 68.4 31.6 3.72

   

Builds Relationships 
with Diverse Cultural 
Groups    

Seeks accurate 
information about the 
diverse cultural groups 
in the local and parish 
community Novice 28.1 56.1 12.3 3.5 0 84.2 15.8 4.09

Makes contact with 
the leaders of various 
cultural communities

Approaching 
Proficiency 17.5 49.1 26.3 7.0 0 66.6 33.3 3.77

Creates an environment 
(liturgical, social, 
educational) that 
welcomes diverse 
groups

Approaching 
Proficiency 22.8 47.4 21.1 7.0 0 70.2 28.1 3.82

Incorporates examples 
from different cultural 
perspectives into 
preaching and teaching Proficiency 19.3 47.4 26.3 7.0 0 66.7 33.3 3.79

Integrates the devotions 
and religious customs 
of the various cultural 
groups within the 
community into the life 
of the parish Proficiency 28.1 38.6 29.8 3.5 0 66.7 33.3 3.91

Mediates tensions 
between different 
cultural groups Proficiency 31.6 45.6 17.5 5.3 0 77.2 22.8 4.04

Creates strategies for 
intercultural dialogue 
and understanding Above Proficiency 12.3 49.1 26.3 12.3 0 61.4 38.6 3.61

Speaks a pastoral 
language in addition to 
his mother tongue Above Proficiency 29.8 42.1 10.5 12.3 5.3 71.9 22.8 3.79

   
LEVEL OF IMPORTANCE FOR PASTOR as rated by Percent of 

Seminarians

Percent 
rating Very 
Important 

+  
Important

Percent 
rating 

Moderately 
+ Of Little 

Import

PERFORMANCE AREAS 
and ACTIVITIES

LEVEL OF PASTORAL 
PROFICIENCY 
as stated in In 

Fulfillment of Their 
Mission

Very 
Important 
Column 1

Important 
Column 2

Moderately 
Important 
Column 3

Of Little 
Importance 

Column 4
Not 
Sure

% Totals 
Columns 

1+2

% Totals 
Columns 

3+4 Mean

TABLE III. Performance Areas and Activities, Levels of Importance as rated by Seminarians. (Continued)
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Developing a collaborative 
leadership style, 

implementing diocesan 
policies and mediating 

parish conflicts were ranked 
in the top three areas of 
importance for a pastor 
by more than half the 

seminarians.

Table III shows the level of importance ratings 
given by the seminarians against the proficiency levels 
stated for the activities in In Fulfillment of Their Mission. 
As can be seen in Table III, the majority of seminarians, 
not surprisingly, thought most of the activities to be 
important or very important for a parish pastor. Twenty-
two of the fifty-six activities listed (40 percent), however, 
were rated by 20 percent or more of the seminarians 
as of little importance or moderately important, with a 
few not sure. Every performance category, however, had 
a minimum of one to a maximum of seven activities 
viewed as of little or moderate importance. Interestingly, 
the proficiency levels of the activities that seminarians 
rated of little or moderate importance, as assessed in 
In Fulfillment of Their Mission, ranged from novice to 
above proficiency. 

Table IV breaks out the twenty-two activities rated 
with lower levels of importance by the seminarians.

Leads Parish Pastoral and Finance Councils
•	 Participates in various aspects of parish admin-

istrations (financial, personnel and physical 
plant)

•	 Chairs a project for one of the parish commit-
tees

•	 Serves as a consultant on the diocesan level

Oversees the Stewardship of Parish Finances
•	 Participates in workshops on diocesan financial 

policies and procedures
•	 Personally calls on members of the parish to 

take responsibility for parish finances
•	 Creates endowment for parish operations and 

programs

Oversees Programs, Ministries and Apostolates
•	 Coordinates (facilitates) communication among 

the various parish ministers, programs and 
apostolates

Employs and Manages Parish Staff
•	 Writes job descriptions for parish staff open-

ings
•	 Revises parish personnel policies and proce-

dures in light of changes in diocesan require-
ments

•	 Provides for the supervision of staff
•	 Provides opportunities for continuing educa-

tion of staff
•	 Empowers staff to develop their full potential

Supervises Parish Communication
•	 Assesses strengths and weaknesses of the vari-

ous modes of communication available and in 
use in the parish

•	 Assures that parishioners are informed through 
various modes of communication

•	 Creates systems for communicating with larger 
publics

Builds Relationships with Diverse Cultural Groups
•	 Makes contact with the leaders of various cul-

tural communities
•	 Creates an environment (liturgical, social, edu-

cational) that welcomes diverse groups
•	 Incorporates examples from different cultural 

perspectives into preaching and teaching
•	 Integrates the devotions and religious customs 

of the various cultural groups within the com-
munity into the life of the parish

•	 Mediates tensions between different cultural 
groups

•	 Creates strategies for intercultural dialogue and 
understanding

•	 Speaks a pastoral language in addition to his 
mother tongue

Table IV. Activities within Performance Areas that 
20% or more of the Seminarians rated as Moderately 
Important or Of Little Importance. 

Of particular note in Table IV are the performance 
areas with the largest number of activities considered 
of little or moderate importance, i.e., builds relation-
ships with diverse cultural groups (seven activities) and 
employs and manages parish staff (five). Of additional 
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note are those areas in which 50 percent or more of 
the activities listed were considered of lesser importance 
(supervises parish communication and diverse cultural 
groups). Within the performance category of builds rela-
tionships with diverse cultural groups, seven of the eight 
total activities were viewed by 20 to nearly 40 percent 
of the seminarians as of little importance or moderately 
important with those activities’ proficiency levels rated 
in In Fulfillment of Their Mission as approaching profi-
ciency, proficiency, or above proficiency.

Additionally, activities considered of little or 
moderate importance by 40 percent or more of the 
seminarians were: Provides opportunities for continuing 
education of staff (42.1 percent), creates endowment for 
parish operations and programs (42.1), participates in 
workshops on diocesan financial policies and procedures 
(42.1), writes job descriptions for parish staff openings 
(49.2), chairs a project for one of the parish committees 
(66.6), and serves as a consultant on the diocesan level 
(68.4).

Examination of these twenty-two activities across 
class levels found second-, third- and fourth-year semi-
narians answering within the response categories of 
moderately important or of little importance, with no 
pattern of response. Seminarians within each class level, 
thus, believed these activities to be of either moderate 
importance or of little importance for a parish pastor.

Spirituality
The seminarians were then asked to link spirituali-

ty with leadership, responding to the question, “In what 
ways does your spirituality impact you as a leader?” All 
the seminarians, one hundred percent, reported their 
spirituality impacting their leadership. Their responses 
offered insight into spirituality seen as a personal, living 
relationship with a triune God, i.e., the Father, the Son 
and the Holy Spirit. Foundational frames of spirituality 
– transcendence, inter-connectedness, ultimate purpose, 
transformational nature and so forth,15 as described by 
these respondents was relational, building from God, 
and formed the basis from which other spiritual ele-
ments derived. Four themes, or elements, of spirituality-
leadership interaction emerged: process, action, character 
and outcome/effect.16

Figure I. Elements of Spirituality-Leadership 
Interaction.

The process descriptors found within spirituality 
impacting leadership for these respondents were broad-
based concepts engaging God, self and others. Summa-
rized, they included the following: listening and silence 
as tools of both connection and insight before action; 
bringing others to Christ and the spiritual experience; 
expectations that transformations occur within self and 
within others so that progress is sought toward trans-
formation and change; receiving greater awareness and 
strength in applying principles and Biblical teachings in 
life; and a belief that “even though I am leading, I am 
being led.” Seminarians describing various processes as 
spirituality impacting their leadership capacity generally 
described a type of continuous cycle of reflection-seek-
ing-attitude-behavior-reflection model with relationship 
to the triune God as center.

Within the action category, seminarians reported 
their spirituality prompting them to act while in leader-
ship positions, or while engaged in leadership experi-
ences, or in leadership decision-making. The responses 
describing actions related to leadership and spirituality 
(as opposed to processes, outcomes or character), fell 
into the following categories: increased prayer; establish-
ing and focusing on priorities and “rightly ordering” 
priorities; placing Christ’s and others’ agendas before 
self; and goal setting, assessment and evaluation in con-
formance with God’s will. While leadership was viewed 
as a collection of style, attitudes, actions and behaviors, 
there was an emphasis with these responses on spiritual-
ity changing action.

Seminarians also reported growth in virtues and 
virtuous behavior, or character framing areas, as an 
important way in which their spirituality impacted 
leadership, citing the essential nature of virtuous be-

Process Action

Character Outcome/Effect

Spirituality &
Leadership
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havior for effective leadership. For these seminarians, the 
focus of spirituality and leadership was interior growth 
and external behavior in accordance with that growth. 
The character-related virtues most often cited were cour-
age, confidence, humility, fortitude, prudence, discipline, 
perseverance, forgiveness and love. 

Several outcomes, or effects, were also cited as the 
primary result of spirituality impacting leadership in the 
form of increased service to others; a changed paradigm 
of leadership evolving to an understanding and attitude 
of servant leadership; an enhanced desire to learn about 
God and others; increased peace; increased compassion; 
total reliance on God; and God providing “fuel to meet 
the challenges.”

Spirituality’s impact on leadership, for these semi-
narians, was thus reported as integral to leadership, inte-
grative with leadership, and framing for the seminarians’ 
processing, attitudes, character and actions.

Major Findings
Results of this research show that the majority of 

the fifty-six tasks and activities included within the six 
performance areas of pastoral leadership and administra-
tion utilized in this study were rated as important to 
very important by survey respondents. Twenty-two of 
the tasks and activities (40 percent) were, however, rated 
with lesser importance – moderately important or of 
little importance – by 20 percent to more than 60 per-
cent of the respondents. These tasks and activities are all 
considered relevant for pastors as assessed in the rubrics 
of In Fulfillment of Their Mission. Specifically, activities 
and responsibilities within the performance areas of em-
ploying and managing parish staff, building relationships 

with diverse cultural groups, overseeing parish finances, 
and supervising parish communication, received lower 
importance ratings by seminarians across class levels. 
Interestingly, these lower-rated activities range across 
all proficiency levels, from novice to above proficiency, 
as stated in the performance rubrics of In Fulfillment 
of Their Mission. There was also greater variation in 
responses in ranking tasks for a parish pastor when con-
sidered, by the seminarians, from the perspective of key 
constituents, the lay leaders.

According to this study, there appears to be a gap 
in understanding of areas considered to be important to 
pastoral leadership today by at least one in four seminar-
ians across second-, third- and fourth-year class levels. 
This is particularly notable in the two performance areas 
in which the majority of the activities listed were given 
lower ratings, i.e., supervises parish communication and 
builds relationships with diverse cultural groups, areas 
of great import to all types of leadership today. Employs 
and manages parish staff and leads parish pastoral and 
finance councils also received lower importance ratings 
for several activities and tasks.

In linking spirituality to leadership, for these de-
veloping leaders, the study finds that spirituality contrib-
utes to leadership within an interior aspect of self and 
from self to others. All the respondents, one hundred 
percent, believe their spirituality strengthens their leader-
ship capacities, aiding in both personal growth and per-
formance through a variety of processes, actions, charac-
ter and outcomes.

Discussion
Results of this research, therefore, indicate a high 

level of spirituality among the respondents, a high level 
of perceived importance of the impact of spirituality on 
leadership and low levels of perceived importance re-
garding pastoral leadership performance areas relating to 
staffing, diversity, communication and finances – areas 
typically considered critical in leadership and managing 
through change. A key finding is that one in four of the 
developing leaders in this study will enter a first pastoral 
assignment with a great reservoir of spirituality, an un-
derstanding of linking spirituality to leadership, but less 
understanding of the importance of essential pastoral 
leadership performance areas, in particular those areas 
with direct impact upon the well-being of the organiza-
tion (finances), employees (staffing), and lay leaders, 
volunteers, congregations and communities (communica-
tion and diversity). The question is, does this matter? I 
argue that it does.

Seminarians also reported 
growth in virtues and 
virtuous behavior, or 

character framing areas, as 
an important way in which 
their spirituality impacted 

leadership, citing the 
essential nature of virtuous 

behavior for effective 
leadership.
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Spiritual individuals, with 
early and high levels of 
leadership training and 

experience integrated with 
their spiritual formation, 

will become highly spiritual, 
highly effective leaders.

While the importance of a first pastoral assignment 
as assistant or associate pastor, and thus with one-to-one 
mentoring by a senior pastor, is not to be underestimat-
ed, additional factors must be taken into consideration. 
The labor intensity of this type of training model may 
prove problematic with the current changing environ-
mental conditions, especially with the reported increas-
ingly shorter length of time to pastor one’s own parish 
(Hoge 2006 and 2008), and the increasing complexity 
of the emerging parish leadership role. It is possible that 
in the foreseeable future less labor-intensive and more 
compact models of training and education must be de-
veloped to efficiently prepare pastoral leaders to face the 
challenges of leadership.

The results of this study are important for addi-
tional reasons. First, wide variation in the understanding 
of importance in leadership performance areas, tasks and 
activities suggests that as parish assignments are made, 
an individual entering into that assignment with a lower 
level of understanding of activity importance may dem-
onstrate lower levels of performance and effectiveness 
and thus encounter decreased parishioner satisfaction. 
The responsibility to address a lack of understanding 
moves to the senior pastor who may or may not have 
the resources (time, energy and so forth) to adequately 
educate and change the perspective nor build in-depth 
understanding for the developing leader regarding poten-
tial negative consequences. 

Secondly, from a formation perspective, discussing 
leadership issues and concepts in groups during semi-
nary education and training within a continuous frame-
work of knowledge-building would provide a time and 
venue to ensure that seminarians become equally well- 
grounded in pastoral leadership as well as aid them in 
dialoguing and networking specifically about leadership 
prior to their first full assignments. 

Thirdly, building earlier awareness of the wealth 
and variety of constituent perspectives and skills, espe-
cially those of lay leaders, staff and diverse groups, will 
enable a developing leader to more effectively commu-
nicate, build trust and inspire others, key elements in 
leading during times of change and the challenges faced 
today. Changing demographics require culturally sensi-
tive leadership at all levels and stages of development.

Finally, the relationship between spirituality and 
leadership is being established in the broader literature 
(Benefiel 2005 and 2008; Fry 2003; Fry and Kriger 
2009; Fry and Slocum 2008; Hicks 2003; Williams 
2003) as well as the role and importance of workplace 
spirituality on organizations and performance (Biberman 

2008; Duchon and Plowman 2005; Garcia-Zamor 2003; 
Giacalone and Jurkiewicz 2003; Mitroff and Denton 
1999). Building deeper understanding about the devel-
opment of leaders with high levels of spirituality and 
linking their spirituality with leadership capacities offers 
great insight into a formative element of the interior self 
coupled with the external actions and behaviors impor-
tant to effective leadership practices.

Essential to leader development is moving through 
multiple stages: understanding the concepts and respon-
sibilities of leadership, learning and doing the myriad 
tasks of leadership and becoming a leader, in other 
words, a state of being. It would seem that spiritual 
individuals, with early and high levels of leadership 
training and experience integrated with their spiritual 
formation, will become highly spiritual, highly effective 
leaders. Gaps in understanding regarding the duties and 
responsibilities of pastoral leadership, however, may slow 
progress in serving the changing Church.

Closing Remarks
The development of future pastoral leaders and 

the effectiveness of their leadership during times of de-
mographic change and organizational, economic and 
societal shifts will prove critical to the sustainability of 
parishes and the unique role they play in society. Es-
sential to the long-term success of parish leaders will be 
a thorough understanding of the parishes and systems in 
which they operate and deep knowledge of, and training 
in, the responsibilities and activities necessary for effec-
tive pastoral leadership.

To achieve a well-functioning parish, pastors must 
be prepared with the organizational skills and abili-
ties necessary to lead through change. The number one 
request from priests in the first years of pastoral assign-
ments, when reflecting upon their seminary training, 
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Essential to the long-
term success of parish 

leaders will be a thorough 
understanding of the 

parishes and systems in 
which they operate and deep 

knowledge of, and training 
in, the responsibilities and 

activities necessary for 
effective pastoral leadership.

was for leadership, administration and interpersonal 
skills development (Hoge 2008). This study has im-
plications for the manner in which pastoral leadership 
education is provided in seminaries and other formation 
programs, in particular regarding the nature of the lead-
ership training, timing of the training, the methodology 
and whether the training is required or optional.

These research results suggest that a high level of 
spirituality is perceived to positively impact leadership 
in multiple ways and that spirituality provides a lens 
from which leadership challenges are interpreted and 
evaluated. It may well be that as pastoral leaders seek 
strength and guidance in facing the increased internal 
organizational pressures and unpredictable external forces 
such as those encountered in the early decades of this 
century, further linking spirituality and leader capabili-
ties will prove critical to the success and well-flourishing 
of all organizations.

Limitations
The current study focused on the perceived im-

portance of the performance areas and tasks of pastoral 
leadership and other parish administrative responsibili-
ties, and the link between spirituality and leadership, 
from the perspective of a group of seminarians at a 
Roman Catholic seminary. Forms of response bias may 
have influenced results, for example, hypothesis guess-
ing, social desirability or self-esteem bias. Also, the 
small number of participants does not allow for deeper 
statistical analysis. In addition, with the nature of this 
exploratory analysis results may not be generalizable. 

Additional studies increasing the total number of cases 
available in the dataset will allow for comprehensive sta-
tistical analyses of results as well as providing compara-
tive data.

Future Research
Plans are underway for a larger study of seminar-

ians. The administration of the survey at the seminary 
represented here in two-to-three years will allow for 
comparisons within study groups. Including additional 
seminaries in a future survey will offer comparative 
analyses across seminarian programs. Surveying practic-
ing pastors, in single as well as in clustered parishes, 
regarding the priorities of pastoral leadership duties and 
the ways in which lay ministers help lead parishes will 
offer a more complete picture of the changing landscape 
of parish leadership and help to validate the pastoral 
performance areas and activities. Asking structured, in-
depth questions about how spirituality impacts practic-
ing leaders’ roles and decision-making will further the 
understanding of the relationship between spirituality 
and leadership. Finally, linking spirituality to religious 
traditions and building understanding of workplace 
spirituality (Delbecq 2009) in other types of organiza-
tions will offer a broader lens from which to view the 
development of all leaders.

F.K. Marsh, Ph.D., is an Associate Professor of 
Management with the Richard J. Bolte School 
of Business, Mount St. Mary’s University, Em-
mitsburg, Maryland. She received her MBA from 
Canisius College and Ph.D. from the University of 
Michigan. 
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Endnotes
1. In Fulfillment of Their Mission was developed and pub-

lished through a partnership of the Midwest Association 
of Theological Schools and the Education Development 
Center, Inc. (EDC). It was funded by the Wabash Center 
for Teaching and Learning in Theology and Religion. In 
it the authors, J. Ippolito, M.A. Latcovich, and J. Malyn-
Smith provide a matrix and rubrics for ministerial duties 
and their constituent tasks. EDC holds the copyright for 
the work.

2. Other publications, for example, J.C. Carter’s work and 
a recent article by R.B. McKenna, P.R. Yost, and T.N. 
Boyd, also proved helpful. Please see the bibliography sec-
tion for citations of these and other related texts. External 
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reviewers also offered suggestions on near-final survey 
instrument drafts.

3. Special thanks go to Rev. Dr. Paul Sullins, the Catho-
lic University of America, and the rector and academic 
dean of the seminary for their many survey reviews and 
insightful suggestions, to Donald McCrabb, Catholic 
Leadership Institute, Dr. Gary Roberts, Regent University, 
and Rev. Vincent O’Malley and many others, for ongoing 
conversations and survey suggestions. Joseph Ippolito, Ed-
ucation Development Center, Inc., and others were most 
helpful in rubric discussions and guidance. Thanks also 
go to participants in a panel discussion session entitled 
“Spirituality in the Workplace,” at the annual conference 
of the Christian Business Faculty Association, October, 
2010, where early spirituality results were discussed. 
Anonymous reviewers gave helpful feedback. Any errors 
in this work, however, are the sole responsibility of the 
author.

4. The survey was password-protected and proctored during 
each administration. Attendance and participation in the 
survey were requested by the rector unless a seminarian 
was excused due to illness or participation in a conflicting 
event. Participants were assured of the confidentiality of 
their responses. The university’s internal research review 
board (IRB) approved the study.

5. Upon survey completion, frequencies, means, and stan-
dard deviations were generated for question responses 
with cross-tabulation by class level providing further 
detail. In the analysis of open-ended questions, themes 
were identified through an inductive, iterative approach 
as understanding emerged (see B. Glaser and A. Strauss, 
1967, for further detail), utilizing thematic clustering, 
word counts, and categorical coding of the data.

6. A full-time position was defined as a paid position, 32 
hours a week or more, with benefits provided.

7. All further reference to In Fulfillment of Their Mission: 
The Duties and Tasks of a Roman Catholic Priest is the Ip-
polito et al. 2008 edition as cited in the References.

8. Performance areas and activities selected for inclusion in 
this study were decided upon after comments and sugges-
tions from pastoral leaders and consultants to the survey. 
The length of the survey limited the inclusion of all per-
formance areas and activities.

9. For use in the survey questions, verb tenses in the tasks 
and activities were changed, for example, “initiates” to 
“initiating,” one word change was made (“animates” to 
“inspiring”), and one activity combination was developed 
“Maintaining personal balance and health.” These chang-
es were based on comments from the survey pre-test. For 
spacing and fit onto electronic survey pages, a perfor-
mance area, task, or activity may have had an “a” or “the” 
removed when it did not affect task meaning.

10. A total of twenty tasks were selected for inclusion. Eleven 
of the tasks were selected directly from the pastoral duty 
“Leads Parish Administration” found in In Fulfillment 

of Their Mission. Five other tasks typically considered 
important to effective leadership and listed within other 
pastoral duties in In Fulfillment were selected and added 
to the “Leads Parish Administration” ranking set. These 
additional tasks were: Responding to crisis situations, me-
diating parish conflicts, building relationships with diverse 
cultural groups, developing a collaborative leadership 
style, and maintaining personal balance and health. Four 
other tasks were added to the questions as “confound-
ing checks,” potential answers placed within the lists that 
were not in the actual duties or performance areas found 
In Fulfillment: Scheduling meetings, meeting employees 
many times a week, engaging in social activities with staff 
and their families, and socializing with volunteers. Con-
founding checks are a design control technique utilized in 
research to decrease the effects of extraneous factors. Re-
fer to Fundamentals of Marketing Research, by S.M. Smith 
and G.S. Albaum for a good discussion, pp. 292-295. 

11. The means for Tasks Set 1 ranged from 2.32 to 7.88, a 
difference of 5.56, with the narrowest cluster of means 
in the middle range, from 4.61 to 5.77. The highest 
frequencies, i.e., the most seminarians in agreement, oc-
curred in the top rankings of activities plus the areas of 
overseeing parish finances and scheduling meetings.

12. Means clustered around four to five.
13. The difference in the range of means for the tasks when 

viewed from a lay leader perspective by the seminarians 
was narrower than when viewed from a pastor’s perspec-
tive (7.14-3.61=3.53 versus 6.91-2.32=4.59). The major-
ity percentages, in general, were less indicating a greater 
variation in the rankings of 1 to 10 for each activity.

14  When ranking the second set of tasks one through ten, 
the rankings with majority agreement dropped slightly 
in comparison to Set 1 and the means were more closely 
clustered (3.39 to 6.82 and 4.40 to 6.14).

15. See particularly Giacalone, R.A., and Jurkiewicz, C.L., 
“Toward a Science of Workplace Spirituality,” in Hand-
book of Workplace Spirituality and Organizational Perfor-
mance, Armonk, NY: M.E. Sharpe, 2003, Tables 1.1 and 
1.2 for various literature’s definitions and dimensionalities 
of spirituality.

16. In culling through the essay responses to the spirituality 
question, first-order codes were identified comprised of 
words used by seminarians to describe the ways in which 
their spirituality impacts their leadership. Word counts 
and phrasing further identified clusters.
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Midwest Association of Theological Schools Report (MATS)

What is in the vocation of a 
priest that especially gives 
him joy? The evidence is 

overwhelmingly in favor of a 
loving relationship with God.

why Priests are happy: a study 
of the Psychological and spiritual 
health of Priests 
msgr. stephen J. rossetti

Ave Maria Press, 2012
Reviewed by Rev. Gene Hemrick

BooK reView

W hy Priests are Happy: A Study of the Psychol- 
 ogical and Spiritual Health of Priests is an  
 in-depth study on how well disposed priests 

are to their spiritual life devotional life, physical and 
psychological well-being, celibacy, bishop and ministry. 

Contrary to the opinion that priests are demoral-
ized and that sexual abuse scandals have dampened their 
zest, the study finds they are happy and possess the zeal 
that comes with happiness. 

Rossetti’s study covers some of the major bases 
regarding the challenges priests face: burnout, loneli-
ness, being unappreciated, alcoholism, narcissism, sexual 
conflicts, obesity, relational conflicts, living quarters and 
coming from a dysfunctional background. In studying 
these variables, we are given a realistic picture of the 
priesthood in its entirety: priests are human and con-
tend with the same problems everyone faces. 

The study also compares the happiness of priests 
to that of the laity. The result shows that priests, on the 
whole, are happier than most of the people they serve.

The study raises the question, what exactly is the 
essence of their joy? What is in the vocation of a priest 
that especially gives him joy? The evidence is over-
whelmingly in favor of a loving relationship with God. 

In tracing to its roots the happiness Rossetti finds, 
we note that his study points us to the principles of 
joy expounded in Pope Paul VI’s Apostolic Exhortation 
Gaudete in Domino. It is no exaggeration to conclude 
that in praying the breviary and experiencing its con-
stant exultation of God’s creation, priests enter into the 
“elating joy of existence and of life.” In living celibacy, 
they experience the “joy of chaste and sanctified love.” 
In ministering to their people, they often find “the 
sometimes joy of work well done.” And then there is 
the “transparent joy of purity, service and sharing; and 
the demanding joy of sacrifice.”

As hopeful as are the findings of the Rossetti 
study, certain hard questions still need to be addressed 
before taking full satisfaction in a joyful priesthood. For 
example, what effect is ministering to several parishes si-
multaneously having on the growing number of pastors 
in this situation? Are priests being deprived of the joy of 
intimate community that comes when serving one par-
ish, rather than several parishes? 

There is joy in feeling part of a unified presbyter-
ate. How much joy do international priests serving in 
the US derive from their presbyterate? How much joy 
or lack of it is found among priets sharing common 
theological positions versus conflicting theological posi-
tions? How much camaraderie or lack of it is found in 
diverse groups of priests, i.e., older and younger, educat-
ed together or from different seminaries, second-career 
priests versus single-career priests?

All studies that are well conducted lead to more 
questions and the need for deeper analysis. Based on all 
the good work Rossetti put into this study, I look for-

ward to his next project exploring more 
issues in the American priesthood.

Rev. Eugene Hemrick is director of the National 
Institute for the Renewal of the Priesthood, Wash-
ington, DC.
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■ canonical issues associated with Psychological 
Testing of seminarians, Rev. Brian Dunn

■ human sexuality and Priestly Formation  
Rev. Gerald D. Coleman, SS

■ grace Under Pressure: spirituality of continuity 
and change, Rev. Howard J. Gray, SJ

■ Bridge Building in the Presbyterate: spirituality as 
a common ground, Rev. Paul J. Philibert, OP

■ implementation of the growth Plan 
 at conception seminary college   

Rev. Xavier Nacke, OSB, and Rev. Samuel Russell, OSB

VOLUME  ThrEE:

inTELLEcTUaL & 
PasTOraL FOrMaTiOn

■ Forming Priests for Tomorrow’s church:   
an Ecclesiological approach,    
Rev. Thomas P. Rausch, SJ

■ Theological Education in a Postmodern Era 
Msgr. Jeremiah J. McCarthy

■ The Formation of Priests for a new century: 
Theological and spiritual challenges  
Rev. Robert F. Leavitt, SS

■ Field Educators Explore new Era of Pastoral 
Formation, Donald R. McCrabb, D.Min.

■ Evaluation and Pastoral internship   
Donna Bradesca, OSU 

■ a Pastoral Methodology for the integration of 
Priestly Formation, Rev. James Walsh

■ Pastors: Mastering the Basics of Parish 
administration, Thomas P. Schroeder, CCP

■ Mentoring and supervision in Ministry  
Rev. Robert Schwartz
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Seminary Journal Midwest Association of Theological Schools Report (MATS)
VOLUME FOUr:

addicTiOns & MinisTry FOrMaTiOn

■ The good news can Flourish Only in good soil  
Daniel A. Kidd

■ religion, science and substance abuse:    
Why Priests and Psychiatrists should get Their 
act Together, Joseph A. Califano, Jr. 

■ role of clergy:  The Effects of alcohol and drugs  
on the Person and the Family, C. Roy Woodruff, Ph.D.

■ a case study approach to Teaching chemical 
dependency in seminary Formation:   
an application of the core competencies   
Rev. Mark A. Latcovich and Sis Wenger

■ The dynamics of addiction:  a Wellness concern 
for clergy, Kevin McClone, Psy.D.

■ is the Problem alcohol or another addiction? 
Michael Morton, L.M.F.T.

■ in the shadows of the net: Understanding 
cybersex in the seminary, David Delmonico, Ph.D., 
and Elizabeth Griffin, M.A. 

■ a case for Teaching sexual addiction assessment 
to seminarians: Preparation as confessors and 
spiritual directors, Rev. Richard Chiola, Ph.D.

■ in a Plain Brown Wrapper: help for the sexual 
addict, Stephen Olert, FSC, and Ruthann Williams, OP 

PanEL discUssiOn: Ministry Formation and 
Additions: Implications for Seminaries

■ case studies in Ministry Formation and 
addictions, Michael Morton, L.M.F.T.

■ if i knew then...., Michael Morton, L.M.F.T.

■ Psychological Perspectives,  addiction and 
Formation issues, Kevin P. McClone, Psy.D.

■ Factors that influence a seminarian’s 
Understanding of substance Use and abuse 
Rev. Thomas F. Nestor

■ screening and intervention with Personal 
difficulties, Rev. Stephen J. Rossetti

■ a gUidE FOr MinisTErs: Addictions and 
Compulsive Behaviors—Identification and 
Intervention 
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